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SUMMARY AND RECOISIENDATIONS

1. The present status, trends and development plans for Korea's
fishing industry have been examined in this report and some of the major
problems surrounding the take-off stage in fishery development have been
identified and reviewed. In the course of the discussion certain concla-
sions were drawn and some remedial action suggested wfith respect to a
number of the problems identified. The purpose of this summary is to
integra-te these conclusions in order to provide a more orderly basis for
the specific recommendations to follow.

2. Fisheries constitute one of Koreats princioal outlets for econo-
mic development in view of the country's relatively scarce alternative
naturnl resourRes. Rwmnnsion of' the fishing industry; because it is la'bor
intensive, offers opportunities for employment not equaled in many sectors
nf the ernnoymy,u whinh ronild -,rup +.rt lih+.n t.he Peisting hlbrdlen of un-
employment in -the country. Moreover, the export possibilities inherent
in increased fishery production appear favorable, and this could serve to
strengthen Korea's foreign exchange position and, hence, contribute signi-
flcan+l to -h alleviation of another maj-r *mpe-ment to eooi

development in the country.

3. The Korean Government plans to embark on a vast program of
ifishlery .modcerniztio and 4^nso in --- L ofC 4the areas 4,-4t idetiie,4

representing an expenditure of about $100 million over the next five
years. Because Korearns ha-ve barely begun to break away from their tradi-
tional and fairly primitive fishing status, they naturally lack the
experlence acquired over the years by maore ueveloped fishing nations.
Largely for this reason, one can see problems inherent in the relatively
speedy development proposed, which could lead to: (1) over-extension in
certain fields (e.g., tuna longlining) while neglecting alternative and
perhaps more favorable opportunities of investment in other fisheries,
(2) the adoption of vessels and equipment unsuited to given areas, (3)
the neglect of infrastructure and (4) other basic conditions consistent
with an ef'ficient fishery - in short, an improperly oriented and managed
development program. Without anticipating the recommendations to follow,
Korea might more easily avoid the pitfalls just indicated by seeking more
expert advice in charting the course of fishery development.

4. Assuming fish availability and favorable market outlets for
fishery products, conditions which admittedly should be subojected to
closer scrutiny by competent specialists in the fields to which they
apply, certain areas of Korea's fisheries appear favorable to profitable
investment. These are:

(1) the offshore seining and trawling fisheries, especially
in the Yellow Sea, provided vessels of proper design and.
construction are introduced and training programs developed
to give fishermen the fishing skills required;
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(2) the saury fishery on Korea's east coast, to provide bait
for the distant water longlining fleet and perhaps a low
cost, raw material for fish canning:

(3) shellfish production; especiallv of oysters. clams and
abalone, provided adequate measures are adopted to control
water nolihtion, and

(L4) the distant water fishery, at least ln the longer ru n,
when fishermen training programs have been expanded to
ConCl W -F-h +A-I i-d-m4 n+ f-nr. c1r4 11i 1 cA ; 4 A -1A

additions to the fleet.

5. Korea has exerted special efforts during the last few years or,~~ '-y ~ ~ ~ ~ _A ir.L .1. ;vJ4 Lw.J. vkJ9~ .U.L 'Jx1, LL .. 0 Cant watersU.±building up) a t,ma llong,14.-g, ffleet for -operati -- ons in distan watrs
By the end of 1966 it is anticipated that it will have some 150 tuna

wonc^orl c. n^PN e | w.6_s _ | u u.. t or s 0 L _ S} n at1. .S nnc2on+~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~C t, Ul u _7Vw 0.± 4.;7 cs.J UV, LomAILVar e Wit h WAX dU., G d. ULIU CI1U Va 0 Uk4j '

plans are to expand still further in this direction.

6. W1hile tuna market prospects are presently favorable, there are
reasons to suggest a less accelerated approach to expansiM. One is tha.t
programs of fishermen training do not as yet meet the demand for trainec.
crews arisirgI fror.l the new. additon 4 to t- - he fleet4. A seon is1- tha 4..-~ ~ U~ £1~A 0.~L U-I.JLIL0 U'J dl,1 L .Le Ift secon1U -LS U11L. I., U W0.C

longlining catch rates per unit of fishing effort with existing small and
Medium range vessels have declined noticeably during the past two years
on presently exploited Pacific and Atlantic tuna grounds. Thirdly, a
considerable number of vessels, because of thelr recent acquisition, have
yet to demonstrate their earning power in the light of these fishing
conditions..

7. ]J1 view of the present unknowns, therefore, it would appear
pruden-t for Korea to wait for some clearer indication of the economic
performannce Of the existing longlining fleet before committing additioneal
investment in this type of fishing. Meanwhile, the possibility of develop-
ilg a pole and line tuna fishery, wnicn wouild be subject to a different
set of conditions, might be investigated.. If one may judge from the
experience of Japan witn this type of fishing, this could be an attractive
area for alt least limited investment at this stage of Korea's fishery
developmeni;.

8. The status of Korea's small boat, inshore fishery also con-
stitutes a serious challenge to development planners and administrators.
As stjated at the beginning of this report (Chapter I), this industry is
composed of over orLe million people who participate in the exploitation
of coastal fishes and other forms of marine life along the fringes of
the shore. Only about 300,000 are considered full-time fishermen, the
remainder fishing either for subsistence or to supplement small-scale
farming. Fishing is with unmechanized craft (over 42,000, or 87 percent
of the entire fishing fleet, with capacities averaging less than 2 tons)
and with srmall, traditional, inefficient units of gear and equipment.
Productivity is low - average landings per fisherman being estimated at
less than 1,000 lb.. per year - and so is the economic status of fishing
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villages. The problems associated with elevating the economic position
of this fishery are further intensified by the fact that the fishermen are
disseminated along the coast in some 1,300 hamlets or villages, while
less than ',0 locations are considered suitable for development as fishing
harbors, that is, suited to the provision of the requisite facilities for
modern, efficient f'ishery pursuits - landing and processing facilities,
boat repair, provision of fishing supplies and other requisites.

9. While imrLense difficulties are attached to the modernization
of a fishery of this character, socio-economic and political realities
dictate that they be accorded due priority in government plans for fishery
development and expansion. It can be presumed, therefore, that largely
for this reason Korean Government nlanners have allocated a significant
portion of the funcls earmarked for fishery development in the Second Five-
Year Plan to small boat construction and mechanizationJ modernizntion of
fishing methods, impprovement of fishing harbors and other approaches to
higher nroductievty and nncomres for fishermen.

1 flO The resu-ts to follow from 4-t -n.S of this t-p ar difi--

cult to predict, even if well directed and competently administered.
Fortulnately,v hoTwever, many fishing countries have gone through thls
exercise long ago - some admittedly with greater success than others -
leavin- _- re cod of ex-periLences f"rom wh cich K orea car, d& aw I te pr i

of its objectives.

Recommend_ation

11. 'Jhile a number of factors affecting Korean fisheries have been
identified as favorable to development a.nd expansion, there are uncer-
tainties deriving from Korea's limited experience with modern fishery
pursuits. in part;icular, problems associated with the determination of
investment priorities, as well as with the actual administration and
management of projects, could easily constitute constraints to the achieve-
ment of the objectives sought. In the circumstances, it is considered
that the degree of success attending fishery investments in the immediate
future Awll be highly dependent upon the speed with which Koreans can
acquire the desired techmical know-how and, of course, on the assistance
they receive to speed up the process.

12. Because of the stated unknowms and of the complexity of fishery
situations, it is recommended that consideration be given to a more
detailed study of the development opportunities and problems which could
be identif'ied during the recent mission to Korea and described in this
report. It is considered that the study should be conducted by a group
of specialists in the main branches of fisheries, whose terms of reference
would give particular emphasis to the following main points:

(1) Formulate project proposals for the fisheries identified.
in this report as favorable for investment.

(2) Def'ine the resource (biological) limits of the fisheries
to be developed, if any. and advise on the management
policies to be adopted.
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(3) Outline the technical requisites and administrative con-
ditions writhin which such projects should be circumscribed.

13. In support of the above the study should:

(1) ExaxrLine the structure of fishery administration at national
and nronincial levels and make recommendations on the
organizational changes and/or technical assistance required.

(2) Examiine the mechanism of planning in fisheries - how
p +"e -~ estab -~nl shed ar.d projects forn'mi1 n±a~te - .rd

report on the need for technical assistance.

(3) Review the past administrative performance of the Korean
MVTar,.ne Tndu,stries Deve-lopr.ent Corporatior.- (W.VTTTID) ~anra L J:; .IL '1. r.L.~ 1J~ V J4.f"' V4_. - - -

advise on the need for technical assistance, if any.

l(4) Study the economic performance of deep sea fishing vessels.

(5) Stucly the role and effectiveness of fisheries cooperatives
in production, marketing and a-miinistration of credit.
Report on how best these functions might be discharged,
ind:Lcating the organizational changes whinch couid be
required and how technical assistance might be applied.
The evaluation of the technical assistance requirements
should be made in the context of the Central Federation of
Fisheries Cooperatives (CFFC) assuming the administration
of planned government expenditures on inshore fisheries
during the Second Five-Year Plan.

(6) Study the mechanism of fish marketing and recommend
appropriate measures for improving fish distribution in
the country. Designate how technical assistance might
best be applied - e.g., through pilot marketing schemes,
etc.

(7) Survey the present status of fishing operations in inshore
and offshore fisheries and recommend the types of boats
and gear best suited for these fisheries. Designate the
type and extent of technical assistance needed for their
successful introduction and operation.

(8) Survey the fish processing industry and report on the
effective capacity, the requirements for modernization
and the types of processing best suited for future
development, including the investment that would be involved.

(9) Survey the fishing harbors of the country and select the
sites best suited for development. Establish the criteria
governing the selection made and specify the facilities to
be provided for efficient fishery operations.



(LO) Study the curricula of fisheries schools and colleees with
reference to fishermen training and the general needs of
t+he fishing indust.rv. Specify whether these needs could
be f'illed through the reorganization of existing facilities
for education in the country, or Yhether additional external
techlnical assistance would be required.



FISHEIiES

I. PRESENT STATUS OF KOREAN FISHERIES

A. The Place of Fisheries in the Korean Economy

1. The fish:ing industry of Korea, including aquiculture in
coastal and inland zones, is a source of livelihood for some 1.2
million people (about 4 percent of the country's population), although
for less than one-third this number is fishing a main occupation.
Auxiliary industries, such as boat building and repairing, engine and
gear manuufacturing, etc., also provide other employment avenues. While
fishery production contributes only about 3 percent to national income,
it accounts for over 60 percent of the country's animal food proteins
and is responsible for about one-fifth of the nation's foreign exchange
earnings. The capital stock invested in the industry is estimated at
about $100 million..

2. In a country like Korea. faced with scarce (alternative)
natural resources and a population density among the highest in the
world, fisheries OccUDy a place of special importanGe in thp economyv
both now and for the future. Government planners are placing high
nriorit.v on the developmfnent of this industry as a eanns of allieviating

the country's high unemployment level and low per capita income.

3. Trhe outlook for fishery development and expansion has improved
connsidJerahl o-r -n WIr of-P 1 4-.& S. le.. This -1 Sr from: (i) +h ratification

of tle Japanese-Korean normalization treaty in late 1965 whose financiaL
ter.ms call for th.e a-'ca+o by Japar. ofP subs+-a tia S-- of ..one for

the improvement of Korean fisheries, and (ii) the relatively recent ex-
perience of Kvorean fLishler.-ner. Vrt-hZ dlt. 4ae fisar4h4- P-,4--g whch hasen

couraged increased Korean participation in the exploitation of fishery
r-esources on t he hLigh seas.

4. ~~There - -- , of course, sizabile ar.d di4i 't4-I4 probli,ms to over-
LAL~~~-L VIJ4-LU, WQL A UIJ.L. .JA± LLU %jU.6qjL Q UV II IA I :.JV L

come. One stems from the multiplicity of fishermen engaged in coastal
.LL14- .Lt:: %OC V ~~LA . I.L VM1W J.L.C 11LLJ.LJA.U1 j.tIJJ.eJULLe ±_j.±-eu W-L UlI

fishery activities, over a million catch only coastal species along the
flriges of the shore, emrploying anmeclanized craft and smaLL and inef-
ficient units of gear and equipment. A large number is still at the
pr imiti+ve econonmic Stage oI subsistence fishing. Less than 300,000
fishermen fish as a main occupation, of which only about half (150,000)
are f-ully employed'; the remaining 900,000 or so consist of part-time
fishermen who also work at agriculture, as well as family members who
participate in one way or another in the utilization of the catch. The
problem is further intensified by the fact that coastal fishermen are
disseminated along a vast coastline (1,300 fishing hamlets and communities
of various sizes), although somewhat less than 50 locations are considered
suitable for the development of harbor facilities and other infrastructure
basic to modern effEicient fishery pursuits.



5. Along with excess numbers (of fishermen) and slight use of
efficient capital equipment comes low productivity. While statistics
are not sufficiently refined to permit exact measurements in many sectors
of thie economy, the value added per employed worker in fisheries was
calculated at 42,lc9l won in 1964. This compared with 61,252 won in agri-
culture and a national average of 81,208 won in the same year.

6. Lastly, it must be stressed that the country as a wJhole is
suffering from the lack of capital, and this is particularly serious
in coastal fisheries which are by no means attractive to investment.
The lack of knowledge on the part of fishermen respecting the use of
modern fishing gear and equipment and the application of new fishing
technicues could aLso discourage would-be investors in both coastal
and distan-t water fisheries. The positive factor in this situation
is that there are nany fishermen who are anxious to improve their
economic position, and are considered ready for training for new,
modern fisherv operations.

B. The Resources

Near Wae.' Resor-ces - Neighboring Seas

7. The traditional fishing areas of Korea havye been in the seas
surrounding the Korean Peninsula. These are: The Eastern Sea, whose
waters run along most of the Eastern Korean Coast at depths of 100 meter's
and more, with but a small tidal range; the Southern Sea, or Korean Strait,
whLJAis cLarac UeV by a deep~l~y inder..tLed coastlne, sar.y--, shrs

many islands and a larger tidal range; and the Western Sea, or Yellow Sea,
whr-ose entlre botton is formned by the continental shelf and where tidal
differences from ebb to flow range from 5.5 meters (in Jin-lampo) to 9.7
meters (in the Gulf of Asan and Inchon)o.

8. T -he principal marine species fished in the Eastern Sea are:

Squid . ......... During the su-mmfer and fa'l' months
mainly;

Alaska pollack ...... During the November-Decem--Lber
months;

Pacific cod ......... from December to the enid of
March;

Pelagic species ..... including yeilowtail, Spanish
Mackerel, mackerel, saury pike,
horse mackerel and sardines,
which are caught during the spring
and summer.

9. In the Southern Sea, or Korean Strait, the complex of tidal
ranges, water temperatures, salinity and other factors is favorable to
shellfish and seaweed production. The varieties found in quantity in
the area are: oysters, short-neck clams, hard clams, cockles, abalones,



laver, dulse and kelp fueats. The important fish species caught include
mackerel, horse mackerel, Spanish mackerel, anchovy, hairtail, red sea
breain, sharks, sea eels, rays, flatfish, sharp-toothed eel, Pacific cod,

yellowtail and muL:Let. Mackerels, hairtail, and yellowtail are mainly

caught during the winter months.

10. The Westemrn Sea; or Yellow Sea, especially on the Korean side,

is known as the breeding ground for shrimp and many warm current fishes.

These species include croakers, yellow corvenia, anchovy, Spanish macke;^el,

amber fish, horse mackerel, saury pike, red gurnard and rays. It is the

general consensus that the reso.rces a-re under-enpxloited in view of the
relatively inefficient bull trawl and stow net methods of fishing emplored.

11. Korean biologists estimate that the total fishable (sustainabLe)

stock; of pelagic and demersal species accessible to Korean fishprmen in

the Yellow Sea is of the orler of 1.2 million tons. This is more than

twice the present Eorean coastal catch in all w;aters. In addition, the

western and southern coasts, because of topography, oceanography, and
otlher basic conditions, are ideally suited to shrimp, oyster, clam and

other shellfish culture. In brief, marine resources in the seas sur-
rounding the Korearn Penilsula are not considered an impediment to signi-

ficant fishery expansion (see Appendix 2 for more details on existing
resources).

12. These estimates of fishery reso-aurces in the Yellow Sea, are
of a global nature. A systematic and objective reviewr of the extent and

potential of these resources is needed by competent explerts in this area
of fishery research.

Distant Water Resources

13. Korea has been exploiting distant water fishery resources for
but a short time. So far it has concentrated its activities on tuna loiag-
lining around Samoa Island in the Pacific and lonrovia in Africa. Some

of the results attained on these grounds have been encouraging, although
decreasing returns per unit of fishing effort are beginning to emerge.

14. Available data on tuna stocks are far from complete and still
largely imprecise. This is due to the research difficulties surrounding
the determination of the size and behavior of the tuna population,
(a) because of its wide distribution - broadly between latitudes 30
degrees N - 30 degrees S - and (b) because it is constantly on the move

in response to changes in water temperatures, currents, and food supplies.
(Tuna are knoin to migrate for distances of thousands of miles, often
by routes *that are little known.) The most precise information available
concerns the location and extent of the main tuna fishing grounds; but
there are still many uncertainties respecting the stocks, distribution,
and migration patterns of the species. (See chart of tuna grounds,
Appendix 2.-L).
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15. IWithout more precise information on the size of the tuna
population, its movements and other factors just mentioned, the evalu-
ation of the potential of the tuna resource is heavily dependent upon
existing records of tuna catches. These records show that the total
world catch of tuna and tuna-like fishes rose by about 31 percent since
1958 - fran 1.0 miLlion tons in 1958, to 1.3 million tons in 1964 -
although the daily catch rate per vessel declined as the fishing fleet
increased. However, according to biological evidence, such decreases
per unit of fishing effort (to something less than 2 tons per vessel
per fishing day) cannot yet be identified as the result of over-fishing
or stock depletion. In the circumstances, and until signs of stock
impairment emerge, it would seem that expansion of the tuna fishery,
at least on a moderate scale. is iustified so long as the cost of
fishing and tuna market prospects remain favorable.

C. Thr F1Pt.

Size and Characteristics

16. As of the end of 1964, there were 48,749 boats of all types
f -ht - K - .r t-h a -r-age of bout 147, lW gr tosns Of t

42,253, or nearly 87 percent (tonnage 80,908), were non-powered wooden
cr -t4 leav'In A 3 vessels or 13 percent mec-h nzed. There were only
62 vessels of steel construction. About 92 percent of all boats were
less thI'lan 0 Ltori.os and ithe average tonnage fLor the fL5LJ,ee wa 3dO ). 44) tLonIs

13.78 tons for powered boats and 1.91 tons for the non-powered.
/ A -, AN

Table 1: FISHING BOATS IN 1964

Number Tonnage Horse
Power

Powered, steel 62 7,826 15,761
Powered, wooden 6,401 78,688 173,912
Non-powered, wo7oden 42,286 80,909 --

Total 48,749 167,423 189,703



17. As of the end of October 1965, 29 steel longliners had been

added to the fleet, for a total of 47 and, by the end of the year, an

additional 25 were scheduled to come into operation. This means that

in the course of 1965, the capacity of the deep sea fleet was expected

to increase by some 10,000 tons, or about 128 percent.

Capital Investment

18. Because of the large proportion of small, wooden, non-powered
craft in the fishing fleet, the capital invested in boats and vessels is

lower than one would expect. This is shown in Appendix 3-C, and summarized

by the following table, which gives the estimated current market value of

all fishing craft, classified as in Table 1.

Table 2: ESTIMATED CURRENT MARKET VALUE OF FISHING BOATS, 1964

W.ooden, non-powered boats $12,328,000
Wooden, powered boats 15,069,000
Steel, powered boats 3,250,000

Total $30,647,o00

iD. Lar,dirngs and Fishery Products

19. Total landings of fish and other marine products in 1964

amoumted to 597,219 tons for a val-ue of 13,538 million won, 1/ or about
US $53 million (Appendix 4-A and 4-B). This represented an increase of

about 12 percent in volume and 65 percent in value over the prevrious year,

as showmn in Table 3. The large increase in value is associated with the

general increase m prices during 1964' (soee Cha ler , paragraph 82.

20. About one-third (4i9,248) of the 1.2 million people associatl d

with the primary fishing industry in Korea are fishery farmers. Their

contribution to production in 1963 and i964, was incorporated with the

results of marine fishery exploitation given in Table 3, but is shown

separately in Table 4 to place the status of this so-ca' ed aquaicultur

industry in fuller perspective.

1/ According to National Accounts Statistics, the value added by
fisheries in 1964 was 7.5-1 billion won. This represents only
55 percent of gross sales, which seems to indicate that the
value of fish landings contained in Fisheries Statistics, 1964,

is somewhat overstated.
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Table 3: VOLUNE AND VALUE OF LANDINGS, 1963 AND 1964

Volume = M/T
Value = Miflion won

Percentage
1963 1964 increase

Item Volume Value Volume Value Volume Value

Fish 252,324 4,931 32o,684 8,668 27.1 75.8
Shellfish 82,559 474 99.181 1,086 20.1 129.1
Seaweed 57,523 1,171 61,714 2,217 7.2 199.3
Other 139.399 1.5hE 11 .6ho 1.617 - 17.0 h.0

Tnt.nli 5q1,8On~ AL130 597;219 13;4588 12.3 66.5

Source: Fisheries Statistics, Bureau of Fisheries, Ministry of
A g re,il tuire, RO?fK

21. It can be observed in Table 4 that total output declined by
ne-'I,, 15 perot .ror. 1"OA" to 19O), whlch -was ae-ounted for ^n+3 ml

by the reduction in oyster and laver production. The reason has been
acib1ed tuo thLe inadequacy of-L mrl,-4ke o u -tIet s but, ntecs foses

there is also a se:rious problem of water pollution which affects exten-
slve ddaeas o0f 4the coastlU.

Table 4: AQUICULTURE PRODUCTION, 1963 and 1964

_____________________ (metric tons)

1963 1964
Item VoluMe Volu-Le CL.e

Fish 39 39 0.0
Oysters 53,337 3241L9 - 39.22
Clams 6,hoo 9,018 40.90
Dulse 1,624 5,023 209.29
Laver 16,783 11,081 - 33.98
Agar-agar 1,103 1,662 50.67
Other 6,038 13,682 126.59

Total 85,324 72,924 - 14.54

Source: Fisheries Statistics, Bureau of Fisheries, Ministry of
Agriculture, ROK.



22. It is also pertinent to remark that aquiculture, which accounts

for about 14 percent of total fishery production, is still higlily un-
develo-ed i_n Korea. There are over 1.862 million square meters of

exploitable tidal flats along the coast but only about 156 million are

cultivated. Moreover, fish cuLltuLre in rnland waters is iust beginning.

As shown in Table 4, only 39 tons of fish (carp and mullet) were produced

in fresh- and br,c1.,hh waters in each of the years 1963 and 196L. Con-

sidering that Korea has 15 important rivers flowing over distances
exceeding 6,600 km., as well as lnused bodies of water totaling some

555,000 hectares which could be utilized for fish culture, it is obvious
that modeSt efforts have been directed irn this branch of fishery pro-

duction.

23. The Government is now centering considerable attention on
exploiting tlhe possibilities of fish an-d marine life cullture more fully

both in inland ancl coastal regions. Expenditures for this purpose
amounting to approximately 2,7u muillon won have been provisionlly
included in the budget of the Second Five Year Plan.

E. Fish Handling and Processing

Fish Handling

24. There are some 1,300 locations along the Korean coast where
fish is caught and landed. M4ost of these are centers of subsistence

fislhing which make little or no contribution to commercial trade. All

fish entering commercial channels for domestic consumption is sold on

consignment, through public auction, in accordance with the prevailing

Marine Re-sources Protection Decree. Altogether there are 163 such con-
signment sale marke-ts in the country, through which about 60 percent of

all fish landings are sold, the balance being consumed by fishermen or
expDorted. Fish destined for export is exempt from these conditions of

sale, it being Government inspected either at the point of landing, on

the seller's premises or at some central collection point, then shipped

at designated ports.

25. The mechanism of fresh fish handling differs little from what

one encounters in most developing countries. In general, fish is landed

in the state or form caught, brought to market in boxes, baskets or bags,

displayed in lots or piles on the ground or market floor, and sold to

the highest bidder. It then moves on to the consumer, either through

retail outlets or door to door distribution, in the same round state, i.e.,

without evisceration or cleaning. Very little ice is used because of

its price (often exceeding $10 per ton in summer), and refrigerated trans-

port and storage are often inadequate to preserve the quality of fish

dLuring Iong hauls or over a long marketing period. Except for the Pusan

Fish Market, which is later discussed, refrigerated storage facilities
barelyr exceed the requirements of the frozen fish trade, and since they

are for the most part owned by processors who produce for export, little

benefit accrues to the fresh fish consuxming community. In consequence,



the quality of fresh or unprocessed fish is often poor outside the
inmediate points of landing, and waste occurs due to deterioration.

26. Two factors greatly accentuate the problem of fish spoilage
or quality deterioration. One is that the small boat Korean fisherman,
not unlike his counterpart in many countries, has not yet come to look
upon fish as a delicate item of food. In general, one can say that
fish caught, by small boat fishermen receives pretty poor treatment from
the moment it is caught to the time the consumer takes delivery of it.
At sea when it is captured, it is frequently thrown (not too gently) in
the bottom of the boat and left to a slow death; upon reaching land it
is again man-handled from boat to shore; and from there it goes to market
where it is left to lie unprotected, often to be trainped upon, until a
sale is consumated. The consequences of such bruising and general lack
of care for the quality of a highly perishable food item needs no em-
phasis. The other factor which greatly contributes to quality deteriora-
tion is that fish is sold in its whole or round state. for without
refrigeration fish with entrails in spoils very rapidly. Unfortunately,
the more sophisticated methods of handling fish. such as bleeding im-
mediately after capture, splitting, gutting, filleting, parcelling in
portions, etc. -- indeed givine fish the treatn.ent it. deserves as 2 foo
item -- are still to gain acceptance in Korea.

27. I'he initial handling of fish destined for processing in general
differs only in degree, if nt nil l from +.the accomnt iust given. There
is of course one notable exception, i.e., the shrimp and fish (mainly
cnaught hy trn.awlers) sold to freezing plants for export, T e the use of
ice and refrigeration and more careful handling are reasonably in keepingui +.h .utl_1i+.r mainte-nance. ABu+ f iskh -1hi;ch is sal te _ br A A-ne d, _A_

1 <- - - I'd 1 .. _- , . - v a - 1 w V~_V " ", LfJ i ;ZU" > VItA> <V

otherwise processed has often begun to spoil before processing begins,
leading inevitably -to a poor or inferior ed product.

~~J~U LO.LJ~J± ."A.L LLVIL ±..L=U VLII VUlk, U.± tde,±~LL

28. I.rit.>~~.out .-1J laboing uthe disc1.ussionV1 v>ter atu thls-. sUtage, itv LCs1U
be concluded that the present status of the fishing industry, expecially

TT; ~~~~+1 - - - -b - - - - -A A 4 A hAA_ :1 4z on o _> -l2| w_ s zv w wsw;V_ ULAIU causa U; v u wX L .L t'< | J @;:;y .- t::U b:)dI 

problems associated with distribution and marketing, suffers greatly
from the lack of proper fish ha.dling techniques and effective measures
of quality control.

Fish Processing

29. The fish processing industry of Korea falls in two divisions:
'1) processLng by fishermen and their families, and (2) mechanical pro-
eessing in industrial plants.

3B. Fish processing by fishermen and their families consists in
tue application oI the traditional cures of salting, pickling and dry-
ing. In 1064 the volume of this production accounted for nearly 50
percent of all processed fishery products, and utilized over 90,000
tons of raw fish. About 95 percent was consumed domestically. It is
a Irimitive industry, but it still constitutes an important source of
protein food for many inhabitants of inland areas who are beyond the
reath (both physical and economic) of fresh fish and other forms of
proteins (Appendix 4-C).
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31. The contribution of this division of the fish processing
industry to food supplies in 196 4 is given by the following table:

Table i: VOLUM4E AND VALUE OF FISH PRODUCTS CURED BY FISHERMEN,1964

Volume = M/T
Value = 1000 won

Volume Value

Dried fish 17,619 l;o66;035
Salt-dried 919 64,017
Salt-cured 8.295 218j984
Salted (Light) 2,803 318,663
Boiled-dried 21242 1727359

Total 31 878 1,840,058

Source: Fisheries Statistics, Bureau of Fisheries, Ministry of
AgricultLure, ROK

32. ]'rocessing in fish plants has four main branches: freezing,
canning, agar-agr ref-nng and fIsh meal and oil reductfion. Of these,
fish freez.ing, mainly shrimp, has become by far the most important,
acco 4-.+ 1for nea y30percentofte volUMe anu '40 percent of the
value of the production of all plants in 1964.

33. The present status of this industry can be summarily presentecd
in tbermis ofl nu-'er of plants in existence, processing capacity and out-
puts in 1964, as follows:

Table 6: NUJMBER OF MAJOR FISH PROCESSING PLANTS, CAPACITIES & OUTPUT,1964

No. of Refrig- Ice Ll Production Output in
Pi-cessed Plants eration Freezing Making Capacity 1964

C .-ned fish L 8 -I A 3,026,000 cases 192,27n cases
E-_en fish 55 17,000 571 1,600 102,780 M/T 18,435 M/T

M /T M/T daily M,/T daily
FKh iueal 3 -- -- -- 5,400 M/T 472 M/T
F-snh o =1 3,000 ?/T 62C M/T
Ag-r-agar 40 -- __ __ 1,200 M/T 58C M/T

t.i. Thnere are about 50 additional small ice plants in operation in the coluntryv
owned privately or by co-operatives, which bring the total ice making capacity
-r,o about 2,500 tons per day.
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34. The apparent conclusion emerging from this table is that there
is considerable unused capacity in the industry, except for refrigeration,
freezing and ice making. Output of canned products in 1964 was only
6.5 percent of capacity, frozen fish 18 percent, fish meal 19 percent,
fish oil 20 percent and agar-agar 48 percent. In large measure this
resulted from the lack of foreign markets, although the decline in canned
fish production is also partly ascribable to the decrease in consumption
by military forces in the country.

35. There is, however, one important aspect not revealed by the
statistics which should be recognized in evaluating the apparent unused
capacity in fish processing. This is the degree of obsolescence which
prevails in the industry. Many plants, more especially the canneries,
which were built by Japan during the thirties, 1/ have now antiquated
equipment, are poorly maintained and in need of much repair. Certainly
the registered capacities in canning and freezing could never be fully
utilized even if serious efforts were made to do so. Although this is
a difficult matter to quantify, it is considered doubtful that more
than 50 percent of capacity could ever be reached with existing equip-
ment.

36. Despite the observations just made, it is encouraging to
examine the cost patterns which are renorted to prevail in certain
segments of the industry. Data on processing costs obtained from
nrivate sources amnittedly often lack in accuracy; and the cost figures
which are shoiin in Table 7 could have the same pitfalls. However, they
are samples obtained from Government sources, and were nublished by
the Fish Inspection Section of the Ministry of Agriculture of Korea.

Table 7: PRODUCTION COST OF CALINED LAND FROZEN FISH

D,oduct UniTT,+ Facto.,r cost

Canned shrimp 4-12 oz. tin US $ 0.27
Clarnned crabu m,eau 1-2 -lb. tinl U.3

Canned Saury Pike (in oil) 1 lb. tin 0.13
Frozen crab meat 1 lb. -in 0. 34
Frozen shrimp 1 lb. tin 0.23
Frozen cooked mussel 1 lb. tin 0.38
Frozen squid 1 lb. tin 0.10

1/ This was principally to supply Japanese Manchurian armies.



37. If such figures can be taken to reflect the approximate pro-
duction costs of the seven products listed, it suggests that Korean
plants, once modernized and operated at increased volumes, could have
a considerable comparative advantage in cannilng and freezing. For one
thing, labor costs are certainly favorable, being 25-350 per day 1/
(see Appendix 5). Of course, taxes, tariffs, transport costs, ald

other major factors would also have to be favorable, (and this would
need to be investigated fully) before Korea could be assured a sub-

stantial share of the market for such products, which is mainly inter-

national. Unfortunately, no comparative production cost data in other

countries could be obtained for inclusion in this report.

F. Market Organization

Consignment Selling

38. The prevailing mechanism for fish marketing at the fisherman
level in Korea had its roots in the Fishery Guilds established by Japan.
as early as 1929, during the Japanese occupation of the country. Alto-
gether, 168 guilds were organized in local fishing communities to which
fishermen were contpelled to belong, as well as to deliver their catches

on consigrment for sale by public auction. The functions of these guilds
alsc Px-tnded to providing fishermen with fishing supplies, arranging for

financial assistance and, in some cases, marketing the catch directly.

39. In general, this system is still in operation in Korea, the
mairl eception being that the giild has been displaced by the co-operative.

Instead of 168 gui.lds there are now 163 co-operatives in the country,

through uhich a' fish entering domiesticG commercial channels must be sold.
The co-operative in turn acts as consignment agent for the fisherman,
and sells the fish received to middlemen by auction. The commission
charged for the service rendered is 5-7 percent of the value of the fish
sold. About 60 percent of all landings is marketed in this fashion, the

balance of the catch being either consuned by fishermen and their families
or mcport;DeA

4.r The A ^nd '.A.5 derr.. cons ign- market is the Pus.n
Fisheries Market Center. It was built with the aid of USOM at a total

cos- J. $:L. nAL.LM and b iegarn operatior. ir. 1963. LT 1Q64, iit handned

nearly 59,000 tons of fish valued at 1.5 billion won.

y/ Comparative data on earrnrLgs per hLour in the food processing
industry are:

fu,rc d' N
(Juo $)J

Korea . ......... .08

Taiwan . .. .i7
Japan . .......... .38
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41. The Pusan Market covers an area of 13,735 sq. meters of
which 9,908 sq. meters are occupied by the building, and 3,940 sq.
meters by the sale yard or market floor. The facilities include:

Sq. meters Ton capacity

Freezine room 99 22
Cold storage 495 600
Ice freezing room 79 40
Ice storage room 310 550
Gsener21 storapP 2 5 300
Salt tank 498 560
T.-nnin- rng pr 276

3 oil ta+nks
2 warehouses

2.0 Aucio+nsn- are- -nnorrlly h-aeld daily -In all wholpsalp. or consiLyn-L4- *- - - -fl LA - - - -. ---.-- - - - - --- - - ______

ment markets, and catches are sold to the highest bidder. The buyers
are o dA.1 m l' o'lS -ho; LA u ,r +.ha on-nnarnti u tn hiLiA

at the auction market. They represent themselves, but usually have a
working arrang.en-t wJith other mid'l .'en or dist-rhiutors in the main

consuming centers. The role such brokers play in the fish marketing
operations ofL thle Seou 'JLU City Fishery MarketU,whcisf yt c

of the main marketing outlets in Korea, may serve by illustration to
depict, n1 brief, the iintrinsic pattvern of fish marketing in the co-ntry.

43. The SeoL. Cirty Fishery -arskeiu was esauisiheud -nL L973 aru

incorporated under the provisions of the Central W-1holesale Market Act.
The Act auithorizeci the formation of marketinlg comnpanies to deal ins fish,

fruits and vegetables in any city of more than 50,000 people, and the
Iviarket received exclusive rights for the wholesale handlilg of fishery
products in the city of Seoul. The Act was revised in 1951 but no sub-
stantial changes in its provisions were made.

44. Beginninrg then in 1938, the Seoul City Fishery Market
appointed brokers to act as its representatives and buy fish from the
fishery guilds (later fishery cooperatives) at fishing ports. The
brokers a:Lso obta-ined authority from the guilds or cooperatives to par.-
tic:ipate at auction sales and act as the latteris sales agents. In
return for the privilege of participating in auctions, brokers supplied
the guild or cooperative with the funds to pay fishermen for their fish,
and for the service they performed as sales agents they received a col-
mission of 5 percent based on the value of the fish they purchased.
Once purchased, the fish was consigned to the Seoul Market for sale once
more by auction to the highest bidder, and the broker or middleman mer-
chant paid the Market a 5-6 percent fee for the service it performed.
(In such cases, where the broker performs the function of a middleman
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merchant, he of course sets an irreducible minimum price at which bidding
at the auction must begin.) Upon termination of the auction in the Seoul
Market, middlemen purchasers would then dispose of their fish to sellers
in the iMarket (stalls) or in isolated shops, or to door-to-door peddlers
in the city.

45. From this account it follows that the broker, acting as middle-
man merchant, is the key figure in the entire marketing chain, assuming
the major risks and reaping the maximum possible gain. Obviously, such
a systern easily lends itself to unscrupulous marketing manipulations cao-
able of serious consequences for the primary producer. Actual cases of
price spreads from fisherman to consumer ranging from 100 to 250 percent
have been recorded, confirming the dangers inherent in the existing market-
ing structure. On the other hand, it must be recognized that the consign-
ment market with its broker-middleman chain is an institution which per-
forms a valuable service for fishermen, in the sense that it permits
central selling. and g'ives the individual operator. however small, a ready
outlet for his catch, as well as allowing for cash settlement with little
del2 v. Without such manrketing facilities, many small sale f fshermen
would likely find frequent obstacles to the disposal of their catch.

46. What seems to be indicated in the present circumstances is
the :im.position0 of controls to curlb ulnfair trading practices - to break
down the prevailing monopolistic and inflexible channels of trade, and,
thereby, lead to a freer distrIbutlon of f4sh .n response 'o demand
forces permitting, at the same time, a narrowing of the gap between
fisheemen and consiamer prices.

Domest~icDstribution

'-U * ±Li7 Jse ±Uib-uio of fish in KAorea is or-ientated- 'ow=ar Ve
larger urban centers, especially toward Seoul, the capital and largest
cit-y. Outside of' Seoul, some of the principal inland Cons-Luiuing centers
where fish is distributed are: Chinju, Kwangju, Chonju, Taegu, Kyonju,
K,imchon, Andong, Taechon, Chongju, Ciungju, Chonan, S"uwon, Wonju and
Chunchon. Transport is principally by rail, because the conditions of
the roads and the costs involved render truck transport amLost prohibi-
tive. The cost by rail in unrefrigerated cars (used exclusively until
1965) is 554 won per ton for 50 km., while the cost by truck is about
twice that in most areas.

48. For the most part, fish is sold in public markets, there being
few fish shops and relatively little door-to-door peddling in Korea.
Unfortunately, like in many public markets elsewhere, there are no faciLi-
ties for the proper washing and cleaning of fish, neither for storage
and preservation from one day to the next, nor for the disposal of waste
and offal. As a consequence the consumer frequently encounters poor
quality fish in the market, and much waste occurs due to deterioration.
Even cured fish, such as dried and salted products, are often offensive
to the delicate palate both because of the consequences of unrefrigerated
transport from coastal centers of production and the lack of adequate
storage in the market itself.
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49. Because of these inadequate facilities for fish marketing
in the markets now served, especially the lack of storage to maintain
fish quality over long marketing periods, fish tends to move along
fixed trade channels (where middlemen are well establishled) in quan-
tities which the market can reasonably quickly absorb. This impedes the
flow of fish in outlying areas wfhere demand is strong or could be
developed. Furthermore, this marketing practice encourages the main-
tenance of scarce rather than abundant supplies in the market, often
resulting in high prices, artificially created, which are inconsistent
with available supplies at fishing ports. To put it another way, the
marketing practices iust described which obstruct the free interplay
of demand and supply forces are a direct outgrowth of the market
organization itself and of the institutional framework which allows
them to develop.

50. The extent to which fish marketing conditions can be improved
in Korea will denp-nd nrimnrily On two things. The first is the provi-
sion of adequate facilities in public markets or other marketing centers -

hy now a mplv rmpornci7.M - for WA.hina_ nlpanina annd storing fish. so as
to preserve the product's appearance and quality. This means changing
the entire approach to fish handling and might be most easily introduced
by building new counters or "stalls" in public markets, equipped indivi-
dulailly w dith ri rdineg w^.+Iter, ou1+s forn v -c.Tne Aicznn ic n nnri adeq2te

space for proper display of the article to be sold. In addition, refrig-
erated storage shao,dbeprvid 'k inA --der toenblfs +o be~ keptn

from one marketing period to another without spoilage. The second basic
~re quir-;-em e n4t of >e 4- e 4i4s 4the - -- -bli 4S 1- er 4 "I a- efcer.+ wholIe-

S u ~JL U Ih iOe aa lxe J.~ V4.L I L IU VC.LiJL.L U2I±W~~ L V of 4 ~ar e~¼).)- V-

saling system to render the services one sees performed in well-developed
AS4_- A.-44.4 _A T_- *_4 - -C 4- 4-_4-Jm - a Ah_ of whlsaA-1ers

usnLe 3 C,O±UII .IE.L:t *. 11 ULJ.L4.- L WIL1.O J4_ll .Lt:Q d WLIC% U _VIJ.L 4¼)L aJL

equipped with facilities for bulk storage and transportation, with
well-developed con'uac'us andu comL-funication -w. U Wh A'14iL makcet±s ar.d, thiierefLore,
in full knowledge of demand and supply conditions and of price movements
in the mnarkets served. With such faciLlities and kinowledge of the iii kmret

the wholesaler stands ready to move supplies at a moment's notice in
respuoise to deemIanu aniud price chldaniges andU, by so dQ_oing, g.Lives theU eUcIoiUclL 
community the distribution service prescribed by market forces.

Foreign Marketing

51. Korea's principal foreign markets for fishery products are
Japan, Hong Kong, North America and the Republic of Cnina. The remain-
ing export outlets are chiefly in Europe and South East Asia. Japan
is by far the most important market. In 1964 total exports were 38,782
metric tons (valued at US $23.7 million), of which Japan absorbed about
63.5 percent (67.8 percent of exported values). This market is also
expected to expand as a consequence of the recent Korean-Japanese Peace
Pact and the normalization of Trade relations which it invokes.
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52. There are five main export associations in Korea which,
to date, have taken the major lead in export promotion. These are:
Agar-agar Export Association, Cuttle Fish Export Association, Fresh
Fish Export Association, Frozen Marine Products Export Association
and Laver Export Association.

53. So far, the Government has been relatively inactive in pro-
moting sales of fishery products abroad, at least in the sense that
no organized agency or service has been set up for this purpose. It
is felt that more attention should be focused in this direction, espe-
cially in the light of the expansion in exports planned for the period
1966-1971.
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II. TRENDS IN FISHERIES

54. Certain trends in some areas of Korean fisheries are encour-
aging for the future -Ynpnsion of the industrv. This is esopciallv to
be noted from the efforts being made to modernize the fishing fleet,
iTnroverc fischor fcrilit+.is anri increance nrnroiution nnrl Pvexor+..q.

A. Fleet Modernization

5f ff TPreand hkav -;-r. 4-uo manr. di-rections: (1) +he co-rs-+ru

tion of small boats for coastal fisheries and (2) the acquisition of
'larger mechalUzed vessels -fo'r olrfshlore Cand ditA444 .t -at isirg

Table 8: SIZE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FISHING FLEET

Average
Non-powered boats Powered boats Total ton

Year Number Tonnage Number Tonnage i.r-. NumDer Tonnage per boat

1955 35,378 73,233 4,141 52,348 103,113 39,519 125,581 3.18
1959 24,913 48,365 3,978 52,216 118,197 28,891 100,581 3.48
1964 42,253 80,909 6,463 86,514 189,702 48,716 167,423 3.44

Source: Fisheries Statistics, Bureau of Fisheries, Ministry of Agriculture,
ROK

56. As can be seen from Table 8, the number of non-powered boats
increased by 17,340 from 1959 to 1964, augmenting the tonnage of the
fleet bY 32,5414 tons. Powered boats increased by 2,485 in number and
augmented the tonnage and horsepower of the fleet by 34,298 and 71,505
respectively during the same period. The overall increases were, there-
fore, 19,825 boats, 66,842 tons and 71,505 H.P.

57. In absolute terms, the changes in the size and power of the
fleet which took place after 1959 must be considered a significant achieve-
ment. The United States contributed greatly to this development through
financial assistance to help restore the fleet following the typhoon
damages of 1959. However, the overall trend of development showled little
departure from the patterns of the past, in the sense that no notable
changes occurred in the composition of the fleet: average tonnage per
boat, for example, was 3.48 in 1959 and 3.44 in 1964 - it wqas 3.18 in
1955 - and the ratio of powered to non-powered craft also remained about
the same. Similarly, changes in fishing efficiency, if measured by
catch-gross ton relationshins. were fqr from PnrournDing - 2.0 to 1
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in 1955. 3.8 to 1 in 1959 and 3.4 to 1 in 1964. Relatively, therefore,

the gains in mechanization, vessel seaworthiness and power were quite

modest; and a change of emphasis seems clearly indicated if greater

modernization and efficiency in fishery exploitation are to be achieved.

58. There is one significant development not fully reflected in

the annlysis Just made, and in keeping with the needed new approach

to fleet modernization, to which attention must be drawn. This is the

recent accluisition and planned construction of vessels suited for dis-

tant water fishing. The vessels in question are longliners and trawlers

of upwards of 100 tons.

59. Experimen.tation in distant water fishing by Koreans only dates

back to 1957. In 1958, one vessel, a longliner, was operated commercially

and, by the end of 1964, there were 18 However, the real expansion orly

began in 1963 when (a) private Korean fishing companies obtained credit,

fromr. foreign fish buyers and processors in the Pacific to acquire new

vessels and (b) the Korean Government secured a Franco-Italian loan for

$35 million puo rnchase 91 vessels (76 longliners and 1l trawlers) for

delivery in 1965 and 1966. Altogether, 52 new vessels were expected to

enter the fishery by the ernd of 1965 for a total deep sea fleet of 70

vessels. -rogramed expansion in 1966 is for 70 additional vessels.

in all, the investument i. longliners and trawlers by the Government

and private interests lies between US $40 and 50 million.

B. Other Fishery T.n,a,provennts

60. In addi-tion to fleet expansion, the Korean Government imple-

mented a program of general fishery improvement beginning with its first

Five Year Plan of Economic Development in 1962 (see Appendix 8). The

main targets set and achievements realized are set forth in Table 9.

C. Production. Exports and Domestic Consumption

61. Fishery production and exports have been on the increase in

Korea for the past 10 years, although the most notable advances were

made after 1960, and more particularly from 1962 onwards, when the 
-

Government's First Five Year Plan of Economic Development was put in

action. By the end of 1964 production had reached almost 600,000 tons,

more than. twice the catch level of 1955, and exports were nearly eight

times the volume exported 10 years back. The foreign exchange derived

from the 1964 exports of fishery products was about US $24 million,

representing 19 percent of all export earnings.



Table 9: FIRST FIPE-YEAR PL!AiN iM) i. ;LTS TO DATE

Cumualative, 1962-1965
]esult

1 9 6 2 1 c' 6 96 4 I 9 iD 5 as %
(Unit) laan ResuLt, F'lan Res,aLt Plan Result Plan Restilt*- Plan Result of Plan

Diesel engine installation (I!.P.) 1,84Ch 2,130 - - 1, 658 7'2 2,000 992 5, 498 3,914 71e2

Fish collection lamps (units) 200 200 200 200 200 200 - - 600 600 100.0

Fish finders (urits) 100 106 - - _ . _ _ 100 106 106 .0

Ptad. o s -Ttions (units) - - 6 6 - 3 3 9 9 1O0r0)

Wireless apnaratus (units) 50 48 - - - - - 50 L48 96.CI

Fish net replacement (sets) 2,175; 2,265 527 555 680 676 - - 3,382 6,878 203.14

,Fisliery technical training (per- 40C) 819 - _ - -. _ 4oo 819 2014.8
sons)

Fish markets 2 2 3 2 22 22 2 2 29 28 96.6

Processi.ng fcacility (salting
stages, storage, etc.) 35 34 12 11 16 L6 18 18 81 79c 97-5

3reakwaters (i) 1,610 1,61 1,330 1,330 1,6S00 1,953 2,112 2,112 6,652 7,005 L05.3

Tidal flat devel.opMent thousand
(oysters, clalfs, etC.) m ) 35L 121 437 1437 3, 228 3,227 B14 M5 1, 845 5,861 5, 93() 1-01.2

Operational fund. for coop.
developmrent (inwon) 1148 1m 69 60 57 57 8 8 282 279 9809

Source: }ur'eau of Fisheries, Iinistry of A,;ricul,ture aind IiWorestry, ft1(.

* To Novrember 30, 1965
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Fishery Production (Landings)

6U. Fishery production is derived from two separate activities;
(1) from the exploitation of marine species, and (2) from fish farming
or aquiculture. The trends during the past 10 years in each sphere of
activity are shown by the following series:

Table 10: LlADINGS OF FISH AND OTHER N4ARINE PRODUCTS 1955-1964

(in metric tons)

Year MArini- Fisherv Anuiculture Total

1955 259,234 6,661 265,895
1956 340,916 5,654 3 6-)70
957 4O3,l57 6,153 409,310

19Q8 395,193 8,114� 03,307
1959 382,126 9,935 392,061

960 34.2,471 14 ,663 357I134
1961 412,452 12,067 424,519
1962 451 ,384 18,146 469, 30
1963 446,481 85,324 531,805
1 7L64 -42 172945 

Sources: Fisheries Statistics, Fisheries Bureau: Korea
Economics Stat-stics Yearlbook, Bank of Korea

63. Wlhile the trend of total production during the years 1955-1964
is a continually rising one, the results of marine fishery exploitation,
taken in isolation, were less positive and, in fact, subject to certain
reverses during the first hal-f of the period. From 1955 to the end oI
1957, production increased by over 50 percent, largely as a consequence
of more intensive fishing activity following the war and the general
norraalization of economic conditions in the country. This was followed
by a slight decline in catch in 1958 (of about 2 percent), whlich was
attributed to seasonal factors affecting fish availability. Then, in
1959, the east coast of Korea was hit by a typhoon which damaged and/or
destroyed thousands of boats and units of fishing gear. As a result,
the catch dropped to a low of 342,471 tons in 1960, or about 15 percent
below the 1958 production. But the fleet was fairly quickly restored
(with external financial assistance), and production surged ahead in
1961 and continued on its upward trend to the end of the period.

64. The last three years of the period, 1962-1964, of course re-
flect the efforts of the Government to increase production in accordance
with the objectives of the First Five Year Plan. Marine landings of
524,295 tons in 1964, especially - the highest on record - are ascribable
to the results of fisheries improvements introduced during the life of
this plan.
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65. The increases registered in aquiculture, while notable per-
centagewise, are less significant in absolute terms and are still
considered far short of the achievements attainable in this branch of
the Ifishing industry. However, the imposing rising trend which the
statistics portray are indicative of special efforts made to develop
oyster culture on the west and south coasts of Korea, especially since
1962. In 1963, for example, oyster production amounted to 53,337 tons,
or 62 percent of a:ll aquiculture products (85,324 tons). In 1964, the
corresponding figures were 32,419 tons and 44 percent, and total aqui-
culture production fell to 72,924 tons. This is mainly attributable to
water pollution in many oyster rearing areas, which, because of the
unfavorable consequences for international marketing, will likely
constitute a short-term obstacle to increased production.

Output of Products

66. Changing patterns of producetion in f"p cathin and far'mir.g
during the years 1955-1964 were also accompanied by changes in fish
Drocessing. These mainly affected the composition of products, espe-
cially the relative importance of some of the traditional, processed
items with the eme.rgence of new products. The general ou`put trr,d
was slightly doanward, as observable from the following table, reflect-
ing (a) changing p,atterns of do.est-ic cortsum;ot~ion, espec. a11y -ag-ro-wilUlg-
preference for fresh fish, and (b) the rise and change in composition
o f e.--, ort s.

Table I-L: OUTPUT OF FISHER. PRODUCTS, 1955-1964

(in metric tons)

Year Dried Salted Cooked Canned Frozen Other Total

1955 13,_;9 :19,207 9 9,104 _ 5,921 41,9o9
1956 19,336 30,212 - 8,645 - 6,685 64,,378
1957 24,014 33,4`78 _ 8, 357 - 6,665 72,515
1958 23,643 27,109 - 8,826 - 5,478 65,056
J.7,7 C2L4,472 1 U, 46U - 10,330 - 6,121 69,391
1960 12,611 15,417 13,542 8,613 - 6,446 56,529
1961 20,907 23,030 9,580 6,716 53 9,149 69,1435
1962 20,252 16,804 7,594 1,236 163 l1,483 57,532
1963 24,495 1i3,580 4,735 2,207 3,590 11,481 60,288
1964 18,538 :1,111 2,240 4,741 18,935 9,774 65,339

/1 iFrom 1955 to 1959 this item is included with the category "other".

12 it is knonm that some fish was frozen prior to 1960, at least for
local use, although the quantities involved are not shown in the
official series.

/3 Includes agar-agar, laver and other seaweeds.

Source: Economic Statistics Yearbook, Bank of Korea.
Fisheries Statistics, Bureau of Fisheries, Korea.
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67. The most striking aspect of this production pattern is the
sudden introduction of frozen fish in 1961, when 53 tons were produced,
and its emergence as the most important fishery item processed in 1964.
The other main features of the statistics is the decreasing importance
nf cnookpd. cnnned and salted nroducts. In the case of cooked fish, pro--
duction declined steadily from 13,542 tons in 1960 to only 2,240 tons
in 196(A) w.hich zamrnq +.r) irtiin+.p n ranprily driminishing epmandl for the
product. i4uch the same conclusion would seem applicable to salted fish,
snce poutn declineA steAdilgV fr.m. 93,0qf 1-tns in 1Q61 tor 11'.111

tons or less than half in 1964. As far as canned fish production is
concerned, the decreasing trend is p-obab}y not so -nclusive sin.e:
(1) the drop in ou-tput to a low of 1,236 tons in 1962 was mainly the
result of a dmnishing outlet for the product in Korea due to the
decrease in the procurement of canned fish for the Korean army; (2) a
sllght recovery4-i production was achieved by the end of 1964 (produc-
tion of 4,7 41 tons), as emphasis was diverted from the traditional
pelagic speies of anchoUvy-WIL __.s-y 4.l t 1o sh4- -- A other crusta=

ceans; and (3) the world demand for canned fish appears sufficiently
stroong to be aUble to absorb a mauch iLgher KoreaL production so long,
of course, as the production cost structure in Korea and sales promotion
abroad prove favorable to international biddin-g.

68. At the same time, it should be stressed that the trend toward
increased production of frozen fish in Korea is quite significant and
that the dominant position occupied by this product is likely to con-
tinue. The frozen fish industry is still in its virgin phase, and
present Government plans to improve fishery facilities and expand
fishery production are expected to contribute to its growth and ex-
pansion.

Exports

69. While the trend in output of fishery products was inclined
downward during th.e 10-year period examined, the volume of exports rose
continuously to absorb an increasing share of domestic production and
of total K:orean exports.

70. Except 4or the year 1959 when exports of dried fish fell by
about one--third from the previous year (from 4)493 tons to 1,530 tons),
exports of all main product categories exhibited a striking growth
pattern throughout the years 1955-1964. The reversal of the pattern
in 1959 is explairned by the decline in production of dried squid oc-
casioned by the typhoon which, as previously mentioned, inflicted severe
damrages on Koreats east coast; and this is the country's major squid
producing area.

71. The increases in physical terms were nearly eightfold during
the neriod. from 'i.065 tons in 1955 to 38.782 tons in 1961 , while US
dolJ.ar receipts rose about 25 times, from $996 thousand to $23.7 million.
The relat:Lvelr faster growt.h in vailue was brought about (a) by changes
in the cormposition of exports, largely in favor of fresh and frozen fish
and (b) hy price adv nces, especially of laver and certain ceategories
of dried fish (see Table 18). The contribution to total exports of
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Table 12: EXPORTS OF FISHERY PRODUCTS VOLU1IE & VALUE, 1955-1964
Volume metric torns
Value - I000 US $

Exports of Fish as
Fresh & Frozen D r i e d C a n n e d O -t h e r I1 Total all goods % of

Year Volume Value Volume Value Volume Value 0 olune Value Volime ValueL2 Va,lue Total Exports

1955 826 64 561 106 _ _ 3,678 8:26 5,067 996 17,966 5.5
1956 3,106 205 537 111 - - 2,6h6 755 6,298 1,071 2l4,595 4.4
1957 3,331 713 2,859 1,483 - _ 3,047 1,240 9,237 3,436 22,202 15.5
1958 2,h3 786 hh93 1;,490 152 15 3,833 1,379 11,036 3,670 16,L51 22.3
1959 2,Lh.9 7429 13,530 609 22 1'7 3,614 2,798 7,615 4,153 19,812 21.0
1960 5,518 1,670 35,670 1,188 29 30 57, 791 6,107 'L57,008 8,995 32,827 27.4
1961 4h,7L45 1,7 769 7,41L9 2,913 6i7 68 4,730 2,566 L6,96$1 7,316 h0878 17.9
1962 12,132 5,708 63,620 2,;666 545 272 5,587 3,695 241h884 '12,3L1 54,813 22.5
1963 13 ,663 5, 952 5J,870 2,396 355 372 6,778 4.,867 26,666 '13,587 86,802 15.7
1964 16,5169 8, 293 11040 5;1274 3,132 826 7,641 9,272 38,782 23,665 119,056 19.9

/1 Agar-agar, laver, other seaweeds and a var-iety of shellfish.

/2 Value of fish exports -Dublished in the Economic Statistics Yearbook of the Bank of Korea are somewhat lower
than the series used here. The figure for 1964, e.g., is ''21.5 million.

Source: Bireau of Fisheries, dHinistry of' Agriculture & Forestry, ROK Government.
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Table 13: EXPORT OF FISHERY PRLODUCTS BY COUNTRY
VOLUME AND VALUE, 1962-.196h

VOlumiel - MetrLc tons
Value - '000 US;

1962 19 63 1 9 64
-Vol. 70 Va1ue 57 VO1f. J Value 0 701. _ V11Ue %

Japan 17,O45 68.50 7,202 58.35 16,759 62.85 8,I92 59.10 24,641i 63.54 16,043 67.79

Hong Kong 3,699 14.36 1,8 26 14.79 4,o49 15.18 2,275 16.62 L4,939 1-2.714 2,758 :L1.65

America 1,760 7.07 i,646 13.34 3,734 1)4.00 1,775 1 2. 96 2,0&() 5.36 1L,hlO 5.96

ReP. of China 367 1.47 155 1.26 477 1.79 298 2.18 1,996 5.15 8L4I3 3.58

Other countries 2,013 8.09 1,514 12.27 1,647 6.18 1,251 9.14 5,156 13.2'3 2,607 L1.02

Total 2!t,88.4 12,3L3 26,666 13,691 38,782 23,666

Source: Korea Statistic.al Yearbook, Economic Planning Board, ROI{,
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fresh and frozen and canned fish is particularly noteworthy from 1962

onwards, and especlally in 1964, as it reflects the Government's efforts
to develop these sectors of the fishing industry and, thereby, obtain a
greater share of the world market for these preferred products.

72. Traditionally, Japan and Hong Kong have been the main export

outlets for Korea's fishery products. As can be observeci from 'he follow-
ing table for the years 1962-1964, Japan still retains its dominant
posi-tion, but a smaller proportion of total output goes to Hong Wong,
while a larger share goes to other world markets.

73. Japan's fish production has been on the decline since 1962,
from a peak of 6 .9 rillion tons in that year to 6.3 in 196h1
(Figures are not available for 1965 but indications are that the catch

was still lower.) ThiLs was accomipanied by a phenomena "' rise in -" po.

of fish and fishery products - from 37 thousand tons in 1961 to 185.8
thousand tons in 1964, valued at US $ million 141 ar.d 69 respectiveLy.
The physical volume of the main fish items contained in these imports

is shown in Table 14 by country of origin. 1/

Table 14: JAPANESE lMPORTS OF IvApJN FISH ITENS BY COUNTRY, 1961-196)4

(in '000 tons)

1961 1962 1963 196)4

1. Fresh, chilled and frozen fish Total 5.6 13.0 20.7 45.3

U.S.A. 0 0 0 7.0

China (Mainland) 0.1 0.8 4.2 8.9

Korea, South 4.3 10.8 9.9 13.6
Spain 0 - 4.1 5.2
U.S.S.R. 1.0 0.9 .5 7.8

Others 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.8

2. Crustaceans and Molluscs
Other than Canned Total 6.3 6.2 14.1 33.7

Mexico 2.6 0.8 3.5 5.2
China (Mainland.) 1.6 1.4 2.7 5.7
Korea, South 1.2 2.8 2.7 6.1
Spain - 0.1 0.8 9.5
Others 0.9 1.1 4.4 7.2

GRAND TOTAL 12.6 20.0 36.5 82.L

Source: Trade of Japan, Commodity by Country,Ministry of Finance, Japzn

1,' This excludes other imports of marine origin consisting mainly of
fish meal, oil and other derivatives. For the years 1961-1964,
these were 25.1, 41.0, 87.3 and 106.8 thousand tons respectively.
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7I4. These data show tnat Knorea is daparls principa.1J ' uppliLer of
edible fishery products and that the China Mainland is Korea's only
significant competitor for that market. At the sam teJnie, the statistic
also reveal that Japan is becoming reliant on more distant markets for a
larger share of its rapidly increasing fish requirements, especially
Spain, the U.S.S.R., the U.S.A. and Mexico, which is believed attributable
to the lack of readily available supplies in Korea and other nearoy re-
sources. Unfortunately, data on Japanese imports for 1965 are not avail-
able to show Korea's share of this increasing market in relation to tne
participation of other exporting countries.

75. However, for the future, the prospects of increased Japanese-
Korean fish trade appear quite bright, especially in view of the recent
Peace Treaty ratification by the two countries. Korea's immediate future
plans also call f'or a substantial expansion of fishery production. Since
Korea produces most of the edible fishery items which are in popular
demand in Japan, it is to be expected that increased Korean fish produc-
tion will, be accompanied by substantial increases in exports to Japan.

Domestic Consumption

76. Data on domestic consumption of fishery products are derived
indirectly from recorded statistics of marine landings and exports.
The result of such an exercise gives us the apparent domestic utili-
zation. With records of direct sales (through consignment markets) it
is possible to account for about 60 percent of the fish landings des-
tined for domestic use, but this leaves about 40 percent of the overa]l
quantities involvred which cannot be conclusively identified by existing
statistical mechanisms.

77. The table which follows (Table 15) was prepared in an effort
ton nrrir it. a a m-nre rpelintie- oft-m-t-.t of the vnlume nf mTnrine nroducts
consumed or otherwise utilized domestically. The procedure consists

(i) the apparent domestic consinmption- hy r1educting eynorts,
from total landings;

(ii) the waste arising from poor handling and lack of
d market sae fTro the 1 a mot ren dom

(iii) the disappearan,ce outside conmi=.ercial.ares obaie
bv deducting market sales from the apparent domestic
cons,w-apt-ion.; ar.dl

_L A l1t UuIyVci'JL, ro L

(iLv) t tota probL~J. j±UabLe UtL.LizaLt.iLo, rLri.LVted Uy A.,bIr.LhLLAG

market sales with apparent domestic disappearance
outside A Wli QUIIUiIcJal charnne'Ls, less -waste.

78. According to these derived figures, domestic cons-wimptiorl ro;,e
from 214,h99 tons in 1955 to 433,758 tons in 1964. Comparing the average
of the first and last three years of the period we obtain a percentage
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TabLe 1): ]DERI"'vD ]D0MfSTIC CC.NSUflIPTION 1955-15964

(in metr:ic tons)

1955 19 56 .957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 19s63 1]961

1. Marine Landings 265,1395 346,570 309,310 403,307 392,061 357,134 424,519 4.69,530 531,805 59i7,219

2. Exports Li 13,543 12,655 2:L,089 27,932 18,035 32,959 )42,807 52,668 56,870 86,916

3. Apparent; Donestic
Consumption (1-2) 252,352 333,915 288,221 475,375 374,026 324,175 581,712 U16,862 474,935 510,303

4. Less Waste (Est.15%) 214,499 283,328 2h44,988 L04,069 317,922 275,549 325,455 354,333 403,695 433,758

5. Sales in consigmnent
markets - -- 209,592 212,704 260,600 220,636 301,68,7

6. Estimated Consum-tion
witihout known com-
mercial outLets (4-5) - - - - _ 65,657 111,751 93,733 183,059 132,071

7. Estimated total doan-
estic consumption
(5 and 65) 214,499 283,828 2144,988 h04,069 317,922 275,545 324,455 354, 333 L03,695 433,758

L' Exports have been converted to landed veight by appol 'ing an average convrersion of 3 to 1.

Source: Fisheries Statistics. 1964. Bureau of Fisheries, ROK.
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increase Or 0. 6 , g-ivng a growthn trend over seven years oiL about (.0
percent. The increases were most significant in the consumption of
fresh fish, partly- si response to the Government;s efforts to improve
fish marketing, especially from 1962 onwards, but also in large measure
because of the growing preference for fish in i-ts fresh rather than in
cured or other processed form. Yet, in the face of these advances,
consumption as a percen-tage of total landings declined by about 15 per-
cent during the period (from 89 percent to 74 percent).

79. It is interesting to observe that while total sales by consign-
ment markets increased by about 44 percent from 1960-1964 (209,892 tons
and 301,687 tons respectively), their share of total domestic consumption
declined by 6.5 percent. This occurred despite the fact that the Pusan
Fisheries Market Center, the largest consignment market in the country,
came into operation in 1963, along with a number of other smaller markets
established through government assisbance. In view of the fact that
sales through consignment markets are compulsory, if marine landings
are destined for domestic channels, and also, that no other organized
market or fish collection system exists for fishermen, it Twiould appear
that either (a) certain sales are consummated and not recorded, or
(b) much more waste occurs than is realized, or (c) fishery statistics
are in error. The possibility that fish consumption by fishermen and
their families can account for that portion of recorded landings which
has no conmercial outlet can be discarded without further probing. since
the quantity involved - as high as 183,059 in 1963 - would give fishing
conmmunities an unrealistically high per capita consumption. There is
of course the likelihood that some seawreed used as fertilizer by fisher-
men is included in the official statistics of marine landings; hnow7ever
this is a supposition which could not be verified and which in any evenit,
could hardly serve to rectifv the apparent discrenancy hetween lnndi-ngs
and doniestic util-ization.

80. It is somewhat beyond the limits of this report to enter into
the exercise needed for A o-lrlficatin of tIn a+nrnn st-tcal
inconsistency noted. But it must be stressed that the problem should
be looked into at the eParliest onnortunity. Wh,ether or not fish is
disposed of through statistically unidentified channels of trade is
not of vital imnortance! however, if substantial quantities of fish
are wasted and unutilized, this is a matter which requires urgent govern-ment attention ndi action. . SImi nlar if official fisheries statistic44
misrepresent the complex of fishery situations in the country, no
authentic assessment of the fishing economy - is--4 possible nor cl --I-
or development schemes easily be made to coincide with existing needs
nndi rPq1itieq

81. TheI significnce ofhete L/o4$V-WUl,r unlerbaLulbies in tne
domestic consumption eqluation is that the real growth rate in consump-
tion during the period, and especialy sinLe 1960 may have been somewnat
lower than indicated. Certainly for the near future one is inclined
t-ward a more conservative estimate of demand. The maintenance of the
growth rate statistically indicated for the past five years would require
much greater efforts on sales promotion, handling, mariceting and trans-
port improvements than appear to be immediately intended.
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D. Pries

Wholesale and Export Price Movements

82. Fish prices in general have moved fairly steadily upward
since 1960 in close conformity with the generai trend oI cowmmodity
prices in the country. This is most clearly demonstrated by the
behavior of the wholesale price index of the leading fisher7i pro-
ducts during the period 1960-1964. By comparing this index with the
who:Lesale commodi-ty price index for the same period, it can be
observed that the two (indices) were only apart by .2 points in 1963
and 7.1 points in 1964. Furthermore, the overall increase in the fish
index during the period was 94 points, compared with 101.1 points in
the general commodity index.

Table 16: C0I{PARISON OF WHOLESALE FISH PRICE INDEX AND GENERAL
COMMODITY PRICE INDEX, 1960-1964

(1960 = 100)

Wholesale price index of Wholesale price index
Year processed fish & shellfish of all commodities

seaweeds and canned fish

1960 100.0 100.0
1961 96.9 113.2
1962 113.4 123.8
1961 1L9.5 119.3
1964 194.0 201.1

Source: Korea S t n t i t i - Ya-h_n__ Economic Pplanning -nnrd- POX-

83. The inference from the above indices is that the economic
Cl im+_ governing +.th aner-l ni lreY 1elr mwvpmpnt. in the C.oiinfrv is

a major force underlying changes in fish prices. W,lhile this is to be
"Ami++_l 4+ ;C -ni4ollsr +r'iie +hnn+. ne+_in fic:h .-noeinq >n(l nnroduit-+..

are export oriented, and are therefore sensitive to international price
movem.ents, w.-hich is not true of manyr comzmodities con.tained in the
basket of goods forming the base of the wholesale commodity price
4 -, A x.~

L4. VU.LL1g le periodL. 179.J-9L6w4, export p Lres 4 .. erou

fishery items which Korea produces for export rose significantly.
Tis±~ is~ shIo-wU ±1 Table~ 17.Or -- - 1 --.-' -- -'I r -'I 1.± ..

85. As can be seeni froran T-able 'L, 'te percentage inceases in
export prices during the five-year per:iod examined were: 35.2 percent
for fresh fish, 31.4 percent for frozen fisn, 54.5 percent for dried
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Table 1?7 EXPORT PRICES OF SELECTED FISHERY PRODUCTS. 196o-196h /1

(t per NT/T)

Year Fresh FTozen nrid nri
fish fish squid other fish

1960r 302. 780.5 ~ 0.OLO 764. 7

1961 347.9 515.6 360.6 649.2
19t6)2 ,,. A-'I114 )7:) 7 1 1i8 

-L/V&. ~ ~ )/ _~~ 0 v _L,L.-.L.L. 14 ,.II - f

1963 362.2 839.9 365.1 2,053.1
,I 1964 Iar L ' ,n'1r' '7 L.46 27 20

Percentage
change
1960-64 35.2 31.4 54.5 169.2

/1 Derived from export Statistics.

sauid and 169.2 nercent for other dried fish. Since these items currentlv
constitute over 75 percent of the volume of fish exports, it is to be

xmpeted in the absencP of onntrnls that the intprnational market will
exert considerable influence on domestic prices. And in the light of
the TKorenn Go.ernmrnt' s ;ir.pha1is ton r nnroduntion for portj
there is every likelihood that domestic prices will continue to be largely
inf1iinced by p~rie set at the +nn+Arnationa level.

*rPrices to fishermen are dny s s nr - do nt

86. Pres +ofsheren ar -ep1v5 Ilg sh. - often do not

exhibit the growth trends registered by prices at wholesale, retail or
afor export;. r,¾4. -. T is p-tc 4 - --ly +1- ae the o zano af t-hea

-4.'~ Vd.j'J~U. .LIJ.L~2 -LO PC". U.A~"LU.La -LJ UL UJV vvllu~. V, V11V JW4L.4.4.~S~'4 

market gives middlemen a leading advantage, or when other trading ele-
r.entsi- t-fr -44-- -ompetitiv price detrmnaio at 41e fish~err.en,IL -?. 11±UV4.L .1. V.A V W-. AL4 %...'JLI& VLy V LJ. LV V PIL%V %VV UV 11JJ.A.UL"V JL O.U UL-~ 4 ~ - -11'

level. In this connection, it will be recalled from our discussion of
ilid r. , eai.e thILat ue -t I L.Ln r .LeXibe tra.d.dg ele.ments are e b t ir,

the existing organization of the Korean fish market which have led to
thle creatiorn of sizable spreads uetween fisherm11en an.d consum,er prices
to the benefit of the trading groups in between.

87. Unfortunately, existing statistics on authentic prices re-
ceived by fishermen are difficult to come by. TIle value landinugl1sZ
as recorded by official sources gives us a truer approximation of
wholesale prices than of the prices accruing to fishermen net of inter-
mediary changes. Nhat is known, from cursory examination of fishing
ports and fish markets, is that there is a wide range of prices - largely
from 1-2 won to 20-30 won per kilo, depending on the species - and that
there are sizable variations with seasons. Some indication of the
magn-tude of these variations is provided by the following data obtained
from the Tnchon Market for 1964.
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Table 18: FISH PRICES IN lNCHON MARKET, 1964

(won per kilo)

Fresh fish Year average Low High

Corvenia 58.3 36 76
Skate 27.9 19 43
Shrimp 110.0 70 200
Croaker 66.3 37 86
Hairtail 43.9 31 60
Horse mackerel 39.6 31 49
Pomfret 39.5 30 61

88. Lack of storage facilities at fishing ports and marketing
centers, and of EL well-organized wholesale service is of course at the
base of much of the price fluctuations which accompany changes in fish
availability. That steps need to be taken to minimize this supply
shortage anrd abLndance cycle; as well as improve the fisherman's
position, has already been amply stressed. But what may be emphasizedL
at this point is that Lunder the existing marketing structure, economic
market forces are hampered in the performance of their functions, so
that little mayr happn- to nimprov- the fisherman's economic position,

unless the goverrment, by itself or through organized groups, sets out

to break don. the

89 It woueLd seemr desirable in the cir-cnstances for cooperatives
to participate in the marketing process beyond their present role of
conLsi.gnme-nt selling to fish brokers. Through govermment assistanc-e
and guidance, it would seem feasible for them, because they are so wide-
spread, to enter the wholesale field, perform the characterist-ic fLncti n.

of organized wholesaling and capture a wider share of market returns for
thLiselves and th^eir members. T addition to this, and especially uln1il

the marketing process can be reorganized, the Government should consider
the adoption of ineas-ures to br-ng about greater price stabilIzation.
The Mission recognizes the difficulties of pursuing the goal of price
stability for a product as perishable as fish; nonetheless, the se eri t
of price fluctuations can be reduced by appropriate measures.

E. Employment

90. Korea's fishing population has grown steadily since liberation
from Japan in 1945, when a recorded 380,000 people were dependent upon
fishing for a livelihood. By 1964, that number had grown to over 1.2
million. The increase was particularly rapid during the late fifties
and early sixties when large numbers of North Korean fishermen settled
in South Korea. Of course, the lack of alternative employment opportu-
nities also led many others to pursue fishing for a livelihood.
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91. Recent trends in the population dependent on fishing are

given by the following series. It will be noticed that the fishing
population increased by 396,786 or about 47 percent from 1960-1964,
or a growth rate of about 6.6 percent per year. Some levelling off
is indicated in 1964, but it seems unlikely that a reversal in trend
is about to set in, in view of the employment situation elsewhere in
the economy. Furthermore, present Government plans to develop the
fishing industry are likely to attract new recruits.

Table 19: POPULATION DEPENDENT ON FISHERY INDUSTRIES
1960-1964

Year Number

1 160 8h8,275
15961 859,O25
1962 1 A38 325
1963 1,264,150
1''6h s 1 j 245,061

Source: Fisheries Statistics 1964, Bureau of Fisheries,
JJ.4 nS_r o f A." ^ c-te and Forestryj ROK

92, It must; be pointed out that the above figures refer-to the
n-wumber of people w-ho are classified as dependent in one degree or
another on fishing for their livelihood and not to those gainfully
employed in the niarrow econorIc sense, or according to labor force
statistical classification. Small scale fishing everywhere attracts
many part-time f:ishermen; and in Kaorea, where incomes are low and
employment outle-bs scarce, this is quite significant. According to
the Bureau of Fisheries, the fishing population can be broken don

by type of employment as follows.

Tab:Le 20: FISHING POPULATION CLASSIFIED BY TYPE OF EMPLOYMLENT
1960-i964

Fishing as Part-time
Year Main occupation Occupation EupIoyees Total

1960 178,054 401,359 268,862 848,275
1961 238,829 436,091 184,l05 859,025
1962 235,408 686,46o 216,457 1,138,325
1963 290,153 710,073 263,924 1,264,150

1964 287,032 703,117 254,912 1,245,061
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93. It is obvious that there is a large degree of underemployment
in the industry. As was previously mentioned, there are over 42,000
small, unmechanized boats used in Korea's fishery that can only be
operated along the fringes of the coast. The productivity of these
primitive craft is reputedly low. Furthermore, the family of each
crewman is dependent upon the proceeds of the catch for its survival,
and participates in a meager way in its utilization. To quantify the
extent of underemployment which this type of industry alone creates
would require careful survey.

94. Some indication of the incidence of this problem in Korea's
fisheries is provided by data obtained during the 1964 Economically
Active Population Survey. According to this source, the number of gain-
fully employed in hunting and fislling in 1964 was the following:

Middle week M4iddle week Middle week Middle week
of March of June of August of December

1431,ooo 116,000 228,000 225,000

This gives an average of only 178,000 for both hunting and fishing,
compared with a registered total ponulation of 1.2 million in fishing
along.

95. The situation appears even more discomforting if one examines
the data on hours worked per week, as showm in Table 21. On the averape;
a fisherman appears to work 40 hours a week compared with 42 hours in
agricultue &nd 47 no's for the whole econov.

Table 21: CLAS'SIFICATION OF E-IPLOYMEqIT IN rJNTING AND FISHING BY
HOURS T.UJTORTETPD PE W'EEK, 196h

Total 50 and
Per-iu N ber 1-'1 9 30=3 35=39 lo ove - -

Mid-March 143 9 22 5 10 17 80 39
Miiiad-June L.6 u 2 3 6742-

Mid-August 228 15 21 12 8 33 139 41
Mid--Decem~ber 22> 29 25 6 22u 50 93 38

Average 178 15 17 7 12 32 96 4O

Source: The Economically Active Population Survey, 1964, EconomIic
Planning Board, ROK

96. Vhile the statistical sophistication surrounding sample surveys
of the type quotecd is in many ways inadequate to measure the economic
activity of the self-employed, it nonetheless gives us a useful index.
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There is most certainly a high level of underemployment among Korea's
large fishing population; and as is true of many other fishing countries,
this condition is likely to persist, at least in some degree, for many
years to come. There is hope, however, that the problem may be signi-

ficantly minimized as the Government puts into full-scale action its
program of boat mechanization, improvement of fishery facilities and
aquiculture development.

F. Cost Structure in Distant Water Fishery

97. The information obtained on tuna longlining, which is the ornly
brannch oi' deep sen fishery operations for which data are available, is
rather inconclusive and does not yet provide an adequate basis on which
to forecast the economic prospects for this industrJv. Most of the vessels
now fishing have been in operation for less than two years; and since a
g.,_aA -I--e; rlf +Jn-Qn ironlq hnt n M- set out with crpws of little or
gvJ¼vA p.F. lJvWA u_-S v. ._ __ _. * _ _ . _ __ __

no experience, a somewhat longer period will be needed before a realistic
pattiern of econLoi,Lic perfol-.,.n.ce cWn. be esalse.anothear jmnortant!.

factor which has worked against the realization of quick profits in this
fishery has been that mmost of the vessels wNere acqured under loan

arrangements (mostly 6 percent interest and 8 years maturity) which im-

posed severe jinancial strains on the iniital receipts from fishing.

9Wiit' tlis -as-- backgro-wLnd, a- cost-reve..ue .odel may be pres ntAed

to approximate the economic experience of an average 145-ton longliner
* ~ ~ ~ ~~pafI ---- - -- (I~ - Lr' -3-- .

during i96`3 and .L-Y04: 9 fishing IUrips k40-4 Uay trips.

Catch: 720 tons

Sale value: $175 I), UU0

E;xpenss_:

Food, fuel and other supplies $61,00O
Fishing gear 8,600
B.ait 8,600
Wages and bonus 47,000
Insurance 3,200
Management 20,700
Other 2,500

Total $1_II600

Gross profits Ll 23,400

Interest 9,300
Diepreciation 9,100

Net Profit 5,000

h hgross profit-sales rntio Js shnwn to be about l3'Z compared
with 24% in manufacturing.



99. There are certain indications which could suggest more
favorable prospects in the longer term. One is that there have been
no defaults on vessel loans. A second is that Koreans, despite their
shorter experience, have established daily catch rates during the
past two years which have generally equaled, and in some isolated
cases exceeded, those of the Japanese and Chinese fishing with similar
vessels on the same grounds. A third is that with catch rates of
1.8 - 2.0 tons per fishing day in 1964 (and about 1.5 tons in 1965)
a number of vessels have shown a small profit. A fourth, which also
contributed partly to the positive results just indicated, is the
lowl wage structure which prevails in the industry - $25-30 monthly
per crehman. Largely because of the latter reason, Koreans could
conceivably realize economic tuna fishing operations in the future
at catch rates which would be uneconomic for other fishing nations.
Unfortunately, it is still early to tell.



III. ITh3TITUTION.UL BACKGROUID

A. Research

100. Fisheries research in Korea dates back to 1921 when the Fisheries
Experimental Station was established in Pusan. Research was organized
under four main divisions, viz., fishing, marine food technology, fish
culture, and oceanography. A fresh fish hatchery was also established
at Chinhae, in the same year, for the propagation of carp and the study
of other fresh water species.

101. From 1921 to 1963, iwhen the present Fisheries Research and
Development Agency came into being, research activities underwent numerc,us
reorganizations because of political changes, war and the aftermath of war.
Largely for this reason, it was found difficult to pursue a unified and
continuous approach to the study of fishery resources and the problems
facing the fishing industry. The lack of adequate funds also added to
the magnituide of the problem. As a conse-uence, research efforts tendecl
to be piecemeal ancl uncoordinated, and given to overlapping.

102. In 1962 this research body, then known as the Central Fisheries
Experimental Station, was reorganized wrrith a view to contributing more
effectively to the development of the fishing industry. The reorganiza--
tion Twas onrly com.pleted in 1963, wIhen the institutior became e known as the
Fisheries RZesearch and Developmen-t Agency.

103. As presently organized under the Ministry of Agriculture and
ForestUry, -t41he FlJsheriJes nesearch ad.d Deve-lop..ent Agency, with. hneadquart.rs

in Pusan, has four regional research stations - Eastern Sea, Western Sea,
Soutl;ern O3a ar.dU UOJ - one LiLsh h'LatLch0ery at Chin.1hae and 4thiree 'oranchll

stations - Chungpyung, Yosu and Chumunjin. Broadly speaking, its research
activities encompass the following fields:

(1) Exp:Loratory fishing (to explore new grounds)

(2) EXperimenta.l fishing (to test gear and eq-ipmient an-<d
fishing methods)

(3) Oceanography (physical, chemical and biological,
oceanography, and marine geology)

(4) Fishery resources (composition, population assessment, etc.)

(5) Development of fish culture

(6) Quality control of fishery-products

(7) Improvement and development of fishery products

(8) Extension services to fishermen, consumers and the
fishing industry.



104. To carry cut its programs, the Agency occupies 15 buildings

(7 of whnich are in Pusan) and operates 8 research vessels. Its total

persornel numbers 298, of which only 46 are scientists. Its budget in

1964 wias 45.4 million won.

105. NTlile it is beyond the purview of this report and, in fact,

outside the competence of the writer to evaluate the approach to research

in many of the fiel(ds mentioned, as well as to assess results in terms

of the human and physical resources employed, expenditures and the needs

of a developing industry, the following general observations are Judged

worthy of consideration:

(1) The activities of the Fisheries Research and Development
Agency have been spread over a very wide range of research
in relation to the number of trained scientists available,,
There is a great need for more trained scientists both in
the 'Laboratories and for scientific and applied research
at sea.

(2) There is a tendency to expand the physical facilities of

the Agency in terms of number of buildings and vessels
without sufficient emphasis on the improvement of the
facilities already in existence. For example, a new
building and vessel are now being built out of funds pro-
vided in the 1965 budget while the existing premises and

vessels, 15 and 8 respectively, are lacking in equipment
and in need of improved maintenance.

(3) More emphasis should be placed upon experimental and

exploratory fishing, in order to meet more quickly and

effectiveiv the prioritv needs of a developing industry.

IL') Similarly, added attention ought to be centered on the
quality control and maintenance of fishery products and,
especially. on solving the problem of water pollution

which affects many shellfish producing areas of the coast.

(5) There is need for greater coordination of the work of the

Agency and the Bureau of Fisheries, which could facilitalte

the solution of the problems mentioned in (3) and (4), as

well as others which nre of great economic interest to the
fishing industry.

(6) The Agency needs a much larger budget to cope effectivelyr
w th 4-, research requireirents of the fishing industry.

Funds are needed both for the acquisition of more and
better equip-1.ert, and to allow for the training of scien-

tists abroad in well-developed centers of fisheries
research.
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B Inspection of- Fishery Products

106. Inspection of marine products began in Korea in 1908 when a
system of voluntary inspection of seaweeds was instituted by the Mokpo
Chamber of Commerce. In 1913, a Seaweeds Inspection Regulation was pro-
claimed by the Government and, in 1918, inspection of certain designated1
fishery products was made canpulsory. In 1935, the Fishery Products
Inspection Station was established, which was the forerunner of the present
Central Fisheries Inspection Station.

107. The present Central Fisheries Inspection Station is an agency
of the ROK responsible to the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry. The
existing regulations governing the inspection services rendered are pro-
vided by the ROK Law No. 116, which was proclaimed in 1950 and revised
in 1962 by Law No. 1072. All marine products destined for export are
inspected, graded and certified. In addition, certain specified products
consumed domestically are also inspected and eraded.

1Co8. The Gent.tral Fisheries Tnsnection Station has its headquarters
in Seoul. It is organized in three sections: Inspection Section, Inquiry
Ser+.icn an.d ranrnl Affaris Sncntion (Administrationn) Tt. has nine branches
and five sub-branches distributed along the coast. The total personnel

109*. The duties of the headqur-ters in Seouil are: to formulate anI
develop inspection programs, collect information on foreign and domestic
mar&k.. etl- con(dlitlions, collect aata on t-heW i--to ^and packgng of' prots,_

train inspectors and supervise the operations of branch offices. It also
%.carri es out Sor,me inL1sp1-e ctln '-i - -and( pir odGu ct Iar _1yse upo req1- II ues yfil

offices.

110. The duties of the field offices are (a) to inspect processing
plants, to insure bhQ spcifuieU U.. of i 'lt.±uulo are manlltai n U dLL,

and (b) to inspect the quality of fishery products. Some 50 kinds of
f-ishl-ery preodu-cts are grsp d the che 4t.,ms_being: aga-aar drle

laver, dried squid, canned fish, frozen fish, frozen shrimp, shellfish,
fish iiver oil and fishuea-. Inspection is chiefly according to the
organoleptic method, i.e., by sight, taste, smell and touch, as laboratory
facilities only allow for limited scientific testing and aniajysis.

11l. The widespread application of scientific methods of testing
the quality of fishery products is a problem in most fishing countries.
This is especiai y true when it comes to the practicai application oI
scientific methods of testing in the fishing port or in the fish plant
where fish is processed. In Korea, the situation is more serious than
it is in many countries, in view of the fact that existing laboratory
facilities permit very little chemical and bacteriological analyses in
the laboratory itself; as previously mentioned, most of the products
which are subject to inspection are tested by subjective methods.
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112. It is felt that the Government should center more attention
on this problem to elevate the standard of quality of fishery production
in the country. The first step in this direction seems to be to increase
the budget of the Central Fisheries Inspection Station to allow for the
acquisition of laboratory equipment and staff at field offices providing,
therefore, a better scientific basis for the evaluation of quality.

C. Education and Training

113. There are three levels of formal fishery education in Korea:
Fishery High Schools, Fishery Junior Colleges and the Pusan Fishery College.
In addition, the Central Fisheries Development Agency gives short courses
in sDecialized fields and the United Nations Development Project, which
began in 1964, will give intensive training in deep sea fishing for a
period of L years.

Fishery High Schools

11)1- There are 12 fisherv high schools in the countrv located in
fishing ports along the coast. The entrants are students who have success-
fuilly completed 6 years of primary school and 3 years of micidle school.
The period of instruction is 3 years, as in the middle schools; and while
considerable emphasis continiues to be placed on general courses - languages,
mathematics, histor;y, etc. - subjects dealing with fishery matters have
been interspersed in the general curriculu1m-, giving the orJientaton tsward
fisheries which has led to the designation, "fishery high schools".

115. There are usually three courses dealing with fisheries given
in these high schools: fishing, which is a general couse on fishing
techniques, fishing gear and fishing boat operation; fish processing,
which is mainly descr-ptive of the various processes in Korea, including
a general review of plant management; and aquiculture, which covers, again
in a generl wsay, the metlhods of cultre and the prc- o ccn!vtlfon

In some schools, where facilities exist, additional instruction is given
in engine operation and maintenance, and in the rudiments of radio cormunl-
cation and navigation.

116. I'he graduates from these schools have varied from year to year
but have totaled 10,868 d-uring the period 1943-196'. In 196L, there were
923 graduates, classified by specialty as follows: fishing 472, processing
247, aquiculture 135, engines 44, and navigationll 25.

117. The contribution of these schools to the training of young menr
to take their place! in the fishing industry is not as imposing as appears
at first sight. Students get littie more than a general orientation
toward the fishing industry, for the time allotted to fishery courses iEs
too short -- a matter of hours in some cases - to produce much better re--
sults. It is also believed, although not verified by concrete surveys,
that the schools are lacking greatly in equipment and staff. To sum it
all, it is felt that considerable reorganization of the school system iEs
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called for, involving substantial increases in budgets (to allow for
the acquisition of more and better equipment and more competent staff),
if the needs of the fishing industry for adequately trained fishermen
and fishery technicians are to be met.

Junior FisheryCollge

118. There are two Junior Fishery Colleges in Korea, the Pohang
Fishery Junior College, established as a private school in 1954, and the
Kunsan Fishery Junior College, which opened in 1962. Both give 2-year
courses in. fisheries.

119. In general, the program of education in the Junior Colleges is
a continuation of the curriculum of the Fishery High Schools. Lnstruction
of course, is at a higher level, and more emphasis is centered on naval
architecture and fbod technology than prevails in the high schools.

120. Average registration in the Juliior Colleges is about 600 per
year. The number of graduates in 1964 was 107, of which 24 had specialized
in ftishing¢, 9 in processing 70 in .-sh4''ery ' M~aRement an-'-d in food tech-
nology. Over 300 students were expected to graduate in 1965, reflecting
the result;s from the Kn-can College, ihch or'y begU 7LLL-sCle Upera-.Lon
in 1963.

121. As far as could be determined during the Korean Mission, with-
out the benefit of detailed s-rveys, much the sare constructive criticism
may be levreled at the performance of the Junior Colleges as was mentioned
i,n the case of the hrigh schools. There is a lack of adequate equipment;
and properly trairied staff to give thorough training in the disciplines
neecded and, in particular, far too little emphasis given to practical
training both on land and at sea. The instruction received leans heavily
toward the theoreiical and, as such, prepares students more for the pulsuit
of higher learning than for practical assignments in the fishing industry.

122. It should also be observed, as was done in the section on Re;earch
thal; there is a tendency in education to expand horizontally rather than
vertically, in the sense that new structures are built without first in-
proving the facilities and capacities of those already existing. This is
not to say that there are necessarily too many fishery colleges or schools
in Korea; rather, the inference is that expenditures might be re-directed
so as to give, at least in some cases (in the more urgent fields), competent
training to a few rather than an appearance of know-how to many.

Pusan Fisheries College

123. The Pusan Fisheries College was founded by the Japanese in 1941,
known then as the National Fisheries College. It is the only institution
for higher education in fisheries in Korea.

124. Prior to liberation in l945, only 32 Koreans graduated from the
College. The Japanese allowed only 10 percent of the total student enroll-
ment to be Koreans. Since then (to the end of 1964), there has been a
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total of 2,098 graduates. The minimum requirement for entrance is grad-
uation from high school, and the average enrollment per year is now
slightly over 200.

125. The objective of the College is to produce well-informed fish-
eries scientists, "and strong emphasis is laid on the instruction of pro-
found scientific theories along with practical exercises that will be of
importance to future careers." It gives a h-year course.

126. The program of education of the College is organized in five
dcpari-men±.s. The~se are:

(1) _hina TephnnInav c-overing mainly oceanogranhv. science
on the fishing ground (tactics), fishing gear and methods,
meteorolo-r nv_rjgatin+.,n sinny1anshin anrl rdppn sp_ fisheries.

(2) Food. Technolog-, covering mainly organic and inorganic
chemistry, analytical chemistry, biology, physics, mathe-
matics, bbslo-cher; istry, .;..z.. bi. ^y, Ingineerin and
marine processing.

(3) Fisheries Biology, covering mainly zoology and botany,
e-MVbriolUy WId histUology, o marine zooLogy,
ecology, marine botany, planktology, aquiculture and
fisheries reso-urces.

4) Fisheries Aoministration, covering mairnly general fisheries
sciences, fisheries economics, fisheries administration,
statistics, bookkeeping, accounting, economic geograpiy,
fisheries marketing and fisheries policy.

(5) Education, covering mainly general fisheries sciences,
principles of education, guidance, methods of teaching,
educational measurement and evaluation, and school and
the community.

127. I't seems pertinent to observe that the form of higher education
which the Pusan College has been aiming to develop in fisheries is greatly
required in Korea. However, as at other levels otf education, there are
two main obstacles in the way of attaining the desired achievements.
These are: inadequate equipment for research, demonstratlion and practic:al
training, and the lack of sufficient competently trained staff. There is
an obvious need for a substantial increase in the College's budget to
allow for: (a) improvement in the maintenance of buildings, equipment,
vessels and other f'acilities, (b) acquisition of new and improved equipment,
(c) training of students in modern fishing technology and (d) training of
scientists abroad and exchange of scientific experience.

128. One particularly pressing need which the Pusan Fisheries College
is failing to meet is that of trained fishermen and fisheries technicians.
Neither the programs of instruction nor the training facilities are de-
signed to give stuclents the practical education and sea experience they
need to cope with tohe technical realities of modern fishing upon graduaticn.
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129. Deep sea longlining and trawling, into which Korea is rapidly

moving, are skilled techniques of fishing requiring fairly long and
specialized training. According to experienced fishermen, the minimum
period of sea training for a crewman on a longliner is 12 months, with
an additional period of 12-18 months to qualify him for the position of
captain. For trawl fishing, the sea time required is even longer. Since
students at Pusan Fisheries College spend only 60 days at sea (on a 100-
ton longliner), it follows that they graduate lacking competence as
fishermen.

130. It is becoming more generally recognized that fisheries education
both in schools and colleges is not well oriented to produce fishermen;

and many graduates are even not eager to go to sea, being more willing
nnndidat.es for vacancies at research centers, colleges, universities and

the Government. In view of the expanding deep sea fleet - from 18 vessels
in 196IQ to about 150 c hb the end of 1966; recuiring more than 2,000 addi-
tional ship officers and crewmen - the need for a new approach to tech-
Inic-al o-r -t, - ion.al train.ing is quite, apparent.

131. An example of this nrew approach given hy the United Nations
Development Program (Special Fund), discussed later, which was established
through Korean Goverrnment ini+ative in 19614, specifically to train fisher-
men in deep sea fishing. The duration and size of this project place
definite limits on the results attainable, and .1ch more effort . will be
required in this direction if the supply of trained fishermen is to catch
up with the demirand.

132. A logical next step seems to be the re-orgarization of at least
some of the extensive facilities for fishery education which already exist
in the country. External assistance mLay be needed, and should perhaps
be sought, in order to implement the required changes for accelerated
training in conformity with the expanding demands of industry.

Fisheries Researchi and Development Agency

133., The organization and functions of this Agenrcy have already been
discussed in Chapter II-A, so that the reference here is limited speci--
fically to its contribution to tile general field of education an,d train-
ing. This is done at the risk of repetition in hopes of putting the
treatment of this latter topic in better overall perspective.

134. The contribution of the Agency to fisheries education is pri--
marily in the form of extension services. These can be divided into three
separate categories as follows:

(1) Technical Guidance Service. This is the promulgation o:f
knowledge among the fishermen of poor villages respecting
the technical handling and processing of fish and the
possible development of auxiliary employment.
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(2) Educ:ation and Training Service. This encompasses:
(a) the training of rural village leaders in improved

methods of fishing, processing and culture, and
(b) the training of fishery inspectors in processing

standards, sanitation and quality control.

(3) Technical Information Service. This refers to the distri-
bution of fisheries information through magazines, books,
films and radio.

United Nations Development Prograri (SF)

135. With the support of the United Nations Development Program
(UNDP) a Training Center was established in Pusan in 1964, for a period
of 4 years. Its purpose is to produce qualified fishery technicians
quickly andc efficiently.

136. The training program coIIsists in 4 months of instruction at
the Center in navigation, engines, radio and fishing gear and equipment
and 8 months of sea training, i.e., 4 months on each of the two vessels
the Center operates. One vessel is a 320 ton tuna longliner and the other
is a 150 ton stern trawler. Existing facilities will permit the trainirng
of about l',O men Der year.

137. Instructi=on at the Center is given bv 5 teachers, one of whom
is part tirne, and 3 technical instructors. kll teaching is in Korean,
givT! Ty r1d-T .pe of 1-. The ,n Fisheries Gol'ege. Spa training on each
vessel is in the charge of a master fisherman.

138. The speecl with which this Special Fund Program was put into
operlatio-n to assil tc

4
-h flsh-icngndu trAiiz+,y J +.to 'hp mmondmnrlA rh,rina liltt.'-.

more than a year and a half, a school was built, equipped and staffed, a
(4 IrS-Jt. V t,L-- co - ,.se +V,a giver,uI...i. at C e ovnts -rThn theipn sZTpen+t

4 months at sea on the Center's newly acquired tuna longliner, a second
g mroup of 4) stuents i--+ +n- - +tedthe r ntra i+nio ngan+.+tr_ ¢ nr1 a neTwT

stern trawLer was acquired (in December 1965). It is also encouraging
to not-e thlat the students -ho reitee at the renter are fairly prom.i-ing,

serious with their work and quick to learn.

139. lJnfortunately, the success which is almost sure to accompany
Uxie e-Pfort, . of te Spcal r inu PL rusan UUr.IIg Ut UU LUthe Los of i 4 ,=yea

project wi:Ll do lit;tle mcre than "scratch the surface", so to speak, as
far a U rl,ra' i nieecU Fo. brlaineU fishernfL1 iL conerned. kt WAhe rI.tQ, the

Center will produce 150 men per year trained in navigation, engines, radiio
equipment and gear. This will barely be enough to meet uhe cre-w requ-re;-
ments of 30 vessels. (In time, of course, these same 600 men could be
the officers of about 100 vesseis.) As nas already been mentfioned, Korea
aims to expand its fishing fleet at a rate which far exceeds the present
turn-out of- trained officers and crews, so that a more ambitious fish1er-
men training program is indicated.



D. Cooperatives

14o. The fisheries cooperatives of Korea stem from the guild system
established by the Japanese as early as 1929. Since then, several re-
organizations and consolidations have taken place, especially following
liberation in 1945 and the communist invasion of 1950, culminating in
the enactment of the Fisheries Cooperative Law of January 1962, which
established the organizational pattern of the cooperatives which exist
toda.y.

Organizational Struicture

lLa. There are three tvoes of cooperatives at present in Korea
authorized by law and organized under a Central Federation of Fisheries
Cooneratives (CwFFG. These are: rAgional cooneratives, made up of the
members of a fixed jurisdictional district; business cooperatives, con-

stng mainly of members engaged Ji .hep sam +-rnp nf fishig;. such as

trawler fishermen, stow-net fishermen, etc.; and.manufacturing coopera-
tives, which engagn e iln fish processing-

142. Ln addition, regional cooperatives consist of sub-Lnits or
community cooperatives, formed by their members, which are known as
"Kes of Fis.ery V:Llages". E ac Ke may covr m.or t one v -lagev

and it is to this unit that the majority of the fishermen belong.

143. The organizational pattern just described can be seen more
clearly from tUhe following chart:

Uentral Federation of

Fisheries Cooperatives

~~~~~~~~~~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....................................: 

2 89 15

Manufacturing Regional Business
Cooperatives Cooperatives Cooperatives

1934

Kes of Fishery
Villages
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144. It can be observed that the Central Federation of Fisheries
Cooperatives has a total of 106 member cooperatives - 2 manufacturing,
89 regional and 15 business types. There are also 1934 "Kes of Fishery
Villages't , to which 112,516 fishermen belonged in November, 1965.

145. While it is not compulsory for fishermen to belong to a co-
operative, they usually find it in their interest to do so, for purposes
of marketing, financial assistance. etc. The only stipulation to member-
ship is that a fisherman must fish for over 60 days in a year and buy
more th-n nne share of the + ni1 cailtorck off the eoornprative. After
allowing for the number of casual fishermen who fish less than the stipu-
lated num.ber of days, as wall as fnv +.he 1ahorerR in the n1itlire inriustrv-
it can be concluded from the present "Ke'" membership that fishery house-
holds are well represented in cooperatiJres (There are now 2T 0n00
fishery households, and 112,516 are members of "Kes" village cooperatives.)

Business Activities

146. A cooperative may perform any or all of the following functions
for u L'the bLene.Lt o .L. i beIILJ± r i

() G u,.dance ar.di protectio

f3) Cusotdy and sale fU pr-OduCtS

(4) Improved utiiization of resources

(5) Admiinister mutual relief and welfare projects

(6) Execute projects amd administer funds from Government
loans or subsidies

(7) Enter into collective agreements for the promotion of
mermbers' economic interests

(8) Other activities pursuant to the furtherance of cooperative
ac'tion and the improvement of the economic status of the
comnmunity.

147. While these avowed purposes are noble and capable of great
attainments, many are still to be effectively pursued in the typical
cooperative community. In practice, the main achievements of cooperative
action have been, (a) in the pooling of the fisherman's catch for cent:^al
selling, (b) in pooling orders for supplies and bringing about deliveries
which would be denied the fisherman living in isolation, and (c) in form-
ulating collective demands for financial assistance to fishermen and ia
the administration of funds when received. Each of these, of course,
constitutes an important area of economic action, and the fisherman is
reaping benefits which he would not be apt to enjoy if he were left on
his own.
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148. I'here are two fundamental requirements for the growth of

cooperative action at all levels of organization to elevate the economic

status of fishing communities. One is the availability of funds, which

reflects the status of the CFFC, as well as the degree of assistance

available frcm Government sources. The ot'her, which is as vital, if

not more, is the individual's conviction of the need and desirability of

community endeavors, as well as his willingness to forego selfish ends

in the interest of the common good. This requirement has no substitute

and in Korea, as well as elsewhere in the world, is only attainable

through ext ensive training and education. 1/ The emphasis to be given

to both aspects of development can be seen more clearly from the econo-

mic position and scope of activities of CFFC described below.

Scope of Activitv cf CFFC

iLig. 'he purpc,se of CFFC is to direct and supervise the business of

member cooperatives, promote their development and enhance their cormmon

interest. Tn nursuit of these ends the Federation was organized with a

headquarters in Seoul and nine local agencies or provincial branches.

The scope of its activities and financial resources in 1965 were as

follows:

TLpe Of ACtivit.y Fmunds (won)

(a) Guidance 12,491,700
Expansion nf Organization 1,704,000
Research & Statistics 536,0ooo
Training of Personnel °;379;200
Publications 1,939,200
Fishing GUid."ace 2jlO8;600

Fishing Grounds CultQivation 1,500,000
Wi.reless Station Management 1,98) 700
Scholarships 340,000

(b) Business 4,717,l149,00

Purchasing 427,1585 j0
Oil Supply (boats) 1,086,456,000
Marke ting 3,189, 500,000
Processing 14,035,000

(c) Credit 2,348,495,000
Budgetary vi ,7,0
Counterpart 377,210,000
UNKRA 13, 55I8 ,000
Borrowing 603,650,000
Deposits 93,,000
Other 173,800,000
(IWorking Fund)

Loans 1,428,131,000
Business Supply i77,000,000
Other 103,364,000

1/ However; in view of Korea's high literacy (90,) this problem is of
lesser magnitude -than in most parts of the world.
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Type of Activity (cant) Funds (won)

(d) Mutual Relief Fund 1h1 965 000
Fishing Boats 4713T4 9,000
Fishermen 1,500,000
Unspent as of December 1. 1965 93,116,000

Source: CFFC, ROK

150. As the above record of operations shows, the activities of
CFFC are largely of a business nature, especially for purchasing supplies,
marketing (consignment sale markets) and fish processirng. This accounts
for over 5.7 billion won. By contrast, expenditures on guidance activi.-
ties, such as training; improvement of fishing operations, fish culture,
etc., are only about 12.5 million won, or less than $50,000. Even loans
to members are less than a third of the business budget, 1.4 iH' ion won
as against 4.7 billion won, although the dire need of coastal fishermen
is for financial assistance to i.prove fishing boats and gear, acquire
new equipment and raise the general efficiency level of fisheries op-
erations. Unfortunately, as will be seen in the section to follow on
Financial Assistance to Fishermen, the terms on which CFFC extends loansto fishermen are app tly not sufficerntly attractive to generate a
higher vo:Lume in business.

151. The CFFC is a young organization, instituted as recently as
1962, and, for this reason, has had a short life and experience to evolve
the changes in fishery organizations and services dictated by the needs
of undeveloped fishing communities. IVrhile admitting this, the following
comnents are offered to pinpoint two of the priority areas in need of
strengthening, if cooperative endeavror is to become an integral part offishery development and a more effective instrument of community econornic
in, pro-verrent:

(I) Education. The educational prograa must be intensified,
through better staffing and more extended fieldwork, to
improve the organizing, re-organizing, servicing and
suxpervision of cooperatives; to educate fishermen in
developing fishery plans, in elementary accounting,
marketing and principles of cooperation; to guide and
assist fishermen in special fishery projects; to assist
fishermen in the more effective use of credits; and to
improve the fisherman's returns from the market through a
better marketing and distribution of fishery products.

(2) Credit. Credit services to fishing villages should be
expanded. However, these should be more integrated with
the provision of supplies and the improvement of gear and
fishing methods. It is hoped that part of the fisheries
fund of 6.2 billion wJon which is to be allocated to co-
operatives (see Second Five Year Plan, Appendix 9-B) wi.ll



be managed in such a way as to satisfy these requirements.
It is hoped that emphasis will be placed upon the
accunmulatic)n of community savings, so that a greater share
of loans will eventually come from the savings of fishermen
themselves. Only through this savings and capital acc-umu-a-
lation can fishing commuities even hope to approach a
state of economic independence or self sufficieacy.

E. Financial Assistance to Fishermen

Fishery Loans

152. There are three sources of fishery loans available to fishermen:
Government guaranteed loans, loans from U.S. Counterpart Funds and bank
loans.

153. Government guaranteed loans are made by the Central Federation
of Fisheries Cooperatives (CFFC) and the Korean Reconstruction Bank (IXB).
They are earmarked for capital investment such as, for instance, acquisi-
tion of vessels, construction of consignment markets and ice plants, etc.
and are secured by mortgages. Depending oIn the purpose of the loan, the
repayment period is 1,-lO years and the interest charges 8-121% per annum.

1`h. Loans avai:Lable from U.S. Counterpart Funds and administered by
CFFC are of two types - production loans and small boat modernization
loans. Production loans are to individual fishermen, through cooperatives,
and are for a period of but one year. The only security is the fisherman s
catch, and collection is made at the consignment market when the fish is
sold. The other type of loan, viz., for small boat modernization, is
gven to boat owners. It is also secured by marketing agreement with the
borrower's cooperative, and the loan repayment period is up to three years.
Both tvnpes of Counterpart Fund loans bear interest at 10 percent per annun.

l15. Bank loans, so-called, are made by CFFC to member cooperatives
for the purpose of "joint activities" such as, for example, the construc-
tion of marketing facilities or for improvements in fish collection. The

loans are secured by the collateral of the cooperative and the repayment
period is 1-10 vyars; depending on the nature of the investment project.

The interest rate charged is 10 percent per annrum.

Loans for Vessel Construction

156. Loans for fishing vessel construction are made to fishermen
by the Korean Reconstruction Bank. They are secured by a mortgage on the
vessel or other acceptable collateral, and are guaranteed repayment by

CFFC in case of default. The vessel must also be insured under the in-

surance scheme administered by CFFC. Collection of loan principal and

interest payments is through the cooperative's consignment sale market;
and is usually at the rate of 15 percent of the value of sales.
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157. The maximium ioan obtainable under present arrang&LcmentS iO
75 percent of the construction cost of a vessel. Repayment is over a

period of up to 10 years for vessels oT over 20 gross tons and 5 years
for vessels under 20 gross tons. Interest charges, depending on vessel
size, range from 8 to 12 percent.

Subsidiies or Grants

158. According to present regulations governing the extension of
fishery subsidies or grants in Korea, the Ministry of Agriculture may
grant assistance within the scope of the annual budget for the follow-
ing purposes:

(1) establishment of ice-making, freezing, storage and
consignment sale (market) facilities;

(2) construction or repair of breakwJaters and piers;

(3) aquiculture development - utilization of flatlands,
improved methods of culture, etc.;

(L) construction of deep sea vessels;

(5) construction of fish processing plants and improvement
of fish utilization.

159. The details of this assistance by project are given in Appendix 7
for the yrears 1957-1I96i- Total aid during the period has been of limited
magnitude, as shown by the following figures.

Table 22: GOVERNIENT SUBSIDIES OR GRANTS TO FISHERIES
1 -97-1 QM6

YearY Amount

(000 won)

1955- 66,537

1960) 108,026

1962 229,173
196i 163,967
196h$ 119,738
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Vessel Insurance

160. The Mutual Relief Insurance System for small fishing boats
in Korea was estab:Lished in 1955 and is presently under the administra-
tion of CFFC. Insurance is on a voluntary basis and is renewable yearly.
Premiums vary from 1.8 to 3.8 percent of the appraised value of the boat.
and are based upon the age, size, equipment and other characteristics of
the craft.

161. lWhile the insurance rates are reasonahlv lo T.W thev are generallv
considered high by low income fishermen. Of about 25,000 boats that are
eligible for insurance; less than 20 nprnent are jnqnrpci

F. National Fisheries Administration

162. The Bureau of Fisheries of the Ministry of Agricultr-e .d
Forestry is responsible for the administration of fisheries in Korea.
Tn addition. each provrincial government has a fishery section which
performs functions similar to those of the Bureau.

163. The Bureau of Fisheries is organized into six sections as
follows: administratio4n, pelagic fishIg, processing, aquiculture, ma:ule
resources, and fishing boats and ports. The responsibilities and function
ofj eachi, are:

(1) F .sheries Adm-inistration Section. It is responsible for
the planning and coordination of fishery policies, en-
lorveHerient of regulations, finance, supervision of fisheriLes
cooperatives, planning and evaluation of fishery developinemt
projects, supervision of the administration of the mutuaL
Relief Insurance Scheme for fishing boats, as well as other
matters pertaining to fisheries wqhich are not delegated
to other sections.

(2) Pelagic Fishing Section. It is responsible for the super-
vision and management of pelagic fisheries - study and
evaLuation of pelagic fishery resources, issuing of
licenses, etc. - review of international fishery agree-
ments, improvement of fishing boats and gear, and develop-
men-t of distant water fisheries.

(3) Processing Section. It is responsible for the general
supervision, management, promotion and improvement of
fishery production in the country. Specifically, this
inc:Ludes the licensing of fish plants, the supervision
of plant processes and handling methods, the promotion
of new and improved processes and methods, and the promo-
tion of improved standards of quality and methods of
inspection.



(4) Aquiculture Section. It is responsiole for managing and
promoting inshore and aquiculture fisheries, managing and
promoting laver and shellfish culture, surveys of tide
lands and inland water areas, supervision and guidance of
the artificial incubation of species, and control of
illegal fishing.

(5) Marine Resources Section. It is responsible for the
compilation of statistics on fishing operations, the
study of the economic status of fishing villages, the
compilation of information on international fisheries,
the promotion and furtherance of research on marine
resources and the distribution of information to fisher-
men on fishing conditions, fishing grounds and fishing
techniques.

(6) Fishing Boat and Port Section. It is responsible for:
supervising and advising on vessel design and construc-
tion; advising on the selection of engines and fishing
eauinment: inspecting and registering fishing vessels;
planning both construction and repair projects; planning
the develonment or construction of fishing ports; re-
viewting the demand and supply situation respecting oil,
nets, ropes and other fishing reauisites; and super-
vising the management of joint fishing facilities in
fishing ports.

164. T~ n lhe execuit-ion of t-hse f-i ctl.c .the Bureau is confront,ed i-ith
certaLin problems which impede the efficiency and effectiveness of its
aAminilstration. Some have their origin in the structure of the oraniza-

tion itself; others stem from the inexperience and incompetence of some
of the personne1 wL-hich constitute it. The coments set forth below on

this issue are made objectively, in the interest of signaling the areas
which need redress if the fishing in4dustry is to receive the guidance
and management it requires at this stage of development.

165. On the organizational side, consideration should be given to:

(1) Greater division of responsibility, to prevent overlapping,
as well as avoid spreading personnel too thinly in many
fields, and entrusting them with responsibilities which
are outside their best interest and competence.

(2) There are frequent shifts of personnel both w-ithin the
Bureau and between the Bureau, the Research and Develop-
menit Agency and the Inspection Station wrhich, -in many
instances, are opposed to the building up of a competent,
experienced and specialized staff. The policy of the
Bureau in this matter should be reviewed in the light of
the benefits to be derived from experience and continuity
of service.
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(3) Centralization of fisheries statistics under one head to
facilitate tabulation and analysis, as well as minimize 1the
problems of standardization associated with methods of
col:Lection, comipilation, analysis and presentation.

(h) Establishment of a separate Economic Section for much
needed economic studies of fishing operations, fish pro-
nessing and marketing. At the momenL there is an exces-
sive scarcity of trained economists in the Bureau.

(5) Establishment of a separate office or section for planning
and formul-ation of developmIent pronie--. At the moment
project formulation is very much a piecemeal exercise, and
the problems of eventually fitting the pieces together
into an integrated whole are discomforting, to say the
least.

-I66. nn 4he p-rone sid,- itmJrb4bsredta several oP the.L.UV. VJIL U1V J9± L± L , LV i IOj ~ 'k~J ~.. ULU .~".. ~-- '..- -'**

professionals are inadequately suited by training for the specialized
fIulctions they are asked to perform,. Most of them,. are graduates Of the
Pusan Fisheries College, and while this affords them a reasonably good
background in fishiries disclplines, they are still wlthout the pro-
ficiency and experience called for in certain specialized fields.

167. It is considered that the Bureau should strive at the earliest
opportunity either to acquire new, adequately trained staff, or else open
avenues for additional training of its own personnel, especially in the
fields of food technology, vessel design and construction, fishing tech-
nology, economics and resource management.
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IV. PROSPECTS FOR DEVELOPIENT

A. Objectives of the Second Five Year Plan

168. The main objectives formulated in the Second Five-Year Economic
Development Plan for the years 1966-71 are to increase fishery production
and exports. The targets, as tentatively set, are: to increase the
annual catch from about 608,000 tons in 1965 to about one million tons by
1971; to raise the export of marine products from the level of about US
$27 million in 1965 to about US $95 million in 1971.

169. In order to achieve these objectives, the Government plans to
modernize its fleet and acquire a large number of vessels suited for deep
sea fishing,. improve its port and fish processing facilities, increase
the domestic production of fishing materials and equipment, increase
and elevate the level of fishermen training, and foment and assist coopera-
tive action in the fields of marketing and financial assistance to fish-
ermen.

B. Investment Projects

170 The detai:-Ls of the Second Five-Year Pian for fishery deveopn-

ment, including the resources needed to finance it are not yet finalized.
Provi4,ionaLLy (hTovember, 1965 estimates), the i-stm+ent expenditure hna

been set at 27.6 bi:Llion won, or about US $100 million. This compares
W-. U b'i ct ex-end it-ues of or'Ly about ff IJb on won during the First

Five-Year P:Lan, assuiming that budgeted expenditures of 1,255.6 million
won for the current year are realized. Ten percent, or US $10 million
of the total investmnent in the new Plan is to come from the private
sector ofi u.ie econo,my, and iU the foreilgn exchange reqU iLremeLt is pLaced

at US $27 million (See Appendices 8, 9-A and 9-B).

171. In all, there are 12 investment projects in the Plan, involvingt
an expenditure of somcre 21.4h billion won. The remaining smr of A.2 billion
won is earmarked for the establishment of a fisheries fund, a price stabil-
ization fund and fisheries insurance, and to i-mprove the structure of
fisheries organization and administration. The nature of the 12 projects
and the expenditure proposed for their execution can be sumclrarily presented
as shomn in Table 23.

172. In comparing these expenditure figures with the volume of physi-
cal units of gear, equipment, etc., to be acquired during the life of the
projects (Appendix 9-D), certain inconsistencies can be observed. This
applied particularly in the case of fishing boats, wrhere the number to be
acquired seems high in relation to the funds provided. (In the case of
other projects in the Plan, data on physical inputs are not available in
the detail necessary for such comparisons.) Admittedly the figures are
provisional, and will likely be revised substantially before projects



receive final approval; nevertheless, it is considered useful at this
stage to indicate where the discrepancies lie, and their apparent magni-
tudes, in order to come to a closer approximation of the investment fundis
required, if the physical projects and production targets from which
they derive are to be realized on the scale proposed.

rable 23:: PROJECTS DURIIJG 1967-1971 AS PROPOSED BY
THE GOVERMENT

(in million won)

'L. Fishing boats for offshore fishery 2,552.0
2. Fishing boats for ocean fishery 1,249.0
3. Fishing boats for coastal fishery 7,444.2
l4. Fish processing: 1,150.7

Coldi storages, freezing plants,
ice plants, drying plants, etc.

5. Aquiculture: 2,751.6
Seed culture, flat land develonment, etc.

6. New fishing bases (10) 1,174.9
7. Fishing port imorovement 1;90.7* 
3. Research and guidance 2,030.1
9. Improvement of fishing gear 516. 4

10. Diese:L engine manufacture 15.3
1:L. -ChiminnI fibepr mqniifnclr-eir 500.0-
12. Net manufacture 100.0

Total 21,1431.6

173. It can bes seen from the above figures that 11,245.2 million
won, o4r US- eehl 0 m:Lion hav bee aloae for the contrutio or14- P- 

purchase of fishing boats. As shown in Appendices 9-B and 9-D, 823 boats

operations in distant waters. Considerable details are missing on the
t oyjJf desgn construction, etc Al. whih WLL b a.AiJjJ utV ass .ing

reasonably modern design, a rough calculation of current construction
C;ts b)JU 1 1XU U UV W1LM: XULLW UW t IU.U:i U-UdIU. .U.itUI.pD . ($ X000)

I`oa.-- al an'd off Lsh'ore Uouats .............. .PC..... 2,000

Distant water boats ..................... 22,000

Total $W,000

174. It follows from this calculation that planned expenditures are
$10 million short of anticipated costs; and unless the budget is revise(i
to conform with the requirements indicated, the production targets will
need to be modified accordingly.
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C. Production Targets, 1966-1971

175. According to the projections contained in the Second Five-Year
Plan (Appendix 9-C), total production from marine fisheries and aqui-
culture is to increase from 608,000 tons in 1965 to 1,053,685 tons in
1971. as follows:

19C65 ....................... 608,000
1966 ....................... 71h.619
1967 ......... ............... 805,935
1968 ....................... 881,652
1969 . 955,095
1970 ....................... 1.009-770
1971 .. .. 1,053,685

This gives an increase of about 73 percent during the 6-year period, or
a growth rate of the ordier off 12 nprce-n. nt r _ qr,

176. Using 165 as base year, the production - ncreases are calcul'ted
from the physical inputs to be added yearly during the period. By main
input categories, t-h.e ex-+ecte rei+ by t-he nd of +he slx=yek- pericd

are:

1. Engine Replacement, 867 units ....... 8,670 tons

2. Fishery Facility Improvement,
landThg piers, -ce floats, etc.,
12h6 units ........ ................ 12,460 tons

3. Aquiculture: development of
1,,990,000 m n 2 Of tida I flats
and 5 seed culture centers ........ 68,489 tons

4. Fishing Boats, 823 ... ............... 356,066 tons

Total 145,685 tons

Assumptiois

177.. The main assumptions underlying the above calculations are:

(1) Each engine replaced or newly installed in a fishing
boat will lead to a production increase of 10 tons
per year.

(2) Each center or fishing site provided with improved
facilities will add 10 tons to production per year.

(3) Each 1,000 m2 brought under marine cultivation will
add about 3.6 tons to production.
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(4) Inshore and coastal boats wil contribute to yearly
procluction as follows:

(a) 20 ton boat: 75 tons of fish
(b) 50 ton shrimp trawler: 100

(c) 70 ton boat: 300 U " "

(d) 100 ton boat: 350 !! !! !!

(e) Purse seining unit: 1500
(f) 80 ton whale boat: 300 " "

(5) Distant water fishing boats will contribute as follows:

(a) Longliners, over 200 tons - 3.7 tons per fishing day

(b) Trawlers, over 300 tons -12.5 tons per fishing day

Evaluation

178. Tio vital considerations must preface the evaluation presented1

below. The first is that it is known that the production projections as

they now appear in the Second Five-Year Plan are in a preliminary stage and

that substantial revisions are likely to be incorporated in the final Plan.

The second is that because plans were still in their developmental phase

when the Mission visited Korea in November-December 1965, it was not pos-

sible to obtain all the data needed for a detailed and fully realistic

appraisal. For these rtasons, the conclusions reached cannot be considered

defin-.tive. They are judgments arrived at on the basis of available

informiaticn and limited time for analysis.

179. On the whole, the preliminary production targets of the Second

Five-'Year Plan are conLsidered auite optimistic and a number of assumptions

and criteria of estima-'ion ought to be seriously re-exazined. These are:

(1) The contribution to production of the addition of physical
inputs, such as vessels, gear or other facilities, is
assumed to be of the same magnitude in the first year
as i-n subhsenquent years of the Plan. This makes no allow-

ance for normal construction, procurement, installation
and other delays, for breaking-in periods, trial runs,

etc., and assumes that new assets can be introduced in the

production process at the beginning of the nroduction period
at their macimum scale of efficiency. This is unrealistic.

In general, a 50 percent performance in the first year is

perhaps as much as one should expect in fisheries.

(2) The increase in aquiculture production assumed seems very
arabitious i l hie llght of the -oble which wter nolluiion

has created in many areas of the coast. The technical
difficulties inherent in the eradication of pollution can-

not be assessed without expert opinion, but it is considered

that they could easily lead to a significant slow doinm of

expansion in aquiculture. A reduction of the forecast
aquiculture production by half M.ight even be conservative.
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(3) The increase in catch expected from the expansion of the
coastal fleet is considered somewhat exaggerated and
should be closely reviewed in the light of present day

experience. Following the first year of adjustment, 20
ton boats will not add more than 50 tons to annual pro-
duction, the 70 ton boats not more than 275 tons, and
the 100 ton boats not more than 350 tons.

(h) The performance expected of the distant water fleet also
appears overstated. According to present day fishing
experience and assuming no substantial change in fish
availability, the following results wJould seem more
realistic:

Per year
(a) Longliners under 200 tons - 300-350 tons per vessel
(b) Longliners over 200 tons - 4OO-450 tons per vesseL
(c) Trailers under 250 tons - 500 tons per vesseL
(d) Large trawlers - 2,000 tons per vessel

180. Taking these considerations into aecount; without going into

other aspects of fishery production which, though important, cannot con-
fidently be appraised inthout additional investigation and analysis (not

rendered possible by the recent survey), a production target of 950,000
tons by 1071 would seern sufficierntly optnmsiz.Jt Taking 1965 as base

year, with an estimated production of 625,000 tons, this indicates a
totl increase of 52 percent, or a compound growt.h rate of about 7.2
percent.

D. Means of Implementation

Central Federation of Fisheries Cooperatives

181. The organization and role of cooperatives in fisheries until
the present have already been described. T -pl
then the Central Federation of Fisheries Cooperatives by allocating at
least a Substantial shar-e of the fisheries fund of 6. 2 billion won corn-

tained in the projected expenditures of the Second Five-Year Plan so that
this entity can administer the credit and investiment requirements of the
development planned for coastal fisheries.

182. It must; be emphasized that the CFFC management would appear to

need strengthenirLg and close Government supervision to cope with the
financial tasks inherent in the coastal fishery development which is

proposed.

Kolean Marine Industries Development Corporation

18:3. This corporation was established in 1963 to manage and administer

a US $35 million loan negotiated by the Korean Government with French and
Italian builders for the construction of 91 fishing vessels. The corpora-
tion also operates the vessels as deliveries are made.
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184. :tt was original'y intended that this entity wo-l,d administer

the funds earmarked for the expansion of the deep sea fleet envisaged

in the Second Five.-Year Pla-a. Ho-wever, the Mission learned in Korea
that the KI4IDC was undergoing managerial difficulty and that returns

from the newly acquired vessels were not too encouraging.

185. It is important to stress the need for an efficient organi-

zation to manage the financial aspects of the offshore and distant water

fishery expansion program.

Financial Assistance Arising From the Japanese Korearn Treaty on

Economic Cooperation

186. The main points of this treaty, ratified in December 1965 are:

(1) Outright grants to Korea in Japanese goods and services

totaling US $300 million over a 10-year period.

(2) Japanese Government credit for the acquisition of Japanese

goods and services of US $200 million over a 10-year

period. The repayment terms specified are:

(a) 14 installments in 13 years, commencing 7 years
after the signing of the plan;

(b) Japanese commercial credit of some US $300 million,
of which US $90 million is earmarked for fishery
development.

187. It is not known what exact portion of the Japanese grants and

credits will be made available to fisheries. At the time of writing,

it was learned that $90 million in loans had been approved for fishery

purposes over a ten-year period and that about $16 million in grants would

be made available in 1966.

188. The newi credit source, if available on acceptable terms, would

be more than ample to cover the foreign exchange component ($27 million)

of proJected invesstments during the Second 5-year Plan. It would appear,

therefore., that the Government should be able to finance the expansion it

proposes :Ln distant%-water fisheries.

189 It seems likely that nolitical pressures in Korea will lead to

the allocation of a large portion of Japanese grant money for the improve-

men-t of coastal f:isheries. Of the $16 million reported approved for 19366,

about three-quarters are to be allocated for this purpose.

190. It is aLso to be hoped that the funds made available through

Japanese reparation grants, not only this year blt also i-n years to come,

will be used to bring about improvements of fishery facilities in areas

which are best endowed relatively for fishery development. At the same

time, this should lead to more concentration and greater efficiency in

fishery operations than is possible at present in Korea, wi-th the fisher-

men scattered in so many small and isolated communities.
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E. Feasibility of Proposed Fleet Expansion

Fleet Expansion in Relation to Coastal and Offshore Resources

191. It is believed that the resources of the eastern, southern and
western seas adjoining Korea can withstand the pressures which the pro-
nosecd fleet m-odernizatiron and expansion will exert on th1--m. Thp nroduction
increase foreseen is at a rate of about 5.7 percent per year to give a
total coastal mnrine landing of appronimately 765,00n tons in 1971j exci ml-
ing the production of aquiculture. This is well within the stock limits
esti;matedby Kwo rean marine biologist.-.

the economic performance of the vessels to be operated, will hinge upon
two important requisi- s (_1a) th-t tbe vesseels --uie are of the prop
type, design and size; (b) that adequately trained crewfs are available

positive returns are almost sure to result from the use of more seaworthy
craft and greater rmechanization. However, in the case of modern trailing,
Danish seining and purse seining, the success of fishing is largely dictated
by the techUnical competence of fisherm1ten. In view of the existing state
of knowledge of fishermen, investments for the extension of such fishing
tech-niques could be most unrewaruoing unless accompanied by appropriate
emphasis on technical training.

Fleet Expansion in Relation to Deep Sea Resources

193. It is considered unlikely that the introduction of a fishing
effort of the magnitude proposed by Korea could have any appreciable effect
on the state of world fish stocks, even if the production targets orig-
inally envisaged were to be realized. Existing knowledge of wiorld fish
populations does not suggest that it should be regarded as a constraint
to expansion. At the same time, it is pertinent to point out that the
incidence of the Korean effort on fish stocks is not expected to be as
significant as was originally forecast.

194. As previously stated, daily catch rates of 3.7 tons for long-
liners and 12.5 tons for trawlers were assumed by planners in their original
calculation of Korea's deep sea catch during 1966-1971. These are con-
sidered optimistic in the light of present day fishing experience (e.g.,
by Koreans, Japanese and Taiwanese during 1964 and i965); rates of 1.5 -
2.0 tons for longliners and of 3-10 tons for trawlers appear much more
realistic. In consequence, the results from deep sea fishing may not
represent much more than half the catch included in the preliminary pro-
jections contained in the Second Five-Year Plan. The original target
was for a catch increase of from about 4,000 tons in 1965 to approximately
137,000 tons in 1971. Using catch rates on the revised scale suggested,
a total deep sea catch in the neighborhood of 77,000 tons by 1971 would
appear indicated. This is not considered of a magnitude sufficient tc
generate concern over existing fish stocks.
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195. However, the nature of the resource is such that marginal
catches have been falling noticeably in response to the addition of
vessels to the fleet; and such diminishing returns or increasing costs
should feature importantly in considerations of fleet expansion. Admit-
tedly, as was discussed in Chapter II, Korea's low wage structure gives
it a comparative advantage in deep sea fishing and, other things being

equal, its fishernen could likely operate successfully at catch rates

which would render fishing unprofitable for maxnv of their competitors.

But, as was also indicated in the same connection, the "ceteris paribus"
condition doe-s no-t hold; and Korea is greatly deficient in trained fish-

ing crews who can match the skills of more experienced fishermen; and
this is consideredia factor wyhich could easilv nullify the competitive

advantage derived from a low wage bill.

196. It is therefore urged, as repetitively done already in this
report, that due emphasis be given. to the t.raining of fishermen, and thlat

programs of fleet expansion be in closer conformity with the availability
of. tU.raiLnedLA t fishing- crewIs.

Fleet MExansion in Relation to Boat Construction, Repair and

Maintenance Facilities

197. The building, repair and maintenance facilities of the Pusan
Shipyard are considered adequate by naval architects to meet the requlre-

ments of the proposed deep sea vessel expansion. Repair yards will of
course be needed in suitaboly located areas of the coast if repair and

maintenance services are to be provided for coastal and offshore boats.
Provision is being made in the Second Five-Year Plan to meet a part of
these requirements.

Fleet Expansion in Relation to Landing and Processing Facilities

198. There is a need for much improvement in landing and processing
facilities throughout Korea. This was treated at some length in the

Chapter dealing with the present status of the fishing industry. Even

in Pusan, where the countryis largest fish market is located, landilng

facilities are extremely crowded for the boats presently in operation,

and freezing and holding rooms are inadequate to avoid market gluts and

considerable waste. Processing plants, especially for canning, are
operating far below capacity both in Pusan and in other ports (there are
45 canneries in the country); and the equipment used in these plants, as
well as in freezing, salting and drying establishments are generally in
a serious state of obsolescence. Expansion of canned and frozen fish

production wrill, of course, hinge upon the development of foreign markets,
for Korea lacks the domestic outlets for these expensive products.

199P. The Govrernment is cognizant of the problems and is taking
some steps in its Second Five-Year Plan to improve existing conditions.
However, the financial provisions which are being made will only go part-
way in setting ul) the facilities needed to cope with domestic catches

(from coastal ancd offshore grounds). There will also be a need for a

greater number of technicians capable of renovating, remodelling and

maaintaining Korea's fish handling and processing facilities as required.
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200. Nc) provision is being made to process the distant water catch

at home. Tlhe deep-sea fleet operates out of foreign ports, and the

catch is sold in its landed form to foreign processors. Preliminary
consideration is being given to the establishment of fishing bases

nearer the fishing grounds - "Advance bases" - with cold storage and

other facilities for trans-shipment to foreign markets. About 1.2

billion woon ($4.4 million) have been allocated for thlis in the Second
Plan (see Appendix 9-B). Future development of a home processing industry

should not be ruled out, but premature venture in this direction is

discouragecl.
Fleet Expansion in Relation to Market Prospects

Domestic Market

201. In the d-iscussion of domestic consumption in Chapter I1-C, con-

siderable doubt was expressed as to the validity of the statistics from

which apparent consumption was derived for the period 1955-1964. As will

be recalled, the residual of landings minus exports showed a compound
growth rate of about 7 percent per year, after allowing for 15 percent
disappearance through waste. Without waste allowiance, the apparent
domestic consumption was 510,303 tons in 1964.

202. 'That the reservations expressed were justified seems confirmed
by the p)reliminary demand projections contained in the Second Five-Year

Plan. In absolute figures, domestic consumption for -the years 1966-197:L

has been estimated at:

1966 .................... 601,133 tons

1967 .................... 629,967 tons
1968 ...... 663.390 tons

196'3 .................... 682,890 tons
1970 .. L;O..80 tons
197:L .................... 669,505 tons

This represents a growth of only about 2 percent per year, denoting a

signif"icant and somewhat peculiar change in consumer behavior from the

patterns established (statistically) during the period 1955-1964.

203. In evaluating this domestic market outlook, the first thing

which stand3 out most conspicuously is that domestic consumnption is given

as a residual of production less exports. If we take back the series to

1964, when the domestic disappe-arance of fish w,,as recorded at 510;303 tons.
we can trace a yearly growth of 10 percent to the end of 1966, then a

drop in uhe ratue of ncrease to 5 percen- per year to 1969 followed hy .sn

absolute decline in consumption. This follows the anticipated production-
export pattuern, gradually gaining momentum as the Second Plan is being
implemented.

204. While it is conceded that major efforts are to be made to pro-
mote exports from now until 1971, it is difficult to accept a pattern of

consumption of the nature just described. The overall consumption figure

of 669,000 by 1971 would appear reasonably acceptable, but this is con-
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sidered accidental and not to be construed as the result of a 2 percent
annual growth rate over a five-year period. The series should be re-
formulated to reflect more realistically and consistently the effects
of the recognized determinants of consumer demand.

205. In general, fish consumption is principally influenced by
changes in population, income and prices, as well as by consumer tastea
and preferences. In Korea, as in many developing countries, expansion
of the market is also dependent upon improvements in transportation a:id
marketing facilities for fish distribution in inland areas. While these
are difficult to measure. it is felt that insufficient weight has been
given to their likely influence on consumption in the projections just
noted.

206. One factor which can be fairly easily and safely quantified is
the influence of population. According to calculations made by the Mission,
prospects are for a reduction in the population growth rate of from 2.9
percent in 196h to 2.3 percent in 1971- or for an average growth of 2.6
percent per year. Since it is generally accepted that a given percentage
increase in nopulation gives rise to a corresnonninr? in-rresp in consumnp-
tion, it can be assumed in a low income country 'Like Korea, where fish is
fr;irly ahbndnnt. ann n+.dohr nnimnl nprn+oeinQ are nsone +that enmnnd fnr sqh
will rise by more than 2 percent per year, i.e., oy more than the total
annnual increase from all CauseQ envr.5isaged in the Second FivrejYear Plan.

20)7. As tgat' as ir.cor,.e and price effects are concerned, they are lesO
easily measured due to the lack of time series and other statistical tools
of a,nalysi1s. Yes , i-; --s0 resnal to exec -nole to ris - 4i4--- - -fi_~ ~ ~J J. U . 4~ " _IA -i.LLzJ UV L~JI~ L'J .L u OLr1LLL_

cantly during the course of economic development in the next five years
and W4V tat fishprices .L..L.l reIM1 fCiLy staLLLe, Vo P d.EJ Upehas L.LLIt L.ulyj

in real termts. According to income and price elasticities calculatedi for
fPar east4 Lrern cotAritraes exclu- FU0 - Ag-ricUUt-U l LJ1 ,Lt::S
Projections for 1970 - an increase of demand of the order of 3 percent
woJU1d seer,iL Likell-y to bUe reaalized.

208. .r-eferenlcl11e IJU Wu h uldother IIrUTJorLIt IadI'KErz Lal-K.u Utelue*LLffllt murl-
tioned, viz., inprovements in fish transportation, distribution, handling
and sale prom-Lotion, it mLay ha-ve a relatively smal impact on consumption
in view of the emphasis to be channeled on exports. However, modest
increases at least must be assumed as tne business cormmunity growJs, and
as distributive and merchandizing methods are developed to conform with
the requisites of development.

209. Summing the probable effects of the demand factors Just described,
it is estimated that a growth rate in consumption of about 5 percent. per
year can be expected during the period 1965-1971. Using 1965 as base year,
with domestic fish disappearance estimated at 525,000 tons, domestic. fish
consumption (after allowing for wastage) could therefore grow from about
455,000 tons in 1965 to 610,000 in 1971.
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210. It must be recognized that proJ;ections of consumption become
highly precarious wAthout the pertinent calculations of income and price
elasticities and other numerous determinants of demand, which are only
possible writh appropriate market data. The need of market studies must
therefore be emphasized.

ForelganlLarket

211. According to the revisions of production and consumption targets
for the Second Five-Year Plan set forth in Chapter IV-C, and IV-E, exports
can be expected to increase to about 162,000 tons of product weight
(lancded we:ight of 268,000 tons) by 1971 from an estimated h7,500 tons of
product weiLght (landed weight of 100,000 tons) in 1965. Value-wise, this

is expected to represent an increase of US $48 million - from about US
$27 million in 196', to US $75 million in 1971 - or a growth rate of about
18.5 percent per year. Cumulative earnings during the six-year per-od
are estimated at about US $347 million. Preliminary estimates by the
Economic P:Lanning Board were for exports valued at US $95 million in 1971
and for a cumulative total of US $h18 for the period 1966-1971.

212. This phenomenal growth is to result in large measure from the
rapid expansion of Korea's deep sea fleet which, alone, is expected to
contribute 77,000 tons to exports by 1971. This assumes that Korea wilL
make serious effort,s to train and prepare fishermen in the skills needed
to operate the news boats. The increase in exports from domestic landings
is c1inulatPd to have a growth potential of about 12 percent per year.

This is shown below, along with projected increases in catches and
domestic consu-mption:

Annual growth
1965 1971 rate 1 _

(1) Total landings 625,000 950,000 7.2
(2) LI or+ts fom ll.si

catch 96,000 191,000 12.2

sea catch 4,000 77,000
(4) Total exports 100,000 268,000 17=9
(5) Domestic disappearance 525,000 682,000

(6) suSatpearanc 5250,co02,0
INT.T -4 h 7A 7Q fln79

(7) Domestic consumption 455,000 610,000 5.0

,L^ It was assumeed that fish wastage would decline with improved methods
of handling, from an estimated 15 percent in 1964 (Table 15) to
13.3 percent ia 196U5` andI 10.5 percent n1 19 L71.

213. In arriving at these volume estimates, it was assumed that
market conditions would remain favorable to Korea thfroughout the period
and that production -would constitute the chief limiting factor to rapid
export advances. The growth of domestic consumption was limited to a
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conservative 5 percent per year, in view of Korea's need for foreign
exchange amd the efforts it plans to exert on increasing fish exports
rather than expanding the local market. It was further assumed that the
entire deep sea catch wiould be sold abroad.

21X. Exports from Domestic Catch. Japan, Korea's traditional market
fo r fishery produlcts, is still the key factor in the export prospect for
the domestic catch. Since 1962, and more particularly since 1963, Japan's
fishery productiorn has been declining, resulting in a fish shortage at
home. Tndications are that a number of Japanese fishing interests are
inclined to rationalize their investments and reduce expenditures in cer-
tain types of fisherie-sj in v- ew of rising fishing costs and difficulties

of keeping crews at sea for extended periods. The exected consequencE
is t;hat Japa-n ti,ll increaas i+ts -mnnr+.53 of fish from thos.ce noluntries more

economically and socially attuned to these fisheries. In this connection,
it cn be recallecl from earlier mention that Koreat's fisll exports to
Japan in 1964 were 24,600 tons, worth US $16 million, representing in-
creases over 193of 6_3 percent ar.d 68 peren -------ely

215 I. ncrease.s in exports of to; 4.,4Sragni 4u-4 c-r.+, ofcore,b
C_L_ _cLv~ . 'VCS I.'J ~ L LIJ ~ 4

L L V I" '.'. LXS VU -&..flf.flu

expected to be maintained. However, the increasing economic intercourse
-vjhi iieL the recent l'Peace 'Tilea-t-y is exp,ecte toA4- generate betwJeen vsor- and

Japan will likely induce Japan to supplement its oam fish shortage with
inc.e-easedu Korean ualporvs. lAu tU11- Jwnictu.re, pastV LIrendA Sare of UL_le

help in determining the volume of trade which may be involved; but it -is
anticipated that K.orea etwill encoun1ter no dific-ulty in disposing of it:,
surplus catch. A growth in exports of 12 percent per year seems easily
attainable in view of Korea's other markets, especia'lly Hong Kong for
dried fish and Europe for frozen shellfish.

216. Exports from Distant Water Catch. It is assumed that Korea wi'll
fi1nd no difTicultyf in disposing of its entire deep sea catch in foreign
markets. Not unlike market prospects for domestically caught fish, the
outLook for Korea's expanding ocean fishery is based on recent develop-
men-ts rather than dictated by past trends. The main determining factors
in the current appraisal are (a) shortages in tuna supplies and (b) Ja:pant s
retrenchment in deep-sea fishing operations.

217. The present shortage of tuna supplies, especially in the United
States, but also in Japan and EEC countries, stems from an incident of
botulism poisoning in the United States in the first half of 1963. This
led to greatly reduced sales of canned tuna in the United States for the
balance of 1963, as well as for 1964, with a significant down-turn in
prices. (United States quoted or listed tuna prices often had no rela-
tion to reality because of promotions and special deals.) With falling
prices and inventory build-ups in the world's major market for canned
tuna, tuna fleets were placed in a very unfavorable position, since they
had been built up on the prospects of increased canned tuna production
and sales.
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218. In the United States, the over-supply created by the poison

scare was relieved by tying up fleets or curtailing factory production.

This was not so easy for Japan, since its fleet was spread out in many

parts of the Pacific and Atlantic and could not react so quickly to demand

and price changes. However, it did succeed in disposing of a considerable

port:ion of its catch in Italy and also in Yugoslavia, at least in 1963.

219. Low prices and heavy inventories prevailed in the United States

untiL about the middle of 1965, with the logical consequence that imports

from Japan fell off. Such reduction in exports, combined with lower

prices and rising crew wages and depreciation costs, put many Japanese

fishing companies in a continuing loss position; and many vessels were

returned to Japan to be converted to trawlers, scrapped or otherwise

retired from the fishery. Many of the vessels, because of their condition

could never return to tuna fishing grounds; furthermore, because of the

financial burdens and impaired confidence inflicted on a number of

Japanese fishing interests by the period 1963-1965, it is not expected

that Japan's tunc.a fleet will be reinstated to its original size.

220. The market situation in the United States has improved appre-

ciably since the latter half of 1965, principally in response to competi-

tive promotio-nal c-r.gns 
by tuna canners to increase sales. Although

statistics are not ye1i available, it is believed that sales in 1965

exceeded those of 1964 by as much as 12 perce 1t. Prices have also soared

to reach unpreccrk:r.ted levels - fr m about $250 per ton to well over

$300 per ton to fisherm,.en. Demand is expected to rise at about last

year's rate for this year and to continue to grow at about 7 percent

thereafter for the reasonable futue.

22i. Thle rlarkLet outlook is also pror sing outside t-he United States,

particularly in Japan, where fresh tuna is in great demand, but also in

EEC countries, especlally Italy, which hp
facilities and no available domestic supplies. The latter market, as

well as Western Germany, has been growing continuously during the past

few years, and a growth of 5-10 percent per year is considered sustain-

able if prices adjust to a reasonable equilibrium level.

222. The significance o thlis market situation is that a notable

increase in world fishing effort seems needed to satisfy the demand which

was built up and the growth momentum which developed duing the past twro

years. This augurs well for the new Korean deep sea fleet. In consequence,

it is considered that the tuna export targets calculated for the period

1966-1971 are possible of attainment, if Koreans space their investments

in new vessels in such a way as to allow for the fishermen training

necessary for efficient vessel performance.

Fleet Expamsion in Relation to Trained Personnel

223. The rate of output of fishermen trained in the new skills which

longlining, trawling, Danish seining and other sophisticated techniques

demand, is considered well below that required to match the fleet expan-

sioIn which is proposed. As emphasized in earlier sections of this report,



graduates from fisheries schools and colleges, though numerous, are not
un to the new challenge without additional lengthy training and exDerience:
private industry is slow and seemingly unwilling to fill the gap because
of the- time qni rcosti nnv&lvuic the Uni+.ted Nations nv1opm1enn. Program (SF)
can only turn out about 150 men per year with existing facilities.

224. There is a great need for an expanded and accelerated training
,mro,- rh +to meet+ the no... w re -li-ement-S ofrtn +hc file+ vInT.v OnA 'QnM:iqVr

by the end of 1966, when close to 150 distant water vessels will be in
operation. TL'o con te,pl aadCdUng v essel3 4o 4the flet' ofI'W the ' t p

posed without first coming to grips with this problem would be highly
short-sighted 4 d3 .. sA~II'JJ LDL~LL L,U ~L U LW.Lt:.
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APPENDIX 1

EV7:PLOYINENT IN KOREAN FISIHRY INDUSTRIES

1. Total Employment, 1955 - 1964

1955 678,779

1956 728,155

1957 779;630

l959 789,3),2
-I oAR M IR___

1960 8I -8,275

19U61 859,025

1962 1,138,325

1L9 64 -14,), 5,261

2. Employment by Type of Industry, 1955 - 1964

Year Fishing Fish Culture Processing Total

1955' 422,831 202 ,607 53,341 678, 77

1956) 456,727 223,532 47,896 728,155

1957 507,286 224,849 1 7,495 779,630

1958 531,550 230,532 44[,856 806,93

1959 536,942 218,302 35,019 789,3L.2

196() 569,942 238,954 39,379 U48,275

196.L 545,525 271,291 42,209 859,025

1962 61]7,738 421,925 44,662 1,138,325

1.963 7193,369 431,130 39,651 1,264,1l50

l9614 791,743 419,248 34,070 1,245,061
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3. Breakdown of Fishing Population by Type of Employment, 1958-1964

Fishing as Fishing as
IMain Part-Time

Year Occupation Occupa.tion Employees Total

1958 184,155 381,606 241,177 806,938

1959 228,137 361,251 199,954 789,342

1960 178,054 h01,359 268,862 848,275

1961 238,829 436.091 184 ,105 859,025

1962 235;408 686,460 216,457 1,138.325

1963 290;153 710.073 263.92h 1.26h,150

1964 287-032 7n3,A117 254- 912 1.2bq.061

Sc,-ce: B-ureau ofL FiLsheries.L_

Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
ROK Goverruriernt



APPEiTDIX 2-A

FISH]IG COMDITIOCHS OF SAURY IN THE ADJACENT WTATERS OF KOREA 1/

Summary

1. This report is based on records of both fishing conditions

for Pacific saury, Cololabis saira (BREVOORT), and of oceanographic

conditions along the coast of the Eastern Sea of Korea collected by

our agency during the period from 1926 to 1963.

2. We directed particular attention to data covering gill net

fishing for saur-y which forms the main part of the saury yield in

Korea.

3. It is the main objective here to evaluate the relationship
between the fishing conditions for saury and the oceanographie conditions,

and to provide evidence that water mass boundary zone affects formation

of saury fishing groLd.

lxTe res-uls ob4tained from te sue e swmarized -s 

(1) in or-ea the total annual catches of saury attain fl.7-0.9r'
(14-year average 4.2%) of total annual catches of all

fisheries and those by- fishery gill net fisheJr attain

96%5 and over.

(2) Annual catches of saury have gradually increased in

amount since l95i, showing 30 x 1CO l/T in la9_L
40 x 103 1/T in 1962, but it remarkably decreased to
12.6 x 1UY M/T in 1963. The average annual catch for
the past 14-year is 15.6 x 103 M/T, and the variation
coefficient C x is 0.72; thus it shows irregular fluctu=
ations by year. The remarkable decrease in 1963 is due

perhaps to varying availability affected by oceanographic
conditions.

(3) Saury gill net fishing in the Eastern Sea area of Korea
begins around midd-Tanuary, reaches its peak in Aprl,

May or June and terminates in July, in northward moving
term. In southward moving of fafl-winter season, it

begins again in October and terminates in December.

Annual catches of saury migrating northward by gill rnet
fishing attain 94.5% of those in Korea, while those of

sau-y migrating southward attain 5.5%.

1/ Prepared by Hi Soo Han and Yeong Song, ROK.
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(4) Of the five years from 1959 to 1963 C.P.U.E. for saury
migrating northward showed 14.6 kg., while in the south-
ward moving it showed 8.1 kg. and that of average showed
1h.0 kg. during the whole fishing season. C.P.U.F. showed
higher value in the years 1959, 1961 and 1962 than in the
years 1960 and 1963.

(5) Its fishing ground was formed within connecting line of
Tsushima, Ulnung-do and Kojin. Differing from the usual
trend as noted above, there was an exceptional case as
recognized in 1963 when the fishing ground extended to
within 120-150 miles off the coast.

(6) Regarding the relation between the oceanographic conditions
and the formation of fishing grounds, we find that:

(i) The northward moving of the fishing ground varies
in its temn bhv vear; when the warm current is
strong the tempo is quick and vice versa.

(ii) In the year when the cold current was strong and
the fishing ground was elongated to the eastward
being apart from the coast, fishing conditions
sh v-at poor catches.

(iiSk. I) L Tn.u~ those years twb te od water n hewr

current are strong, and the water mass boundary
zore is well rig z in the waters near and
off Kangwon Province, thesaury catches are good,
a'uove 'U.,e average.

(~iv) When the blavy zone forr,ed by coastal
upswelling along the coast and the distribution cf
surface water temperature sho-ws q-uite a differen.t
form from that of the middle layer, good fishing
ground is formed in this area.

(v) It seems that the zone of fav orable catch coincides
with water mass boundary zones, especially in the!
northward moving season.

(7 Thet surface water temperature in which saury are caught
during the whole fishing season varies from 9 degrees C
to 22 degrees C in the Eastern Sea area of Korea. Judging
from the oceanographic conditions and the following
equations, N = Noe, the optimum water temperature for
saiary migration seems to be 1h-18 degrees C, showing that
16 degrees C is the most favorable temperature for catch.

(8) Based on comparison of sea surface temperatures and lanclings
from 1957 to 1963, it is suggested that warm water does
not always indicate good fishing, but widespread cold
water is detrimental to the fishery.
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(9) In the northward moving term, saury were caught in
the saline (33.000/00) water. As for the seasonal
change of T-S relation, saury were not caught in
the summer when the high temperature (220C), low
saline (32.000/00) water was widespread in the fishery
area.

(10') The migratory route of saurv was estimated to be the
oceanographic conditions and fishing conditions.

(11) Saury gill net fishery is conducted in the Korea Strait
nrer Pusan and Taibeon inn i\govember-February. This
proves that a small group of saury population hibernates
; n t.his area.
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OBSERVATIONS ON SHRfl{iP FISBHERY AND ITS
FISHERY BIOLOGY IM THE EASTERN KOREAN WATERS 1/

Summary

1. Pink shrimp (pandalus borealis KROYER) and hum back (Pandalus
hypsminotuss BRANDT) are fished with commercial shrimp trawling and Danish
seining fishery in the eastern waters of Korea. This renort deals with
shrimp fishery, its changes in abundance and its fishery biological
studies dLring the period from 1961 to 1965.

2. Judging from the fisheries fluctuation between 1959 and 1965,
the total catch is increased annually, but the catch per unit effort,
with the exception of increase during the period from 190 to 1961, is
decreased after 1562.

3. It seems that the larva of hump back inhabits in the coastal
regi.on during the period between spring and su-mmer, but m,ig.rates to the
deep waters as thei winter comes.

4. Pink shrimp is mostly found more deeply than hump back.

5. The relationships between carapace length (X) and total body
(Y) in pinl shrimpr and h_wp backa designated as fo110o -ig equations:

Y =1l.07 I 3.39x (.rnLri Shrmp

y~~~ = .3 ar. 7X(nqp backw)

6. Carapace lent+h in pink sh-imp is 1.1 cm to 5.0 cm in female
and 1.1 crm to 4.0 cm in both male and neuter, and the mcde is 3.1 cm to4 .Ocm f em ale and 2.1 cm to 3.0 cm in both male and neuter.

7. Tn general, the major spa;wning season is confined during theperiod from the end of April to May.

8. It is most likely that the chief hatching is carried outwithi, the very short perod during Yarch to April.

9. Eggs are carried for 10 months or more.

10. The moulting of females occurs mainly just before spawning ofMarch to l4ay and immediately after hatching.

11. The extent of the optimum water temperature with respect to
living is 2.7°C to 6.9 C in hump back and 2.3 0 C to 6.9 0C in pink shrimp.
The southern limit in distribution is adjacent to lat. 35°N and bottomwater temperature of the most catch is 9.2 C in both.

_/ Prepared by Bu Kwan Chung and Seong Jae Yoo, ROK.
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12. From the fact that the appearance rate of neutral small

individuals is greater in the southern part than in the northern
part, it seems that the sexual transition depends upon water

temperature.
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STUDY OF THE FISHING EFFORT AND CATCH
PER UNIT EFFORT IN LARGE TRAWL FISHERY 1/

Summary

1. According to the monthly catch, number of cruise and tow,
the main fishing season of the large trawl fishery by the region is
as follows:

Region Main Fishing Season

2nd Nov. to Feb.
3rd Nov. to May

(siarch to Nay is the most
favorable season)

4th Feb. to Mar., Nov. to Dec.
5th & 6th (Danish seine) ihar. to Apr., Nov. to Dec.

" U' U(Two-boat type) Fiar. to Apr., Nov. to Dec.
(Pusan)

it "i ii (Two-boat tvoe) Nov. to Feb.
(Yeosu)

2. After 1958, the total catch is increased in proportion to
the fishing effort fo,r thp twr,-b^,at tvne fisherv in the cth and 6th
regions, but on the contrary, is not increased in the 3rd and 4th

'A.f SaiQtiAl.,1r, t.h^ rcatch nper cruisez s-howsc +.he nermynnI dls-

tribution during the main fishing season, and shows logarithmic normal
distribut-ion -in, the oothIer semasson; t1merefore Jthe catch per rus
general:Ly shows the stable conditions during the fishing seasons.

4. The mean catch per unit effort was 0.19 ton in the 3rd region,
0.18 in the 4th region, 0.22 ton for daish seine and 0.36 ton for +he
two-boat type in the 5th and 6th regions. The highest mean catch per
Ur.it eff.Jort- is d.io ton fLor th1-e two-b0oa-t +.,-Ve in;" the 5'th. an-d 6+hn -gions
and it is much the same as in 1960, but in the other regions it is
Utde'crased. _UL the m,a-in fis1un seaon th ac asgnr nrae

) * iIX~ JII~dL1 L~IAJ..L JJ L WLLU L OrJ. L-I wiL, IJ :: CLU.U.J1dJ..L U±Lo U±. J-%, 5. The r-;es ca'ch ~per:. uni efort nteoeaioa itit
was the highest in the No. 7th, and it was over 700 kgr.; Nos. 6th,
7thn an d 5t1 f o'. ow which -Wer-e bUet-We[n 6U0 - 30 kgr.

6. The total catch of the large trawl fishin-g in 1961 Lj 4U,UUV
tons and holds ten percent of the total landings of Korea. It is
decreased by 7.3 percent in comparison with that of 19y58, which was
50,021 tons.

1/ Prepared by Kim Yong An
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7. The catch is highest in the 5th and 6th regions and shows
77.3 percent of the total catch; the hth, 3rd and 2nd regions follow
in order.

8. The catch on the important species (mix ratio) is highest on
flounders which shows 169 percent, and follows in order: yellow sea
corvenia, cod, dog fish, skate, stingray, halibut.

9. The catch in order by the regions is as follows:

Region Catch, in order

2nd Alaska pollack, sand fish, cod, flounder
(Pseudoplenronectes herzensteini)

3rd Flounder (P. herzensteini), shrimp,
crab, alaska pollack, dog fish

hth Sea bass, dog fish, flounders, flounder
(Pseudoplenronectes herxensteini)

5th & 6th (Danish seine) Cod, flounder (P. herzensteini), flounders,
dog fish, halibut

5th & 6th (Two-boat type) Yellow sea corvenia, skate, stingray,
(Pusan) croaker

5th & 6th (Two-boat type) Yellow sea corvenia, flounder (P. her-
(Yeosu)l zensteini'), croaker, gangdali

10. Generally the catch per tow on the important species increased
on the flounders, dog fish, sea bass nand shrimp, etc., but decreased on
flounders (P. herzensteini), specially on yellow sea corvenia, hair tail
and white corvenia, etc.
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Table 1: MONTHLY TOTAL CATCH AND FISING EFFORTS IN EACH REGION IN 1960

R e a i o n s
2nd______________ _ _3rd 7tb
No. No. No. No. No. No.

Total of of Total of of Total of of
Month Catch T Haul Catch Trip Haul Catch Trip HaulTrip is/ M/T

1 138.6 166 1,029 308.9 153 964 58h.L 29 2.059
2 157.2 139 83k 266.6 2L.9 1,494 816.7 50 3,775
3 136.1 136 830 201.6 218 1Mk83 632.0 36 2_5_8
4 107.9 163 973 281.8 239 1,769 305.2 34 1,982
5 61.7 80 180 518.2 260 1.612 22)4.1 21 1,26-2
6 - - - 351.9 130 937 48.4 6 2 26
9 6L. o 56 392 35.0 30 l C56 553 a5 60 2. 7?84

10 183.24 195 1,268 120.8 139 1,015 402.7 52 1,971
11 261.7 118 7__ 212.5 157 19115 709.7 1 1 3.1549
12 338.6 120 804 339.7 173 1,073 518.0 46 2,7(2

Total i,hh9.2 ^ - 2,637.0 1,748 11,618 4,794.7 385 22,918

R e g i o n s
5th W&6t 5th & 6th 5th & 6th

(Danish Seine) (Two-boat TvpeXPusan) (Two-boat trpe )(Yeosu)l
No. No. No. No. No. No.

Total of of Total of of Total of of
Mlonth Catch Tip Haul Catch Trip Haul Catch Trip Haul

h/T' M/T 7/T

1 116.9 6 426 - _ _ l 1k9O 33 3 ,128
2 330.7 13 764 - - - 720.5 21 2,139
3 758.7 35 2,741 - _ 809.5 25 2,685
4 122,.2 25 2,k08 - - - 844.2 24 2,309
5 322..l 17 1,0o8 - - 376.6 18 1,666
6 45.5 3 204 - 144.6 8 653
9 658A8 52 2,376 I.8.o 15 1,271 388.3 11 -94

10 1,148.5 78 4,399 994.5 26 2,509 556.8 20 1,5,18
11 1,597.0 70 6,398 882.6 23 2,318 982.2 7 1,-)69
12 1,841.0 109 7,717 1,038.4 23 2,059 9o6.8 23 1,656

Total 7,241.4 413 28,841 3,395.5 87 8,157 6,878.5 200 18,317
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Table 2: VJONTHLY TOTAL CATCH AND FISHING EFFORTS IN EACH REGION IN 2961

R e g i o n s
....... d__ 3rd 4th

No. No. No. No. No. No.
Total of of Total of of Total of of

1Ionth Catch Tr Haul Catch Trip Haul Catch Trip Haul
Kti/T 1W:/T li/T

1 452.5 270 1,647 347.1 239 1,399 450.5 44 2,552
2 236,5 154 924 299.5 210 1,171 622.7 66 2,792

3 273.9 223 1,360 388.1 220 1,373 636.4 59 2,973
4 186.5 180 ],080 242.3 208 1,552 420.8 47 2,694
5 1h.7 18 108 182.7 90 1,584 312.7 36 2,308

6 - _ _ 242.7 82 836 82.3 7 509

9 )89 )42 294 83.6 58 426 317.9 36 1,962

10 331.3 197 1,281 103.1 100 807 387.0 35 2,332

11 '289.8 304 13946 209.9 18h 1,466 657.2 79 3,579
12 286.3 348 2,332 269.9 211 1,725 445.9 34 2,049

Total 2,120.4 1,736 10,972 2,368. 1,602 12,339 4,33.4 443 244650

Re gi ons
5th &. 6th5th & 6th 5th & 6th

(Danish Sene ) ( .woBoat e )(Pusan) (Two-Boat TJy1,e )(Yeosu)
No. No. No. No. No. No.

Total of of Total of of Total o£ of
Month Catch Tri Haul Catch Trip Haul Catch Trip Haul

7- Irip r-i -, .>-;~~~~~~~~~~~:/T L Y/T

1 :1,773.2 125 7,352 471.0 14 1,278 899.9 31 1,06
2 1,907.1 176 8,166 697.7 20 2,168 859.0 30 2,251
3 1,954.2 137 a,534 690.4 26 2,784 823.3 25 2,160
4 2,009.3 138 9,831 1,351.9 28 3,330 866.0 24 2,624
5 1,229.4 99 7,308 805.9 18 1,537 667.0 26 1,6
6 136.6 19 1,143 110.9 4 396 76.5 6 404
9 579.1 48 2,907 302.7 12 1,099 340.8 1- 905

10 780.8 43 3,440 455.5 19 1,444 641.2 29 2,239
11 1,887.8 114 9,164 825.5 23 2,337 1,021.9 29 3,246
12 1,845.2 88 6,409 1,797.9 38 4,144 1,368.5 38 3,647

Total 14,152.7 987 64,254 7,779.4 202 22,714 7,564.1 253 20,946
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HORSE YiACKEREL (TRACHURUS JAPONICUS)
DISTRIBUTED IN ADJACENT WATERS TO KOREA 1/

Introduction

1. The yearly product of horse mackerel (Trachurus japonicus) is
about 20,000 M/T and they have been caught mainly by Purse-seine fishery
which is the biggest unit scale fisherv of all. So the rise and fall
of the resources have much influence on our fishery. According to the
imnortance of the resources the fundamental research has been done since
1958 as continuous research of the resource field. We have now made a
resource repnort here by the follnowing data and methods.

i-ethods and Data

2. We have done catch su7rvey of traw}l nd stow net fisheries hv
sampling survey methods in fisheries markets of Inchon, Gunsan, Mokpo,
ILe osu, i. ad Pus&,- -A +he da+a beir. taer in ths reponrt area from

*V'QU al I. U.1 u aJWM UUJ1 .a.Va J¼C&±.& -J&lA. - - -k - - ___

sampled boats that have had the catch of horse mackerel only; catch
st atisticsk1 ofL Purse-Seir,e fishery.L has benarnne y-ihn rlns

month and 10 days interval with daily report of fishing aspects issued

studies we have bought 30 fresh fish saraples once every 10 days, which are
un_loaded t i.s ,L m .. n2 r1C1uI1. arvA IJecis ,A,easu -. nt-

on meristic characters body length, body weight, number of dorsal fin,
number of pectoral fin, number of anal f±x, sex iLder.tifiatUio and age

determination in the laboratory and in every measurement the nearest
centimeter has been taken. The body length taken -" this report is
standard length to keel and the age of the fish has been determined by
otolith.

Summary

3. Annual catch of horse mackerel has decreased since 1959.

4. The catch has decreased and the fishing term has been shortened
in the western water fishing grounds - main one in former years - and

the fishing grounds of Je-joo and Keu-moon Island have been the main one!s
in recent years.

5. Shoaling nature of the fish is greatest in June - August.

1/ Prepared by Chang Ki Ree and Seong Taek Jeun, ROK.
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0. Fishing conditions between southwestern waters and western
waters of Korea have nothing in common.

7. J'udging from the catch of mixed ratio, less than 3% in large
trawl fishery and 1.5% in stow net fishery, the horse mackerel have
diversal natures during bottom living terms.

8. Sufficient relation reckoned by the annual catch of mackerel
and horse mackerel - XY 0.1138; they are not supposed to be competitive
in race to each other.

9. The result of tests by methods of mean value show no significance
in the number of soft ray of the second dorsal fin, anal fin and pectoral
fin of two groups - one group in western waters and the other group in
southtwestern waters; there is significant difference in the composition
of body length.

10. The length cormosition by fishing grounds shows that the group
migrating to western waters are bigger in size, mode of 30 cm., and mediuzm
sized ones, mode of 25 cm.. migrate to southtwestern waters. Ience,
the migrating and feeding ground of bigger-sized ones is the western sea
region while that of the medium and less than rnedium-si7ed is the south
sea region.

11. The lowest living temperature of the fish is 60C.

12. The bigger-sized fish appears early, in the Je-joo fishing
g-roninds, and later, in O'chor.n ihng gron1inA

1 . T,he hor-. QQ nck ,rer 1 -M n;rtin+ 4 Kr-n ',v, vr.at+ QA__ ; o e- l,,n-ASA + A

be in two groups: one passing through the eastern coast of Je-joo to
+he +~n~ ,.,..~4 ac.c. c.-A suh- w-a+e r-s-4 - -th other, ps to the western coast

to western waters.

1h. The annual sex composition shows that the female is 61-68$ and
+ +Q +m _1 A- O. I-A l; -t on T;; 4 Or> _-; -E|B -5;ne1T ; + - -- 0va. A J'a -1.JIVii4UJAS 4 -- . 0.g' J..L 4. a.u v_v0 V0.4.9 *Ih.J4.*OJ LLLJ''-" J.4E

6
VV 4. *11 t2

I15. Fatness show the lowest Tin - 4ne to-1 --Aer er -d l we
.'O . VI Q UL.S3 .LJJV'I. VAJJ0 _A.%JVW0.L Ji.&L L VI UU. UIJV LJ UVIILLJO± , M.IAi J..lJWZ-I± -LI±

western waters than in southern waters - in the same fishing terms. By
ull" abo.ve res-ut ltvh, ZIiad±I spa-WiWig groU Iigh tbe wes'elIi waters.

16. Judging fr-om theU results of itUms i. anu 10U. above, the nueiuur
of adults in the total migrating group has decreased; therefore, resources
are in unstable conditions.
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CBSERVATIONS ON TIE CATCH STATISTICS 1/
OF LARGE TRAW1L FISHERY IN PUSAN

Summary

1. In the large trawl fishery which is based in Pusan, this year
the catch .Ls 25,3313 N/T and occupied 55.3 percent of the total catch
(142,529 Hi/T), fished by this fishery throughout the country. The catch
according to the scale of fishing boats is as follows:

Scale of Boats Number of Boats Catch

Class 3 (30-50 MI/T) 390 3,842.5 Mf/T
Class h (50-100 h/T) 890 11,291.3 M/T
Class 5 (more than 100 I/T) 264 10,099.5 Y/T

2. With respect to the relationship between the number of cruise
days and the catch ner cruise. the former is correlative highly to the
latter as the fishing boats are increase in its scale, as it were the
correlation coeffijient shows 0-69 in class 3. 0.7h in class 4. and 0.77
in c:Lass 5.

3. The catch per cruise has a negative correlation to the coefficient
-Tri.a+ion, Tw.Ani I iS 0 71-.- 921 in cls 'A -. 67-27 in c12ss )I nrn o=53-0.27

in class 5; judging from the deviation of the coefficient variation the
clas:s 5 is mo+ stbl in the +1 mar.age. .. n of fishery.

1. M4h .. h 1,_;nl4t4hl h rh zrrn+o.-+b r
4 X -L fL% w hiU Ia .th av re A Wsk UAAfl Val 4v -.

sand fish, red sea bream, shrimp and crab in class 3; sand fish, white
cor-veinLa auU r-eu s.,a bream. in clas 4, whites 4 V ar.d cod in clas ,;s

fish, which are slipped out of position within the tenth rank as compared
with 1961 are puffer, cod ard bastard in class 3, and red gannard in
class 4. In comparison with 1961, sand fish in the eastern waters of
Aor vhieal a;U I v.vW;i [l Wd' v-i:> d1'-ve welstr LweaDC> Un|oCs au e, in-recsed convsid-IL..LL ctl1.

5. in each ` sh, the region aWnd season the rate of mixed catch i;s
highest are as follows:

Fish Season Region

Yellow corvenia September F (the western sea)
Sole April May V (the southern sea)
Ray April May A, B (the western sea)
Sand Fis.h October T (the eastern sea)
Cod N4arch April C (the western sea)
Sea Bass May June L, M )the southern sea)

1/ Prepared by Chung Soon Kwak, ROK.
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6. Since 1960 in class 3 and 1958 in class 4, the c:atch per cruise
has been decreased as days of cruise have been decreased. In class 5,
since 1960 days of cruise have been decreased but the numbers of tow per
cruise have been increased, so the catch per cruise seems nearly constant,
but the catch per tow tends to decrease together in each scale of fishingi
vessels.
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Table 1: FISHING EFFORTS AND CATCH PER UNIT EFFORT, 1962

Class 3 (30 - 50)
Average Catch Average Catch Monthly

Total Monthly lionthly Per Trip Per Haul Coefficient
lMionth Catch Trips Hauls In Month In Month Variation

K/7-T -7T- -7T-. ~ ~~~~~~~~~ ./..T

1 601.4 60 3.111L 9.90 19 0.28
2 294.9 39 1,787 7.70 16 0.71
3 o01.8 31 2.121 12.90 19 0.21
4 248.1 23 1,349 10.80 18 0.36
5 28h.9 L,5 1.829 6.30 16 0_50
6 247.6 30 1,259 8.20 19 0.55
9 29956 12 1 ,551 7.10 19 o 62

10 645.1 44 2,112 14.60 30 0.39
11 355.3 35 1,956 10.20 18 . 43
12 464.2 41 2,216 11.30 21 0.34

Total 3,842.5 390 19,288 Average Average Average
_. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _~ __Jg.L. _

_ Class14 (,0J - 50)

) 4'4 u 4ji7Vv -L').4v )vu

2 1,290.2 99 6,420 13.00 20 o.69
3 1,,14.7 89 5,991 17.00 25 0.4u

4 1,305.2 94 5,790 13.90 23 0.43
I 'I ,' Hn 11 n- o n ̂ ^ m n, ^- - - I 01,L.)2 103 7 ,0uu04 11.2U 17 U.40

6 374.4 45 2,148 8.30 17 0.67
9 707.3 88 3,300 8.00 21 0.75
10 1,775.5 100 6,345 17.80 27 0.32
il 933.9 66 5,194 14.20 18 0.27
12 966.5 84 5,613 11.50 17 0.48

Total 11,291.3 850 52,769 Average Average Average
13.30 22 0.47

Class 5 (100 - j

1 545.9 18 1,271 30.30 43 0.29
2 1,416.9 34 3,824 41.60 37 0.33
3 1,145.8 25 2,433 45.80 47 0.33
4 1,438.9 32 3,451 44.90 42 0.29
5 1,208.6 29 3,120 41.70 38 0.37
6 - - - _- 

9 583.5 21 1,064 27.70 54 0.3'.
10 1,317.6 38 4,823 34.60 27 0.53
11 1,70C).1 43 4,342 39.50 39 0.43
12 742.2 24 2,563 30.90 29 0.47

Total 10.099.5 264 26,891 Average Averaae Avera2e
_ _ ~~~~~~~~~~3d.26 -Z t 
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CLASSIF]:CATION OF FISH-MG BOATS BY SIZE AMD AGE, 1964

Jnd ue r O-ver
Wooden-Non--Powered 5 yrs. 5-10 yrs. 10-15 yrs. 15-20 yrs. 20 yrs.

(30.%) (34.45% .i52% 1 7.7%)-' 0

Total
Tonnage Number Number Number Number Number Number

Under 2 32,400 9,850 11,146 4,925 2,495 3,985
2 - 2 7,347 2,233 2,527 1,117 566 204
5 - 10 1,456 443 501 221 112 ].7d

10 - 15 567 172 195 86 44 70
15 - 20 443 135 152 67 34 55
Over 20 40 12 14 6 3 5

Sub-1'otal 42,253 12,845 14,535 6,422 3,254 5,197

Wooden Powered

Under 2 345 139 89 43 27 47
2 - 5 2,137 833 448 295 200 ,61
5 - 10 1,568 511 546 122 133 256

10 - 20 1,578 462 456 137 120 403
Over 20 773 196 155 158 155 109

5h-ShTnta 6,401 21)i1l 1;691) 755 635 1.176

Mvi der
100 tons 23 - 6 12 5

Over
100 ton 3 2 6 1 8 4 

Sub-T otal 62 26 1 6 20

~~ ~ ~ I C ~~~iL tr~~~ rn~~~ v17 I P I rn,v- £ )o

_ _tI'1 _UAj1010 ±,L _ ____ _,LU _~ __

Gu<M1u TOTAL 48,716U 1-,01 1623 7,17 3,0 6,,82

Source: Fisheries Statistics, 1964 - Bureau of Fisheries, !iinistry of
Agriculture, ROK



APPEINDIX 3-B

CLASSIFICATION OF POWERED WOCDEN VESSEIS BY AGE

UJnder Over
2 Tons 9- 5-1 r 10-20 9n2-3 3'-50 50-100 100 Ton

New
Vesse_l 7 33 IO 33 8 2 5.

n n n nC Q~~~~~~~~~~~oQ Q n 51. 
.L yv zCL± i. 7 LL) C.L4 -L.L2

-) jVn 1 - rv1i -i'. -
2 year 3 .72L 719 9L1 .4 36 11 7

3~ * 40 25 151 9 ) 1 L4U L2U C.). ±U u-

0 .. , O n,I ,I, ,,n Ior .^.4 4 2( 3) 4 "L411 )f y Ly Uo

L~~O £~~~L~~-i-..) Ij .LUYI CU -

5"i 36 i65 115 130 10 1 lh _

6 ii 15 09 99 112 9 10 7 -

7" 11 76 160 81 16 7 16 1

8 tt 9 56 83 77 18 1 16 -

9 " 18 62 89 56 6 5 18 -

10" 3 60 25 28 2 10 13 1

11 10 59 24 22 - 2 25 1

12 1" 72 25 26 7 1h 53 -

13 3 50 23 21 - - 8 1

1-4 l13 54 25 40 7 3 11 -

15 8 39 39 34 4 5 12 _

Over 15 66 552 350 489 58 88 96 1

Total 345 2,137 1,568 1,578 247 187 334 5

Soniirr Fi.cvsheries statistics. 196h. Bureau of Fisheries, NIinistry of
Agriculture, ROK



CALCUIUATIOU OF lRIKET VALUE OF FISHING BOATS, 1964

1.~~~~~J The markt va-lue acrbdto theuuV tIV J.L QA flee was a lved VIa+mr-- -0-- 91

in the following Way:

(1) The fleet was divided into three boat categories,
viz., non-powered wooden boats, powered W-ooden

boats and steel boats.

(2) Each category was classified by size and age according
to t,he standard groupings adopted by the Bureau of

Fisheries of ROK.

(3) Using available data on construction costs for certain
boat categories and sizes, average new boat values were
established for each size group and category. The basic
value scale arrived at was:

(a) New non-powered wooden boats:

Under 2 tons - $ 200
2 - 5 tons - 1,200
5 - 10 tons - 3,200
10 - 15 tons - 5,200
15 - 20 tons - 7,200
Over 20 tons - 10,000

(b) New powered wooden boats:

Under 2 tons - $ 300
2 - 5 tons - 1,300
5 - 10 tons - 4,000

10 - 20 tons - 7,500
Over 20 tons - 20,000

(c) New steel boats:

Under 100 tons - $50,000
Over 100 tons
- Longliners - 150,000
- Trawlers, etc. 94,000

(4) Depreciation was set at 6% per year.

(5) Boats exceeding 20 years of age were not given any market
value, -it being assumd that craft attaining that age
were fully depreciated and used up.



APPENDIX 3-C (Page 2)

Table! 1: CiLCULDTED FTARKTT VALUE OF WOODEN B3OATS BY SIZE AND AGE GROUPS
1 9 6 4

tnder 5 ears 5 - 10 Years - 10 - 15 Years 15 - 20 Years
Non-Powered Uriit Total Uni t Total Unit Total Unit Tot a3L
Wooden Boats Number VELlue Value Number Va:Lue Va'lue Numbe:r Value Value Number Value Value

Under 2 tons C9385() 164 1,65,400 'Ll,146 :LOh. -L,15'9,814 1,92.5 44 216,700 2,495 10 24,950
2 - 5 tons 2,233 984 2,197,272 2,527 6)24 4L,576,84B :1,117 264 2914,888 566 6C) 33,9160
5 - 10 tons 4413 2,624 1,1629,432 501 1, 664 833,6641 221 704 155,584 112 16C) 17,920

10 -- 15 tons; 172 4,264 733,408 195 2,'704 52'7,280 86 1,1141 98,384 414 260 11,1440
15 - 20 tons 135 5,90o4 797,0040 152 3.s,714 569,088 67 1,584 106,128 34 310 10,5140

Over 20 tons; 12 8,200 98, 400 114 5,200 7:2,800 6 2,200 13,200 __3 50C) 

Sub_otal. 12,8845 6,603,952 :L4,535 14,738,864 6,1422 814,8814 3,2514 100,:310

Powe red Woolen
Boats

Under 2 tons 139 246 :314,194 89 1L56 13,884 43 66 2, 838 27 3( 813
2 -. 5 tons 833 1,230 1,024,950 14148 780 349,440 295 330 917.350 200 165 33,000

5 - 10 tons 5l]L 3;280 1,676,0130 5146 2,0180 :1,135,680 122 88c0 107,360 133 200 26,6$00
10 - 20 tons 462 6,150 2,8141,300 1456 3,900 1,778,400 137 1,650 226,050 120 375 145,000
Over 20 tons 196 16,400 3,2L14. 400 155 10,1400 1,612,000 158 b,b4oC 695,2C0o 155 1,0CC) 2L55,00

Sub-Total 2,14:L 8,790,564 1,6914 4,889,14o4 755 1,128,758 635 260,1410

Table 2: CALCULATED MARKET VALUE OF STEEL BOATS, BY SIZE AND AGE GROUPS
*- ~~~~19614

Under 100 tons - . - _ - 6 .1,000 66,000 12 :2,500 30,000
Over 100 tons 26 11L8,O0O 3,068,000 1 48,8 80 48,880 8 14,700 37,600

'Sub-Total 26 3,068,000 1 148,880 6 66,o0)o 20 67,600

GRAIM TOTAL 1'5,012 18.1462,516 16,230 9,677.068 7,183 2.079,682 3,909 1428,320
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TOTAL LADfINGS OF FISH AND OTHER 1NARINE PRODUCTS, 1955-1964

(a) Fish, Excluding Culture r oducts

Year I'ietric Tons

1955 259,234
196 340,916
195,7 403,157
1918 395,193
1959 382,126
1960 342,471
1961 412,452
1962 451,384
1963 4h6,481
196h 524,295

(b) Fish Culture Products

1955 6,661
1916 5,654
1957 6,153
1958 8, 1J1;
19,59 9,935
196'0 14,663
1961 12,067
1963 85,324 *
196h 72,92ht *

(c) Total Landinigs (a) and (b)

1955 265,895
1956 346,570
1957 409,310
i9N8 L03.307
1959 392,06i
1Q940 357.13h
1961 424,519
1 QA2 L51.38L 1/
1963 531,805
19h q97-219

*- The m,a in increases were in oyster and laver production.
1/ Excluding culture products

Sources: LF-sher-les OVtaVistics~, Idea of --hris

Korean Statistical Yearbook, Economic Planning Board,
ROK



APPR%MTYN 4-B

Table 1: FISH LANDINGS BY MAIN SPECIES, VOLUiIE AID VALUE

Units: Volume - Mletric Ton
IT lu i - l-lflnn Wo wn

Volume Valu-e Volume Value

rsh

Sole 8,152 81,559 6,671 78,>34
Mackerel 2,094 27,971 1,762 22,112
Saury 14,884 72,296 28,467 240,121
Bastard 3,363 40,895 3,037 43,718
Cod 1,803 25,646 1,546 27,495
Red Sea Brear,m 1,265 30,264 1,059 27,863
Horse 11ackerel 24,816 261,196 23,552 241,655
Alaska Pollock 16,541 259,972 13,726 232,257
Anchovy 37,310 287,828 39,656 276,729
Croaker 2,091 41,838 2,160 36,668
Eel, 231 3,442 294 577
Ponfret 1,068 14,306 1,343 21,432
Sea- Eel 511 5,515 902 11,813
Spanish 1iackerel 3,258 70,480 3,576 89,195
Shark 6,042 81,727 6,527 86,050
Sand Lance 2,897 10,896 3,525 21,406
Yellow Corvenia 22,559 361,025 22,194 444,386
Hair Tail 41,656 302,834 29,809 305,910
Sand Fish 634 3,838 1,289 7,784
Other 50,563 565,299 53,919 613,449

Sub-Total 241,738 2,548,827 245,014 2,834,154

Shell.fish:

Cockle 1,675 153U2 1,8L8 20,887
Oyster 11,523 258,916 14,526 191,351
Shart- ecked Clam. 3,939 36,415 4,574 38,h78
Hard Clam 1,315 7,260 1,292 11,033
Com nmon Sniny Whelk 1.32l 7;529 1.172 7),)90

Abalone 502 24,162 393 18,537
Sea. Mussel I____ 11299 2,223 I____A
Other 3,903 24,963 4,347 35,035

Sub-Total 25,875 385,886 30,375 335,877

Source: Fisheries Statistics, 1964
Bureau cf Fisheries, Ministry oL Agr-iculture and Forestry, ROKI
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Table 1: FL5H IlANDITGS BY I:AIN SPECIES, VOLUE AND VALUE (Cont.)

19 6 2 1 9 6 3 1 9 6
Volume Value Volume Value Volume Value

Fish:

Sole 8,639 114,930 11,410 182,491 10,252 220,357
Mackerel 4,(58 65,049 5,406 121,272 2,441 87,342
Saury .39,972 343,615 12,544 195,731 25,370 512,530
Bastard 2,297 39,192 2,178 41,455 2,011 62,137
Cod 1,389 29,669 853 20,807 1,465 37,326
Red Sea Bream 1,651 52,178 1,032 38,789 2,235 96,493
Horse Ylackerel :18,419 298,476 12,440 273,363 19,521 525,746

Alaska Pollock 22,792 457,346 22,600 465,718 20,653 625,527
Anchovy L46,955 480,708 32,392 520,076 35,592 814,068
Croaker 2,943 80,377 3,358 98,379 4,174 214,193
Eel 614 18,424 567 11,457 1,819 45,491
Pomfret 2,250 46,191 87 2,059 20 547
Sea Eel 1,341 20.695 1,072 22.767 1,202 36,705
Spanish Mackerel 3,432 135,807 2,956 210,160 4,465 377,517
Shark 7,053 121,192 7,098 134,802 L4309 156,251
Sand Lance 6,691 36,o56 2,100 14,460 6,461 63,767
Yellow Corvenia 21.6YX !30.J,33 23 0)19 6)IZI.76! 7,7.018 1.730.289
IHair Taii 39,307 487,406 30,451 539,488 29,961 877,673
Snnd Fish 5,751 29_3n2 2,J439 21 9)Q0 2 659 32;552
Other 61,031* 857,319 78,292* 1,368,738 98,996* 2,151,980*

Sub-Total 298,238* 4,244,365 252,324* 4,930,717 320,6847- 8,668,1,94*t

Cockle 2,246 9 10,204 .I2 53 ,2qA'5 E C 'I 01 121,78R

Oyster 11,196 193,172 56,866 196,936 42,659 526,525
Short=Ne-e 'l1 Ai ),438 )41, 7 C,1 77 921, 1 A 701 1593o 320

Hard Clarm 1,473 12,016 2,327 20,655 2,812 33,365
C.JUIIUI1I.A1 SpJjJ..y VVIJUI.E. L,'6J4%j V, .7.7 .L ..193 8.L,7)14 J,L. 14- 2 ,0

Abalone 1,833 53,393 391 38,281 1,647 78,471
*Sea lIussel 3,120_ 19,239 3,0 23,210C.) C_L 4,240J 42 ,8U47

Other 4,572 33,841 3,849 42,272 12,172 101,474

Sub-Total 32,024 372,203 82,559 473,797 99,181 1,085,828

Source: Fisheries Statistics, 1964
Bureau of Fisheries, tMinistry of Agriculture and Forestry, ROK.



Table 1: FISH LAIIDINGS BY ]l.AIN SPECIES, VOLtkiE AND VALUE (Cont.)

1 9 6 0 1 9 6 1
Vo'lum'e Value vol-mie Value

Sea Weeds:

Horse Tailtang 2,840 2,332 2,756 2,191
Dulse 11,447 83,088 19,690 136,723
Irish Moss 281 1,523 313 1,379
Agar-Agar 2,670 33,589 3,014 49,302
Buddha's Ear 2,911 20,943 4,090 20,512
Laver 1,141 210,924 2,508 192,623
Fusiforme 6,125 6,823 5,207 6,920
Other 2,282 10,290 2,434 10,849

Sub-Trotal 29,697 369,512 40,012 420,499

Other:

Crab 1,500 10,766 1,713 15,241
Whale 1,014 11,585 930 16,061
Octopus 1,308 15,511 1,392 10,833
Squicd 42,128 175,953 82,935 393,620
Sea Urchin 254 2,800 71 1,093
Sea Cucumber 1,105 13,179 454 11,313
Shrimp (large) 660 13,337 383 9,075
Shrimp (medium) 962 10,032 1,084 13,000
Shririm (small) 9,382 57,567 17,268 101,949
Other 1,511 15,649 2,888 33,936

Sub-Trotal 59,824 326,379 109,118 606,121

GRAND TOTAL 357,134 3,630,604 424,519 1, 196,651

* Adjusted figures.

Source: Bureau of Fisheries, 14inistry of Agriculture, ROK
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Table 1: FISH LANDINGS BY KAMU SPECIES, VOLUHE AMD VALUE (Cont.)

'I kE - 1 O I
1 9 6 2 1 9 6 3 I 9____-.

Volume Value Volume Value Volume Value

Sea weeas:

Horse Tailtang 1,715 1,696 713 1,080 689 2,049
Dulse :27,138 221,076 19,989 226,719 22,757 224,691
irish Mloss 337 13,157 434 6,402 534 24,9i9
Agar-Agar 4,781 103,166 3,684 112,377 5,401 211,607
Buddha's Ear 2,348 21,971 1,272 17,609 1,986 1A,376
Laver 6,054 292,501 22,226 774,729 14,978 1,582,761
Fusiforme 5,473 5,866 5,342 7,268 4,o66 22,386
Other 3,819 43,862 3,863 25,084 11,303* 98,461*

Sub-Total 51,665 703,295 57,523 1,171,268 61,714* 2,207,450*

Other:

Crab 3,544 31,305 2,348 41,445 2,179 54,160
Whale 1,036 18,112 623 19,857 681 35,773
Octopus 2,351 23,722 1,599 27,629 1,238 37,236
Sauid 56,938 443,628 116,876 1,110,376 86,628 844,o24
Sea Urchin 95 2,818 251 17,731 301 10,201
Sea Cucumber 332 10,153 391 16.549 1,049 32,814
Shrimp (large) 559 20,758 696 38,431 1,425 66,227
Shr; mp frl--edium) 1.162 28,661 1,281 31,746 1,485 )12,293
Shrimp (small) 18,662 164,691 12,109 198,745 1,201 386,860
n+him 2j92), 36,770* 3225 51;476* 5,453* S6,897

Sflb-Tot21 8;7603 780;618* 139.399 1.553,985* 115,640* 1,576,435*i

GRAM TOTAL 469,530 6,100,481 531,805 8,129,767 597,219* 13,538,257*

* A,j4ust-e eA s



APPENDDY 4-G

Table 1: OUTPFIT OF FISHERY PRODUCTS BY KAIN CATEGCRIES, VOLUjIE AND VALTE

Units: Volume - Iletric Ton
VaJlue = 10 U 14o

1 9 6 0 19 6 1
Products Voliue Value Volu-me V alue

DriedL 11,985 304,148 20,182 519,574

Salted and Dried 626 -l,2 4J3 725 14,893

Pickled 8,157 74,456 13,116 114,587
Salted and Preserved 7,260 92,503 9,914 108,534
Cooked 13,542 312,458 9,580 281,176

Canned 8,613 243,252 6,716 198,062

Edible Sea Weeds 3,938 271,772 5,886 348,336

Inedible Sea Weeds 1,827 53,814 2,320 53,433
Fertilizer 659 12,581 793 18,999
Frozen - - 53 4,663

Other 22 1,593 150 3,417

TOTAIL 56,629 1,377,820 69,435 1,665,674

1 9 6 2 1 9 6 3 1 9 6, 4
Products Volume Value Volume Value Volume Value

Driedc 18,872 629,381 23,576 1,074,484 17,619 1,066,035

Salted and Dried 1,380 45,331 919 24,736 919 64,017

Pickled 11,112 154,066 8,539 208,649 8,308 219,509

Salted and Preserved5,692 122,497 5,041 122,146 2,803 318,663
Cooked 7,594 302,510 4,735 267,337 2,240 172,254
Canned 1,236 56,002 2,207 147,470 4,741 272,906
Edible Sea WIeeds 8,oo6 391,407 7,768 606,2L5 4.18L 1,013,131

Inedible Sea Weeds 2,585 78,12'3 2,355 128,346 4,231 232,754
Fertillizer 845 20.021 1,179 40,855 1,309 54,788

Frozen 163 16,946 3,590 338,425 18,935 2,123,707
Ot.her 47 1;195 279 15,20 50 14,622

TOTAL 57,532 1l817,479 60;288 2 973;897 65;339 5,552,386

Source: Fisheries Statistics, 1964
Bureau of Fisheries, Ulnistry ofh Agrict' ure and Foresty

ROK Govenirent



APPENDIX 5

COST OF' PRODUCTION OF SOME OF THE NAfI FISHERY PRODUCTS

fr,.q+. nf Pprdiic+t on of r.v,nni SZhrm, r (I Q A'

Won US $

Raw Material _.340 8.69
Empty Cans 625 2.315
Wages and Salaries 45 0.167
Citric Acid 82 0.304
F'uel and Electricity 21 0.078
Packing 60 0.222
Transportation 30 0.111
Inspect,ion and Bank Fee 26 o.o96
-Warehouse Fee 4 0.015
Correspondence 12 0.044
Other (samples etc.) 22 0.081
Ocean Freight 220 0.815
Depreciation 2 0.007

TOTAL 3,531 13.078

Sales Income 4,482 16.60
Prof'it 951 3.522

Source: Processing Section
Bureau of Fisheries
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
RnK fr,rvPrnmPnt
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2. Cost of Production of Canned Crabmeat (1963)

Unit: 48-1< lb. cans
US $: 2 Wonf

Won US$

Raw Material 3,620 13.407
Empty Cans 611 2.263
Wages and Salaries 45 0.167
Fuel and Electricity 21 0.078
Packing 60 0.222
Transportation 20 0.074
Warehouse Fee 4 0.015
Inspection and Bank Fee 37.56 0.139
Correspondence 9 0.033
Ocean Freight 217.60 0.806
Depreciation 2.06 O.oo8

TOTAL 4,64.7.22 17.212

Sales Income 5,400.00 20.00
Profit 753 2.79

Source: Processing Section
BThreau of Fisheries
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
ROW Gvernment
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3. oa4- of' r;-A-ctonofCle S-- l-en at al 0-I (16)4'*j J~Q._ rLU UO .LUI U.L UWCLU1t;U rcuLyX J-r 1 . NLU 'cLU.j dL OALJ- k'j.,w,j

'uni-to 4u-1l.L -Jcar,s

US $: 270 Won

Won uo $

Raw Material 766 2.837
Empty Cans 578 2.141
Wages and Salaries 35 0.130
Fuel and Electricity 16 0.059
Packing 60 0.222
Transportation 25 0.093
W'arehouse Fee 4 0.015
Inspection and Bank Fee 12.50 o.o46
Correspondence 9 0.033
Ocean Freight 163.20 0.604
Depreciation 1.15 0.004

TOTAL 1,669.85 6.184

Sales Income 1,782 6.60
Profit 110 0.41

Source: Processing Section
Bureau of Fisheries
yiinistry of Agriculture and Forestry
ROK Glnvernment
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4. Cost of Production of Frozen Crabmeat (1963)

Won

Raw l1aterial Cost - - - 662,500
Raw Crab (25,000 lb.) 625,000
Transport Cost 12,500
Commission 25,000

Processing Cost - - - - - - - - - - - - 152,100
Direct Cost 136,720

(Wages 95,000)
Indirect Cost 15,390

(Quality Control, etc.)

Prime Cost Repayment - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 25,616.44

Pac:kaging Cost - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 34,800

Nianagement Cost - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 43,536

Other - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7,000

TOTAL COST 925,562.44

Yield = 1C)OOCi lb. (4O%)

Cost per 50 lb. case = 4,627.81 Won
Cost per lb. 92.56 Won

or about 3h¢

Source: Central Fisheries Inspection Station
7-l<-sctrT of Aor i lW --re and Forestry
ROK Government
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>. Cost of P~oluction of Frozer, S (1963)

Won

Raw Material Cost - - - 593, 420
Raw Shrimp (23,185 kg.) 556,000
Transport Cost 30,580
Ice 8I0
Commission 6,000

Processing Cost - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 138,100
Direct Cost 79,300

(.Jages 72,100)
Indirect Cost 58,800

(Quality Control, etc.)

Prime Cost Repayment - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 34,179
Equ.ipment 243315.99
Buildings 9,863.01

Packaging Cost - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 89,290

Management Cost - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 38,811

Other - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - h0,320.81

TOTAL COST 934,120.81

Yield = 15,000 lb. (30%)
(300 case x 50 lb.)

Cost per case = 3,L14 Won
Cost per pound = 62.28 Won or

about 230

Source: Central Fisheries Inspection Station
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
ROK CGovernment
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6 Cost of Product,ion of n C e (19A6)

RLaw Miaterial Cost - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 158,555
Raw Materiail (12,495 kg.) 139,650
Transport Cost 14,700
Commission 2,205
Other 2,000

Processing Cost - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 21,657
Direct Cost 18,882

(Wages 13,630)
Indirect Cost 2,775

(Quality Control, etc.)

PriniLe Cost Repayment - - - - - - - - - - - 1,886.57

Packaging Cost - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 22,260

Management Cost - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10,250

Othe!r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,120

TOTAL COST 215,728.57

Yield = 1.050 kg. (.08%)

Cost per kg. = 205.46 Won or 760
Cost per lb. = 38¢

'iource: rpntr;il Fisheries Tnspection Station
Hinistry of Agriculture and Forestry
ROI' rT-ovrym. .nt.
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7. C,ost Productionv of e Sq,,uA (1963)

Raw Material Cost - - - - - - - - - - - 1,263,050
Raw Squid ('162, 500 kg.) 1,125,000
Commission 56,250

utner 8~~~~~~i, 8wOthier 1,0 0

Processing Cost - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 59533
Direct Cost; 289,100

(wages J1,00uuu0)
Indirect Cost 306,230

(Quality Control, etc.)

Prime (Cost Repayment - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 109,25.

Packag.ing Cost - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 276,900

hanagement Cost - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 263,000

0thc-!r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 266,672

TOTAL COST 2 ,774,207.53

Yield = 50,010 kg. (about 30%),)

Cost per kg. = 55.50 Won or 20.50
Cost per lb. = about 10¢

Sonmr~.- fl.ntral Fisheries Tnsnpection Station
Minist;ry of Agriculture and Forestry
ROK Gove rnrnent
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1. Number and Tonnage of Fishing Boats, 1955-1964

No0r-Powered goats Powerea Boats TotnaL 1 Ua- vtrad lul

Year Number Tonnage Number Tonnage Number Tonnage per Boat

1955 35,378 72,233 4,141 52,348 39,519 125,581 3.18
1956 35,011 6)4,155 4,623 52,938 39,634 117,093 2.95
1957 33,154 53,105 4,598 52,241 37,752 105,346 2.79
1958 32,241 4[8,390 5,891 62,015 38,132 110,405 2.90
1959 24,913 48,365 3,978 52,216 28,891 100,581 3.48
1960 30,089 149,238 4,349 57,979 34,438 107,217 3.11
1961 37,285 79,412 5,0115 65,457 42,300 1)44,869 3.42
1962 39,005 7?6,316 5,703 72,229 44,708 148,545 3.32
1963 41,110 79,707 6,107 80,336 47,217 160,043 3.39
1964 42,253 80,909 6,463 86,514 48,716 167,423 3.44

2. Classification of Fishing Boats by Age and Type of Construction, 1964

Wooden Wooden Steel Total % of
A g e lion-Powered Powered Powered Number Granid Total

Under 5 years 12,650 2,141 26 14,817 30.4
6 - 10 years 1jo38 1I69), 1 16.733 3L.3

11 - 15 years 6,649 755 6 7,410 :L5.2
16 - Pn vP.,, 3 122 588 20 3.730 7.7
21 - 25 years 2,819 521 1 3,341 6.9

26 - 30 years 999 4l0 3 1;)|2 3.0

Over 30 years 976 262 5 1,243 2.5

TOTAL 42,253 6,401 62 48,716

% of Grand Total 86.73 13.14 .13 100.0

Source; risherles Statistis, 9L7J4, BurJeau of Fisherie

Ministry of Agriculture, ROK



Table 1: GOVERNNiENT SUBSIDIES IN FISHERIES, 196o-1-964
('000 Won)

1960 1961
Subsidy % Subsidy Subsidy % Subsidy

Tackle Alternation 0 0
Fishery Substation 0 0
Technical Expert

Trainirig Expenses
Fishing Boat Building 20 949 20 716
Diese:! Engine

Establishmuent 50 603 5° 2,118
Fishing Port Repair 20 9,647 20 7,972
Fish Collection Camp 50 2,010 50 3,000

and Generator
Fish Finder 50 500
Wire] ess 4.053
Winch
N,e t z a, ad e
Fisheries Processinl3

FacLli tie 
Fish i"iarkets 30 735 40 838
Warehouses 30 l,230
Ice Making and

Refrigeration
Cold Storage for

Fresh, Fi sh
Shell Processing
Others 30 2,118 20 1,728
Oyster (Stennethod) 50 6,019 50 7,236
Pi"le Tree 'viethod 50 2,828 50 1,090
String lianging Mfethod 50 285 50 210
Liftie Neck 50 1,568 50 1,008
Ark-Shell 50 1,291 50 834
Sea-M1ussei 50 210 50 220
Hard Clam 50 704 50 744
Cyclina Sinensis
Agar-Agar 50 3,340 50 3,416
Sea-1Iiustard 50 472 50 496
Laver Chopper
Shellfish for Export
Shrimp Culture
Grac iluria
Fish Culture

TOTAI 108,026 106,389

Source: Buireau of Fisheries, Ministry of Agriculture, ROK.
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Table 1: GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIES IN FISIERIES, 1960-1964 (Cont.)
('000 Won)

1 9 6 2 1 9 6 3 1 9 6 4
Subsidy % Subsidy Subsidy %0 Susidy Subsity % -ubsidy

Tackle Alternation 60 38,790 20 49,620 30 6,120
Fishery Substation 0 0 0 0 0 0
Technical Ecpert

Training Expenses 0 0
Fishing Boat Building 50 45,000 60 29,127 70 28,4065
Diesel Engine

Establishment 50 9,188 50 4,360
Fishing Port Repair 20 6,484 20 6,115 20 7,420
Fish Collection Camp 50 3,000 50 3,000 50 3,500

and. Generator
Fish Finder 50 4,918
Wireless 50 3,750
Winch
Netzcinde
Fisheries Processing

Fac ilities
Fish Markets 88 82,192 50 5,849 30 3,165
Warehouses 30 1,431
Ice Making and

Refrigeration 50 10,680 50 6,137
Cold Storage for

Fre.sh FiE;h 50 1,500
Shell. Processing
Others 50 14,666 20 4,71±7
OysteXr (Stemnethod) 30 3,012 30 4,800 50 6,oco
Pine Tree MZiethod 30 816
String Hanging MIethod 50 2,250 50 )4,500
ri t+Le N teck! 3 378
Ark-,Shell 30 270
Se a-'Iussel
Hard Clam 30 345 50 735
CycLLna Sinrensis 30 132

Agar-Agar 30 3,000 50 1h,650
Sea-MustardL 30 I) 750 990

Laver Chopper 50 :3,000
She.LLfsh for Ex-ort
Shrimp Culture
Grac iluria
Fish Culture

TOTA:L 229,173 163,967 119,738

Source: Bureau of Fisheries, Ministry of Agriculture, ROK.
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Table 1: FIRST FIVE-YEAR PAl, 1962-1966
n^Tr VOT1ThT.hM1Tmn -TTT,'Cm¶T':T7*TM TrT T1-rTC~TM~lT¶=,

1Li J4...L..JVIL "VVIjI±

,I ^. I fl - /,* % i 9 o IC_4 i y_o3_____
Budgeted Realized Budgeted Realized Budgeted Realized

1. Construction of 290.6 287.8 89.6 87.8 78.8 71.5
Fishing Boats
and improvement
of Fishing Facilities

2. Propagation of 45.7 45.4 33.6 32.9 20.4 20.1
Products - Aquiculture

3. Fishery Processing 49.7 39.3 56.2 42.1 25.3 23.9
Facilities

4. Fishery Harbour 28.7 28.6 25.7 23.0 92.5 90.5
Rehabilitation

5. Fishery Credit 200.0 126.6 235.7 235.7 150.0 150.0

6. Disaster 85.6 23.5 101.4 89.7 - -
Rehabilitation

7. Fishery Research 2.2 1.9 734.0 73L.0* 36.1 35.9

8. Investrment for Korean - - - - 1100.0 190.0
l.arine Industries
Development Corporation

TOTAL 702.5 553.1 1,270.2 1,245.2 503.1 491.9

W* A large part of the amount could be included under iter,i #8.

Source: Public Accounts, ROK
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Table 1: FIRST FIVE-YEAR PLAN, 1962-1966
GGVENRMENT INTESTh1ME IN FTI-UES (Gont. )

(In P5illion Won)

1965 1966 Total
Ba'udgeted Budgeted R-Le 1 zt'u1-6U4 GE& BuugetdU ±1704 J

1. Construction of 186.6 144.8 778.5
Fishing Boats
and Improvement
of Flishing Faciiitsies

2. Propagation of 24.4 34.4 157.2
Products - Aquic:ulture

3. Fishery Processing 37.4 57.4 200.1
FacilitLes

4. Fishery Harbour 78.4 138.4 358.9
Rehabilitation

5. Fishery Credit 480.0 300.0 1,292.3

6. Disaster Rehabilitation - - 113.2

7. Fishery Research 147.6 80.6 1,000.0

8. Investrment for Korean 450.0 500.0 1,050.0
Marine Industries
Development
Corporation

TOTAL 1,h0h.4 1,255.6 h,950.2

Source:: Public Accounts, ROK



APVINDIX 9 A
Second Fives-Year Plan, 1967-1971 - Government Investment in Fisheries

(In rrtIEmlion uon)1967 1.968 1909 1970 19711 Construction of Fishing Boats 3,508.0- 2,390.t9 ;,36(.6 1,329.4 1,250.7and Improvement in Fishigng
Facilities

2 Propagation of Products (acuiw 354.5 298.7 355.6 795.9 782.3culture)
3 Fish Processing Facilities 176.7 195.7 2W..6 75.8 79.2
L Fishing Harbour Rehabilitation 537.9 822.1 39 3.8 484.o 16.4
5 Fishery Criedit 1,275.0 827.0 632.0 3D00.0 194.o0
6 Fishery Researeh and Guidaice 513.l3 434.7 453.)4 327.4 300.8
7 Price Stabilization Fund 9000( 520.0 470.0 320.0 210.0
e Fisheries Insurance 30o( 310.0 3C)0 35.0 10
9 Irprovement of Fisheries Structure i'55.5 .155.5 103.6 -

TCITVJ 7, 451.14 5,,67.1 5,040.6 3,657.5 3,257.4
SRXe I FM.stry 0of AgricuiLure- ROK



APPENDIX 9 13

ToAtal TA;en<1-4-eLn F r

During Second 5-Year Plan,l967-1971

1967 __16

Gott Pri'vate rTotal Domestic Foreign ovt Private Total Domestic Foreigia
Million won ~~~~~Currency Currency …V Currency 4
Million won --- _____ rU,S reC) ------------ Mlil ior nwon ,__rurny &1{& 

1. Offshore Fishery 805.0 202.0 1,007.0 1,007.0 721.0 180.0 901.0) 901.(

2. Oce0 n Fishery -- ------- 505.0 127.0 632.0 - 632.0_

3. Coastal Fishery 2,4v6h.6 64.6 2,529.2 495.315 8,827.0 984.6 64.6 1, 0149.2 352.285 2,733-0

LA. Fisl-ery Processing 176.7 80.55 257.25 257.25 ------- 1515.7 115.765 311.465 311.1t65

c. Aquiculture 3'54-5 22.5 377.0 377.0 ------- 298.7 16.3 315.o 315.0 -------

6. Advjnce Fishing Base 298.721 298.725 289.8 35.0 538.ol0 78.516 616.58 31.18 1,080.0

7. Fishing Port 239.164 59.79L 298.953 264.53 135.0 2814,16 l 355.;2 296.55 230.0

8. Research and Guidance ' L3.825 _ 51-J.825 2,015.0 434.65 4 34.65 105.7 1,290.0

9. Tmproveremnt of Fishing laear 2j38.425 - __- > . 2J425 935.0 179.775 .- 179.775 705.,0

xC .. ;-s 1; lt tis flz:JJ>aF*)}4-;: _-____ 15., 15.3 15-3 

11. Chenicd L;iber Mariufactitre -- - 500.0 500.0 50o.o - .. .

12. Fishing Net Matnufac,tre - 100.0 100.0 100.0 -_ --

13. Fisheries Funcd 1,275.0 ------ 1,275.0 1,275.0 ---- 827.0 _.- 827.0 827.0 ---

li. Price Stabilization Fund 900.0 900.0 900.0 -- ---- 0.0 520.0 520.0

15. Fishieries InsUrance 30.0 - 30.0 30.0 ------- .30.0 --- 3

16.. Improverc!nt of Fisheries-
StnructtLre 105._5 155.5 155.5 _____ 155.5 _ _____ 155.5 155.5 __…

Total 7,;1.L3b 9 1, (!L7-4 8496.18 5.1 4 9.695 11-9h7..0 =JA'71J.1' 221 <S6,3.3 . , I J tjou



A?P"ET'TV - 0tId

Total Investment Exoenditures in. Fisheries
During Second 5-Year Plan, 1967-1971

1969 _ _ 1970Gov't Private Total Domestic Foreign Gov't Private Total Domestic Foreign
Currency Currency Currency CurrencyMillion on- - - US - --.------ Milli-n won -------------- US 1. Offshore Fishery 515.D 129.0 6h44 0 64J o 

2. Ocean Fishery 494.0 123.0 617.0 617.0 ------ --- *- ~'-----' ' ' - …

3. Coastal Fishery 1,294.2 32.3 1,32665 538.55 3,090.0 1, 288.6 1, 288. 6 615.-4 2h,to.o
4. Fishery Processing 241 . 6 146.65 385.25 388.25 75.8 188.95 94.75 94-75

5. Aquiculture _ 355.64 22.56 378.2 378.2 795.92 52.68 848.6 8IJ8.6
6. Advance Fishing Base 152.0 --- 152.0 152.0 ------ 81.6 _ .86 1- 8'L.6 81--.6 _

7. F.ishing Port 24L.804 66.451 302.255 278.83 95, ('': l >(! ) 5030-

8. Research anad Guidance 453.45 --- 453.h5 165.30 ,1 .0 33:i .. - -. 37.I 412 (1
9. I-rovement of Fishing Gear 57.375 57.3'C - 2225 1,o . 400.8 40. - 0JA

10. Diesel Engine Manufaczture ---- -

11L. Chemical FLber Manufacture --__-

12. Fishinig Net; Mamnfactare ---- - ---- - ----

13. Fisheries Fund 632.0 632.0 632.0 -300.0 ------ 3°)-°. 300.0 -------
lb. Price Stabilization Fund 4700 ---- 47t.0 470.0 _----_ 320.0 320.C) 320.0 ---

25. Fisheries Insurance 30.0 ---- 3(.0 30.0 25.0 --- 25.0 25.0 -

16. Improvement, of Fisheries
Structure! 103.6 ------ 103.6 103.6 - ------- - - -

Total 5,oho.669 513.,916 5,55L.585 L,396.93 L,5O. 3L657.L8 172.23 31829.7i1 3,010.65 3,212.0



APPEIX 9 B (Cont'dJ

Total Inve stment Exjpenditures in Fisheries
Durin, Second 5-Year Plan, 1'-?71

1971 r o T A LCovtt Private Total Domestic Fo rei gn 5zvtt Private Total Domestic ForeignMa11:L ~~~~~~~n won -. Million won ~~~~~~~~~~~~Currency Currency-~~~~~~~~-~~~~Mill,"Ln won _ urec j,,? ------------ Million won T-----S __Y ureny1. Offshore Fishery 
2--_-- .?,5 

5__ 
. __ . … 2,OhL.0 511.0 ?,52.0 2,552.0

2. Ocean Fishery -----.... 
999.0 25o.o 1,249.0 1,249.o

3. CoastaL Fishery 1,250.7 1,250C.7 689.7 2,200.0 7,282.7 161 .5 7, 44.2 2,473.75 19,h90.0
4. Fishery Processing 79.2 19.8 99.0 99.0 -- 769.0 31. 7l5 1,050.715 1,150.715 -------
5. Aouriculture 782.26 50.54 832.8 832.8 - 2,587.02 164.58 2,751.6 2,751.6 -------
6. Advance Fishing Baise 26.0 ------- 26.0 26.0 -- 1,096.:389 78.516 1,1714.905 890.58 L, 115.0
7. Fishing Port 390.14 97.6 488.o 488.o - - 1,5'-,7. 28 .389.b8? 1,947.41 1,830.11
'3. se:enh eand Gu(;-¾hrce 300.4___ 30o.6C. 222.3 303.0 2,030.:125 ------. 2,030.125 7:L5.6 5,155.0
9. Improvenent of' Fishbing Gear _-__- ---- 516.:375 _-__ _ 5l6.375 ------ 2,025.0
10. Diesel Engine Manufactwue ---- ----. --.. 15.3 15.3 1i.3
J11. C;;(x.i FiLer ManuLfactuire ---------- *-*.-- - - 5°°9° 50°.0 500.0
12. Fishisg !iet Maiiufacture --- -- ------- ------ 100.0 100.0 10(.0
13. Fisheries Fund 194.0 194.o 194.o ------- 3,228.0 -,228.0 3,228.0 --
lh. Pricie Stabilization Fund 210.C) -0--- 210.0 210.0 -- 2,L20.0 ,----- 2,b2C0.0 2,420.0 --
15. a-heries Insurance 24.0 ------- 24,-0 24.() -1 139.0 ------- 139.0 139.0 -
16. Ir rovent-nt of Fish-ries.

Structure - ----- 1 '- .6 _-____ 14.6 11)i.6

TotalJ n o , ____ , 25,o1.137 I "7 2 . 9 3 27,633.23 20.,b3('. (5 28,25.o(



APP1PDIX S' C
Second 5--Year Plan of Fisheries Production Unii, Metric ton1966-1971

1965 19`66 ]L967 1968 196" 1970 1970;Base Year Increase Total Increase Trotal Increase Total ircrease Total Increase Total Increase TotiaOver 'base Production Over Base Production ODver Base Production Over Base Produ.ction Over Base Production Over Base Prod.F:ish1
330,000 102T 00 1432,,000 17'7,556 5;07,556T237,5:L3 567,513 25, 316 625T,-I 331,41 661,b61 356,196 686,196

ShellfiLsh2 46,0o0 1,000 47,000 2,000 48,ooo 3,000 49,c0o .4,oo 50,000 5,D000 51,ooo 6,ooo 5,2,000
Seaweed 3 43,000- 500 43J,500 1L,OOO 44,000 1,500 441,500 2,000 45,000 2,500 45,500 3,000 46,ooc
Other4i 116,000 2,000 118,000 h,o0o 120,OOC 6,00o 122,000 8,000 124,000 10,000 126,000 12,000 128, oCo

Total Marine
Landi_ ;35oc0 105.5()0 6h 500 1811,556 719.556 :48,013 783,013 309,316 8h4,316 318,1L61 883.961 377.196 912,196

Aquiculture 5 73,000 1,119 74,1l9 131,379 86,379 25,639 98,639 37,779 110,779 52,809 125,809 68,489 114l,li89
Grand Total ;08, 000 Lo6,6].9 714,619 L97.935 805,93' 273,6',2 881,652 347,095 955.090 4o0 770 1,009 770 !i5,685 1.C53,685

1 Increase is based on fleet expimsion and improvements in fiseries equipmnent and facilities2 A constant increase of 1, 000 tons per year (about 2%)3 " I,, If '.oo 11 "t " (about 1..2%)4 " If it 2,000 " " " (abuti 1. 7%) -5 Increase based on improvements of flatlands

Source: Bureau of Fisheries, 14inistry of Agriculture, FOK



Second Five-Year P1an - APEINDIX 9 D

Produur,ion Plan by Year and Project Units Metric ton
1 9 6 6 1 9? 6 7 1 9 6 '

ScaLe of Increase of Scale of Increase of Scale of Increase of
A-Projet Production 'Production Pro ject Production Production Projct Production Production

.;eplacement of Engine 12 H 1 1: HP 1,4A 2,920 12 HP 1,46 1,- -
(146) (:L46)(16

Boat crnstruction f or coastal 1,200 4,500 l,200 4,500 9,000 1,2lO 4,500 1.3,500
fishery (60) (60) (60)

.Boat construction for trawler 2,600 104o00 :2,600 10,400 20,800 2,600 10,400 31,200
(large) (26) (26) (26)

*Boat construction for trawler 500 '1,000 500 1,000 2,000 500 1,000 2,000
(shrimp and nediumn) (1D) (10) (10)

Boat construction of purse seins 3 units 4 h,500 3 units = 4,500 9,000 3 units = 500 1.3, 500
18 boats 1L8 boats 18 boats

Boat construction for whale cabehes 160 600 160 6DO 1,200 80 300 1,500o-

Boat construction for in-shore 280 1,260 :280 1,200 2,400 280 1 >OiU 3,600
Fishery (4) (4) 01)

Ir.provement of facility 204 2Oh40 204 2,0110 4 , 0'J0 204 2,o4o 6,120

2 25,700 75420 25,406 '76, 80

Thnport of large trawler 3,700 14,800 3,700 14,8O0 2960 3, 700 ,,5 YJ 

(37) (37) (37)

ELnport of purse seine boat 1,560 4,53o 1,5 t 4,500 9 000 1. bo0 b2 $o :L3, 5003 units:18 boats 3 unit 8 boats -
Total 19,300 -8 57,90°



Second Fiver-Year Plan - APPENDIX (Cont'I)
Production Plan by Year and Project Units Metrio ton

Scale of Increase of Scale of Increase of Scale of Increase of
__ roject Production F'roduction Project l'roduction Produ.ction. Project Prodaction P'roductionReplacement of Engine 12,655 HP 112,h6b- 1,420 7,260 12 346,(1L6) (146) (116 )Boat construction for coastal 1,200 4,500 18,000 1,303 4,875 22,875 1,300 4,875 27,750Fishery (60) (60) (60)

Boat construction for trawler 2,600 10,400 41,600 2 400 9,60C) 51,200 2 400 9,600 60,80()(large) (26) (21) (21)
Boat construction for tr,13Ar 500 1,000 4,ooo 50) 1,O00C) 5,000 .500 1,000 6,00C)(shrimp and mediurm) (10) (10) (10)
Boat construction of purse 3 units 4,500 18,000 3 units 4,500 22,500 2 u:nits= 3,000 25,500se:ins 18 boats :18 boats 12 boats

Boat construction for whaLLe 80 3N0 1,800 80 30C0 2,100 80 300 2,400ca-tches (1) (1) (:L)
Boat construction for in- 280 1,200 4,800 280 1,200 6,ooo 2130 1-,200 7, 20CX0shore fisheryr (4) (4)
Improvement of facility 204 2,o40 8,160 215 2,150 10,3L0 21 5 :2,150 12,48C)

25,1400 102, 200 50 1277,U 252, 780
Impoit of large trawler 3,700 14,800 9200 59,200 5T(37)
Import of purse seine boat 1,560 4,5co 18,000 18,000 1I, 000(3 units=

18 boatts )
TotaL 77, 200 77,200O 77',200



econd FivcYar "1. -

Production Plan by Year and Project APPENDIX 9 D (Cont'd)

Units Metric ton
Korean TIndustries Marine Development Corporation

196 6 1967 - 19i9 1970 1971
No-of jishery Fishery 1 9 6 8 No.of No.of No.of
Trins Product No.of Trips Product No.of T i Fish Product is ser_ Fis1Fh Produot Trips Fisher Product rrips Fishery_Product

1 Pzacific Boats 10;2 ,8h3.1B - .rT3.rg2 102 6h3.W 90 ,03 .1 90 o.1 90
('Inder 200 tons)

7,518.42* 5*,749.38* 7,518.42* 6,633.9- 6,6'33.9* 6,633.9*

2ktlantic Boats 316 23,131.2 414 30,334.8 414 30,30o4.8 14114 3J0;301.8 UJ4 30,3()4.8 4L4 30,3014.8
(under 200 tons)

3 Atlantic Boats 240 11,320 54 15,957 55 16,252.5 54 15,957 514 15,957 54 15,957
(620 tonners)

h. Stern Trawlers 9 4,050 31 14,950 11 4,950 10.6 4,770 10.6 1h,770 10.6 4,770
(1,300 tonners)

5 TIns-ocre Side 36 1,623.6 107 14,825.7 111 5,006.1 ll 6 110 2.1),o,61.
Trawlers

6 InsF'ore Stern 10 532.8 26 1,385.28 26 1, 385.28 26 1,385.28 26 1,385.28 26 1,385.28
Tra,..1ers

Total 513 48,000.713 680 62,656.8 720 64,11 3.o6 7L.' u3,',li.8 r .2 7

.Production reasured in short tons.



AP [MZ 'P D( t"d

lJnite Met:rio ton

Sooond Five-Year Plan - Produotion Plan by Year and, Projeot

001ca,n Fiahing (Privant)

. 9 6k6 1 9 6 7 1 9 6 8 l 9 6 9 1 9 70 1 9 7 1Scale of Scale of ScaLe a Pro- Scaleba Pro- Scalear Pro-
Production Investment Prc'duction TInvestrnent Production Invest- duction Investment duction Inve3trierrt duction

Import of Thna 9,00( - 16,000 - 1 ,000 ment 18,000 - 1L,OOO - 18,000Long Liner

Import of Tana 3,750 4,500 3,750 13,500 3,750 22,500 2,500 30,000 - 30,000Long Liner (15) (15) (15) (10)

Stern Trawler
Ocean 'Stern TrawLer 3,000 2,400 3,000 7,200 3,000 12,C00 1,500 15,600 - 26,800

(2) (2) (2) (i)

9,000) ?24,900 38,700 52,500 653,60oo 614,800



APPEIDIX 10

Table 1: REVISED EST'iATES OF FISHERY PRODUCTION, 1966-1971

1965 1966 1967 I96 _
Base In- Pro- In- Pro- In- Pro-
vear ts ductin t ductn p uc

(Ii/T) (N/fT (M/ITT

1. Long:liners under 200 tons
- 10 + J1-1 30 ons per vessel
per year 54 8,100 - 16,200 - 16,200

2. LoTng'lers over 200tons
- 400 tons per vessel
per year 37 7,400 15 17,800 15 23,8010

3. TrawLers under 250 tons
- 500 tons per vessel
par year 12 3,000 - 6,ooo - 6,oo0

4. Traw:lers over 250 tons
- 2,000 tons per vessel

per year 2 2,000 2 6,ooo 2 10,000)
5. Coastal boats of 20 tons

- 50 tons per boat per year 60 1,500 60 4,500 60 7,500
6. Shrinp trawlers of 50 tons

- 10O tons per veissel
per year 10 500 10 1,500 10 2,500

7. Coastal. trawlers of 70 tons
- 275 tons per boat per year 4 550 4 1,650 4 2,750

8. Whale boats of 80 tons
- 300 tons per boat per year 2 300 2 900 1 1,350

9. Coastal trawlers of 100 tons
- 3150 tons per boat per

year 63 11,025 63 33,075 63 55,125,
10. Purse seiners of 40-150 tons

- 1,500 tons per unit per
year 6 4,500 6 13,500 6 22,500

11. Replacement of engines
- 10 tons per year per
engine /1 146 730 146 2,190 146 3,650

12. Improved fishing facilities
- 10 tons per center /2 204 1,020 204 3,060 204 5,100

TotaL Fish Catches 600 40,625 511 106,375 511 156,475

13. Other marine landing /3 - 2,500 7,000 10,500
14. Aquiculture Ai - 600 7,0 13,00

G(RAM\f TOTAL 625,000 43,725 120,375 179,97 f

/1 Estimates of the Bureau of Fisheries reduced by 50% the first year that
inputs are introduced.

/2 Same as /1
/5 Same as 71 and /2
74 Estimnates of the Bureau of Fisheries reduced by 50% primarily because of'

water pollution impediments to expansion.



APPE1DDIX 10 (Page 2)

Table 1:P REXvISED ESTMA TES OF FTSHERY PRODlUICTTION. 1966-1971 (Cont.)

1 9 6 9 1 9 7 0 1 9 7 1
Tv_ PTo- In- Pro- Tn- Pro-
puts duction puts duction puts ducticn

1. Longliers under 200 to
- 300 tons per vessel

per year - 1- 1,0 - 1690C
2. Longliners over 200 tons

- U0 tons per vessel
per year 15 29,800 10 34,800 - 36,800

3. Tra-wJ~lers -uldI 25 -rOi--

- 500 tons per vessel
per year - 6,000 - 6,o00 - 6,000

4. Trawlers over 250 tons
- 2,000 tons per vessel

per year 2 14,000 1 17,000 - 18,000
5. Coastal boats of 20 tons

- 50 tons per boat per yr. 60 10,500 65 13,625 65 16,875
6. Shrimp trawlers of' 50 tons

- 100 tons per vessel
per year 10 3,500 10 4,500 10 5,500

7. Coastal trawlers cf 70 tons
- 275 noris per boat per yr. 4 3,850 4 4,950 4 6,050

8. Whale boats of 80 tons
- 300 tons per boat per yr. 1 1,650 1 1,950 1 2,25C)

9. Coastal trawlers of 100 tons
- 350 tons per boat per yr.63 77,175 24 92,400 24 100,800

10. Purse seiners of 4L0-150 tons
- 1,500 tons per unit per

year 6 31,500 3 38,250 2 42,000
11. Replacement of engines

- 10 tons per year per
engine /1 146 5,110 142 6,550 141 7,965

12. Improved fishing facilities
- 10 tons per center /2 204 7,140 215 9,225 215 11,385'

Total Fish Catches 511 206,425 475 245,450 462 269,825;

13. Other marine landing /3 - 14,000 17,500 21,00C)
14. Aqui-cultiure /A - 19,000 26,000 34,000

(RAT\M TOTAT. 239,425 288,950 32L.82',

/1 Estimates of the Bureau of Fisheries reduced by 50% the first year that
inputs are introduced.

/2 Same as /1
75 Same as 71 and /2
/4 Estimates of the Bureau of Fisheries reduced by 5N primarily because of

water pollution impediments to expansion.


